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REASONING POWER 

I 

PRACTICAL LOGIC 

In this book you are asked to consider that 
wonderful phase of Personal Power known 
as Reasoning Power, and to include in such 
consideration the principles of Practical Logic. 
In the practical instruction which is set forth 
in the series of books of which the present 
volume is one, Personal Power is -regarded as 
being a phase of the expression and manifes
tation of POWER, i. e., the All-Power from 
which all forms and phases of particular Power 
directly .or indirectly proceed. 

Reason is the activity of the highest facul
ties of cognition, thought, understanding and 
knowledge. It is the highest process of the 
inteilect, the thinking faculty, the faculty of 
understanding, the faculty of knowing. Rea
soning proceeds by logical processes, even 
when the reasoner knows naught of formal 
rules of Logic. Logic is : "The science or art 
of exact reasoning, or of pure and formal 
thought; or the laws according to which the 
processes of pure thinking should be con
ducted." 
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6 REASONING POWER 

Logic may be regarded from either of two 
general viewpoints, viz., (1) that of Formal 
Logic, in which the subject 1is treated in ac
cordance with the academic, technical, formal 
position ; or (2) that of Practical Logic, in 
which technical form and academic treatment 
are largely set aside in favor ,of the presenta
tion concerned with efficient use, employment, 
work, utility and action. In the present con
sideration there shall be but little reference 
to the methods of Formal Logic; the subject 
will be presented almost entirely according to 
the methods of Practical Logic. 

Reasoning applied according to the methods 
of Practical Logic, consists of the processes 
of consecutive thinking in which the mind 
passes before it in review the essential facts 
concerning a subject, and then, after a careful 
consideration of their respective characteristics 
and relations, draws conclusions and makes 
judgments conformable with truth. Reason
ing, and Practical Logic, are concerned with 
the discovery of the truth regarding the exist
ence, nature and character of any subject or 
object of thought to which the attention is 
directed for that purpose; moreover, they are 
concerned with the discovery of efficient means 
whereby definite ends may be secured, and 
definite results effected. 

One of the distinguishing characteristics of 
Reasoning according to the methods of Prac-
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tical Logic may be expressed by the term "pur
posive effort," i. e., effort directed -definitely 
and with purpose. Reasoning inspired by 
Practical Logic must ever be purposive-it 
must have an aim and end, an intention, ob
ject and purpose, and must be inspired and 
directed by these motives. That aim and end, 
intention, object and purpose of Reason and 
Practical Logic is always found to be: the 
discovery of truth and of facts. 

When you reason about anything, you do 
so in order to discover something at present 
unknown to you. That which you seek is un
known to you, though usually you have a 
more or less general notion of the direction 
which the mind must travel in its search for 
it. You may not know just what you want, 
or just what you hope to find; but you are 
conscious of the want of a general or particular 
"something," and you have a more or less defi
nite idea of the general class of things to 
which it belongs, and in which it must be 
sought. The more clearly and definitely you 
perceive the exact nature of the want, the 
more definite and determined will be your rea
soning leading up to its discovery. It has 
been well said that, "All reasoning begins in 
doubt"; that "the process of reasoning is al
ways one of problem solving; the occasion for 
reasoning is always a 'thwarted purpose'." 
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If you were Omniscient-All-Knowing
(as the Absolute or Supreme Being of phil
osophy and theology always is held to be), 
then you would never have any need of reason
ing, and, consequently, would never reason at 
all. This, because in such case you would 
have nothing left about which to reason-you 
would know all things. Your purpose would 
never be thwarted, for there would be nothing 
to thwart it, and nothing by means of which 
it might be thwarted. You would never be 
perplexed about anything whatsoever, and 
would never have to "think out" or "think 
about" anything. 

Philosophers have held that an Omniscient 
Omnipotent Being can not properly be held to 
"think" at all in the form of reasoning; such 
a Being woul.d transcend Reason-it would 
"know" everything that is to be known, with
out effort, directly and immediately; more
over, it would have no "thwarted purpose" to 
overcome and remedy by means of Reasoning. 
Reasoning, then, is seen to be a mental power 
reserved for finite beings who have much to 
learn, and many "thwarted purposes" to over
come and to remedy-and who need to employ 
reasoning in order to cure such troubles and 
to remedy such deficiencies. Reasoning Pow
er, then, is seen to belong to the category of 
Personal Power, 
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Logic investigates the processes of Reason
ing in order, (1) to discover the qualities dis
tinguishing correct thinking; and (2) to for
mulate rules and methods whereby invalid 
thinking may be avoided, and valid thinking 
may be secured. It announces certain basic 
laws and principles which have been found to 
govern all valid thinking; it teaches certain 
rules and m·ethods by means of which valid 
thinking may be insured and secured, and in
valid thinking avoided. 

Formal Logic strives to give to the form of 
Logical Reasoning the technical, scientific ac
curacy of mathematical formulas; its teachers 
have sought to discover and announce logical 
terms and formulas, often of extreme techni
cality and complexity, which correspond to 
those employed in higher mathematics. Prac
tical Logic, on the contrary, holds that only in 
a very inadequate way can Logic be reduced 
to algebraic expression; its teachers seek rath
er to announce plain, practical rules and meth
ods whereby the average thinking individual 
may assure himself that he is pursuing the 
correct general laws and principles of Reason
ing, and that he is avoiding the fallacies which 
beset the road of thought. 

As we have already told you, we shall have 
very little to do with Formal Logic in this 
book; but we shall have much to do with Prac
tical Logic. We shall proceed upon the theory 
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that, "Psychology is descriptive; Logic is regu-
lative and corrective; Reason is creative." The < 
edifice of our instruction is built upon sound 
foundations, having a strong pillar at each. 
corner. These foundation pillars are as fol-
lows, (1) Psychology, (2) Practical Logic, (3) 
Experience, and ( 4) Common Sense. Each 
pillar has its definite and particular place and 
purpose in the whole plan ; but no one of them 
would be strong enough to support the struc-
ture were the other three removed. It is only 
when the four elements represented by these 
pillars are united in strength, and harmony of 
arrangement, that the structure is properly 
supported and scientifically balanced. 

You probably have desired (at some time in 
your life at least) to learn something concern
ing the principles of Practical Logic or Logical 
Reasoning. Most persons have felt this desire. 
Many persons have sought such information in 
the technical textbooks of Formal Logic ; but 
most of them have found in such books chiefly 
a great disappointment. Instead of practical 
instruction, they have found strange, myster
ious terms. Instead of practical rules,· they 
have found abstruse, artificial formulas having 
apparently no relation to everyday life and 
thought and their requirements. They have 
asked for the bread of instruction, and have 
been given the cold stone of formal, technical, 
academic categories, and hair-splitting distinc-
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tions having no discernible connection with the 
actual thinking processes of the average man. 
Many an eager seeker after the truths of Logic
al Thinking has become discouraged after an 
experience of this kind- possibly after several 
such-and has given up all hopes of ever learn
ing anything about the real meaning and use 
of Logic. 

But, we are glad to be able to say, there has 
been of late years a decided tendency in the 
direction of bringing down the subject of Logic 
from the region of thin air and extreme cold
ness in which it has been kept for so long
down to the warmer and more comfortable 
valleys wherein most of us dwell. Formal 
Logic is taking its place with the study of the 
"dead languages"; Practical Logic is taking a 
place on the level with the study of the living 
tongues. The pragmatic spirit of modern 
thought is insisting that the essential, usable, 
workable elements of Logic be separated from 
its ancient dead forms, and be made obtainable 
in living, practical forms adapted to the re
quirements of everyday life. Practical Logic 
is "coming to the front," while Formal Logic 
in many cases is being "shown out by the back 
door" of practical mental establishments. 

It has been said that, "The theory of every 
operation of the mind is later than its perform
ance; men were accustomed to think correctly 
long before they began to reflect ~pon their 
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thinking faculties and the processes by which 
their results were obtained." It has also been 
said that, "A meagre soul can never be made 
fat, nor a narrow soul be made large, by mere
ly studying the Rules of Thinking." So, have 
your thinking first~ and plenty to think about, 
and then ask your logician to teach you how 
to scrutinize with a nice eye the processes by 
which you have arrived at your conclusions. 

The real office of Practical Logic is largely 
corrective and regulative. It points out and 
corrects fallacious reasoning on your part; it 
enables you to detect fallacious, sophistical, or 
casuistical reasoning on the part of others; it 
exercises a direction over your habitual pro
cesses of thought, thereby inhibiting illogical 
forms of thought and supplanting them by true 
logical forms. "If it simply enabled you to de
tect the false reasoning of other persons, and 
to prevent you from being deceived by ·such, 
the study of Practical Logic would be well 
"worth while"; in reality, it not only accom
plishes this task, but also performs other equal
ly important work for the individual who 
earnestly studies its principles. 

There are many persons who have never 
even heard of the rules and methods of Logical 
Reasoning, and who do not know even the 
meaning of the principal terms employed in 
that science, but who, nevertheless, have really 
been employing these methods with more or 
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less correctness, and observing these rules. 
more or less faithfully, during their entire 
period of life. They are like the man in the 
French comedy who expressed surprise when 
informed that he had been "talking prose" all 
his life, for (said he) "I never learned prose, 
never studied it, never was taught it-never 
even knew that I was talking it; I must have 
a remarkable mind!" So, many would doubt
less wonder if informed that they were using 
logical forms and methods in their thought; 
they, too, might think their minds to be won
derful, inasmuch as they had never studied 
Logic and never know tl)at they were employ
ing its methods with more or less success. 

J evons says: "Ninety-nine people out of a 
hundred might be surprised on hearing that 
they had been employing syllogisms and other 
logical forms, converting propositions, framing 
hypotheses, and making classifications with 
genera and species. If asked whether they were 
logicians, they would probably answer, No! 
They would be partly right; for I believe that 
a large number even of educated persons have 
no clear idea what Logic is . Yet, in a certain 
way, every one must have been a logician since 
he began to speak. I may be asked: If indeed 
we cannot help being logicians, why do we 
need Logic at all? The answer is that there 
are logicians arid logicians. All persons are 
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logicians in some manner or degree; but unfor
tunately, many persons are bad logiciaru;, and 
suffer harm in consequence. It is just th~ same 
in other matters. * * * We must reason well 
or ill; but Logic is the Science of Reasoning 
which enables us to distinguish between the 
good reasoning which leads to truth, and the 
bad reasoning which leads to error and mis
fortune." 

The logicians did not invent the essential 
forms of Logic; instead, they discovered them 
already in existence and being employed with 
more or less accuracy and precision by all 
thinking individuals. The laws of Logical 
Thought are not commands announced by 
some ruling authority; they are merely state
ments of "the way the mind works" when it 
reasons truly and efficiently; they are Laws of 
Nature, not laws of men. The Laws of Prac
tical Logic are simply the statements of cer
tain principles and methods observed and ap
plied, more or less faithfully and consistently, 
by intelligent men and women when they rea
son seriously, carefully, and deliberately. 

Men reasoned more or less correctly, observ
ing more or less faithfully the essential logical 
forms, long before the term "Logic" was 
coined, and still longer before the present-day 
principles and methods of Logic were an
nounced. This, however, is no more remark
able than the fact that all Nature, and all con-
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tained within Nature, obeyed the Law of Grav
itation long before that law was discovered, 
and still longer before its principles of opera
tion were geaerally and commonly known to 
men. Newton simply discovered the existence 
of certaia physical laws-and announced them; 
logicians simply discovered the existence of 
certain mental laws-and announced them. 

It is true that men have done good thinking 
without a formal acquaintance with the Laws 
of Logical Thought; but they did so "in spite 
of" their lack of knowledge-not "because of" 
it. No man ever thought efficiently because of 
his ignorance of the principles of Logic! On 
the other hand, you can no more reasonably 
expect to become a proficient and efficient 
logical reasoner by merely knowing the laws 
of Practical Logic, than you could expect to 
become a proficient and efficient mathematician 
by simply knowing the Laws of Mathematics. 
In either case, something more is needed; but 
in each case it is equally true that you will do 
well to learn thoroughly those rules, principles, 
and laws in order to attain correctness, to se
cure freedom from error, and to detect the 
errors of others which are often claimed to be 
truth, in these respective branches of scientific 
thought. 

In the spirit of the above statements, the fol
lowing instruction in the principles of Practical 
Logic is offered to you. 



II 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF REASONING 

Psychology does not attempt to solve the 
problem of "just what Mind is." Instead, it 
contents iti;elf with regarding Mind as exper
iencing "a series of mental states,'' and of dis
covering and announcing "just how'' the men
tal processes arise, proceed, and manifest them
selves. In this way, Psychology inquires into · 
the mental processes involved in the activities 
of Reasoning, and reports just what laws, prin
ciples, and methods of procedure it has dis
covered to be active in that important field of 
mentation. 

In the first place, it discovers and reports 
that Reasoning is a phase or form of Thinking; 
that phase or form which is concerned with 
considering, deliberating, forming opinions, 

. judging, concluding and ascertaining valid 
grounds for belief in anything. It discovers 
and reports that Thinking employs Thoughts 
as its material, these Thoughts being com
bined, woven and manufactured into the com
plex products of Reasoning. 

Perception and Percepts 
Thoughts are of varying degrees of complex

ity, ranging from the simplest perception to 

16 
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the most complex general idea. The simplest 
form of Thought is that known as the Percept, 
or the simple idea derived from Perception. 
But even the simplest Percept is really com
plex, and composed of several elements, as 
you shall see presently. Perception is not the 
simplest and most elementary mental process; 
below it in the scale is what is known as Sen
sation. Sensation, however, is not usually in
cluded in the category of Thought; on the con
trary, it is considered to be "the raw material 
of Thought.:' It is worth while to pause here 
a moment in order to note the distinction be
tween Sensation and Perception. 

Sensation is : "The mental state arising 
from the excitation of portions of the nervous 
system by reason of their contact with objects 
or forces external to the nervous system." 

Perception is : "The mental state arising 
from (1) the conscious recognition of the sen
sory reports; (2) the interpretation of these 
reports as particular kinds of Sensation: and 
(3) the association of these reports with the 
external object or force originally giving rise 
to them. 

Example: There is placed before you a 
certain external object-the object known to 
most persons as an Orange. Your mental pro
cesses concerning it are as follows: Your 
sense of Sight reports certain conditions aris
ing from an excitation of the optical nerves; 
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yoor· sense of Touch repwt;s ce11tain coaditions 
:µ:~ fr0m the contact of the ner~es of your 
fimger-tips with something external to it ; your 
semse of Smell niports. certain concliti.cims. aris
ing from the contact of your :neI:Ve-ends loc;:ttedj 
in the mucous. membrane. 0f youJ,"' n0st11ils with_ 
certain subtle emanations gf th<t substance of 
something external to them; your sense of 
Taste reports certain conditions al!i.sing irom 
the contact of the nerves located in your mouth 
and tongue with an outside substance which 
has been placed within the mouth, or upon the 
extended tongue; your sense of Hearing makes 
no report in this particular case. 

Your Perception then proceeds to rec<:>gnize 
and interpret these Sensations; in doing so, it is 
aided by your past experience with Sensation, 
by means of which you have evolved from 
the simple-sensation stage of the young infant 
to the perceptive stage of the adult of at least 
average experience with external things. Your 
Perception also proceeds to associate these 
Sensations with things external to itself. It 
recognizes and interprets these sensory reports 
in terms of perception of size, shape, form, dis
tance, color, etc.; in terms of perception of 
weight, size, shape, form, degree of hardness, 
etc. ; in terms of perception of odor, fragrance, 
aroma, etc. ; in terms of sweetness and agree
able taste, etc. To all of these sensory reports 
it applies certain terms which it has adopted 
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as representing certain perceived sensatio:m.s. 
It recagnizes the perceptive elements of round
ness, certain size, certain shape, cer,tain form
characteristics, yellowish color; of certain 
weight and certain "feel"; of fragrance and 
aroma; of sweetness and pleasant taste. It 
interprets these perceptive elements in symbol
ic forms of thought and speech called "words," 
or "terms." It associates these perceptive ele
ments or characteristics with the external ob
ject which has given rise to the several sen
sory-stimuli in question. 

You may object that you "perceive" instinc
tively, and that you never perform consciously 
the processes just described. But we would 
remind you that while Sensation is instinctive, 
Perception is acquired through experience, and 
becomes instinctive only by reason of repeated 
practice and cultivation of the habit. The 
young infant "senses," but does not "perceive." 
It learns only by experience to distinguish be
tween its various sensations; to recognize them 
as such; to interpret them; to associate them 
with external objects. It "feels" from the 
start; but it must learn by gradual experience 
to recognize, interpret, and associate with ex
ternal objects, such feelings and sensations. 

Sully gives us a simple, effective figurative 
illustration of the difference between Sensa
tions and Perceptions. He says : "Sensations 
are the alphabet by which we spell out the ob-
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jects presented to us. In order to grasp and 
apprehend these objects, these letters must be 
put together after the manner of words. Thus 
the apprehension of an apple by the eye in
volves the putting together of various sensa
tions of sight, touch and taste. This is the 
mind's work, and is known as Perception." 
He further tells us that by these Sensation
letters we may spell out, and make up Percep
tive words ; for instance, from the several Sen
sation-letters of 0, R, A, N, G, E, we may spell 
out and make up the Perceptive-word "OR
ANGE." 

Gordy also gives us a practical explanation, 
as follows: "What does the mind do with its 
sensations of colors, odors and tastes in order 
to perceive colors, odors and tastes as qualities 
of objects. It groups them together, does it 
not? When you look at an apple, you group 
its color, taste, and smell together as qualities 
of one object. * * * You perceive only 
when they seem to be qualities actually form
ing a part of the objects in the world about us, 
or states of our own bodies. * * * Strictly 
speaking, what we do when we perceive is to 
make a group consisting of one or more sen
.sations, and ideas of sensations, .and to regard 
the group as qualities of an external object." 

A Percept is: "A Thought in which one or 
more sensory elements are recognized, inter
preted, and associated with an external object; 

.( 
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are regarded as being qualities of that object; 
and are incorporated i.nto a group, giving the 
impression of a single and unitary whole, which 
is regarded as constituting the idea and mean
ing of that object." Illustration: When we 
perceive an external object, e. g., an Orange, 
.we experience a group or aggregate of sensory 
impressions which by recognition, interpreta
tion and association we combine into the uni
tary, single Thought of "that Orange." (Not 
an Orange, or any Orange, however, but mere
ly and strictly "that particular Orange"; the 
"an" and "any" being an element of another 
class of Thoughts). 

Conception and Concepts 
The form or phase of Thought which is im· 

mediately above the Precept in the scale of 
Reasoning is known as the Concept, or the com
plex idea derived from Conception. The Con
cept is constituted, composed, and made up of 
several Percepts. Just as the Percept repre
sents the Thought of the composite qualities 
of a particular object, so does the Concep! 
represent the Thought of the composite essen
tial and common qualities of a certain class 
of objects. Thus, we have found that the Per
cept of "that Orange" is a composite of the 
qualities of that particular Orange; now we 
find that the Concept of "Orange" (meaning 
any and every Orange-all Oranges) is a com
posite of the qualities which are possessed in 
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common by all Oranges, and which each and 
every Orange must possess in order to be "an 
Orange" at all-all· the essential qualities o~ 
Oranges in general7 all the qualities which 
must be stated in a complete definition of the 
general term, "Orange." 

Conception is : "The mental act of combiningi. 
perceptive ideas into a more general. group
idea of a general class of objects; by it is 
formed the Concept, or the Thought or idea 
representing the whole number of objects de
noted by the several general perceptive ideas 
composing it." To understand the process of 
Conception more clearly, you must first under
stand the essential nature and character of the 
Concept which is formed by the act of Con
ception. We ask you to give careful atten
tion to the following consideration of the Con
cept, for you must understand this thoroughly 
if you wish to manifest efficient Reasoning 
Power along the lines of Practical Logic.· 

The dictionary definition of Concept is : An 
abstract general conception;. a general notion; 
a universal idea; the idea or a larger or smaIIer 
class of particular things." In traditional 
Logic, the Concept is, "The idea of a charac
teristic or characteristics belonging to more 
than one person or thing and, thus, to a general 
class of things; it stands opposed to the Per
cept which is an idea dealing with particular 
things only." 
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The act of Conception consists of several 
stages or phases, which are always performed 
with greater or less precision and accuracy by 
the person "thinking," although he may not 
be conscious of their nature or of the order 
observed in their manifestation. Having ac
quired only gradually the art of performing 
this process; having obtained it along the 
lines of the evolution and development of his 
mental activity from early childhood; and hav
ing taken on the habit of performing it, he em
ploys it more or less unconsciously, and he 
takes it for granted. Analysis, however, will 
show that these stages or phases are neces
sary, and that they are always performed con
sciously or unconsciously by the thinking in
dividual. 

The processes above referred to are as fol
lows: (1) Perception of numerous particular 
objects; (2) Comparison of these particular 
objects, and noting wherein they agree or dif
fer in their qualities; (3) Selection of certain 
individual objects which are found to agree in 
definite fundamental qualities-to be "similar" 
or "alike" in certain respects; ( 4) Generalizing 
or classifying these similar or "like" objects 
into classes, which classes have as their essen
tial and necessary qualities those characteris
tics which have been discovered to be common 
to and universal among those selected individ
ual objects; (S) Denominating or giving a 
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name or applying a term to that general class 
of objects-putting a verbal tag or label on it 
to distinguish it as a whole. 

Thus the general class of fruit known as "The 
Orange," or "Oranges," includes all the fruit 
of that general kind; and its class-qualities are 
those which are essential and necessary to all 
Oranges, and which are common and universal 
among all Oranges, though the numerous par
ticular Oranges may differ materially in non
essential characteristics. The Thought, Idea, 
or Notion of "The Orange," or "Oranges" (as 
a class) is the Concept "Orange," to which that 
general term is applied. Into that class must 
fit, and under that name or term must fall, each 
and every one, any and all, of the fruit known 
as Oranges. 

Gordy says : "Conception is that act of mind 
by which it forms an idea of a class, or that act 
of mind that enables us to use general names 
intelligently. * * * We never see a class 
'(i. e., an indefinite number of individuals that 
resemble each other in certain particulars). 
Oasses do not make themselves known to us 
through any of the senses~ How then does the 
mind form an idea of a class? To answer that 
question is to state what the ttiind does in 
Conception." 

Smaller Concepts may be combined into 
larger ones, by the application of the character
istic principles of Conception, viz., (1) Cogni-
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tion of several particular Concepts; (2) Com
parison of one particular Concept with another 
or others, for the purpose of noting resem
blances and differences; (3) Selection of cer
tain particular Concepts which are found to 
agree or resemble each other in one or more 
particulars; ( 4) Generalizing or classifying 
these "like" Concepts into larger Concepts; (S) 
Affixing names and terms to these larger Con
cepts. 

The process of Conception may be continued 
at great length, higher and still higher general
izations being made. The end comes only 
when you have generalized every existing ob
ject into one supreme and universal class-the 
Summum Genus-comprising either all exist
ing things regarded as a whole, or the ultimate 
essence or substance of such. 'To this Ulti
mate Concept is given the class term or name, 
"Being," the sole essential and necessary qual
ity of which is Existence in some form, phase, 
mode or degree of Being-ness-a Something or 
Somewhat of which the only essentialquality 

~ is that "It exists." 
Besides the quantitative distinction between 

different kinds of Concepts, i. e., the difference 
consisting of the number of objects included in 
their content, there is to be noted a qualitative 
aistinction, i. e., a difference in general kind, 
character, or quality. The several most im
portant kinds of qualitative differences between 
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· Concepts are based upon the following lines of 
distinction: (1) Material Quality, (2) Inciden
tal Quality, (3) Causal Quality; each of these 
are considered below in further detail. 

The material quality of a Concept is deter
mined by the fundamental material character 
of the objects represented in the general idea, 
considered apart from their incidental relations 
or associations with other things. Example: 
The Concept "Sheep" is formed and composed 
of the essential and necessary fundamental 
qualities common to and universally present in 
the entire number of particular objects called 
"sheep"; this apart from any use or employ
ment of sheep, or any part or portion of their 
bodies, their energy, etc. In the same way, 
following the same rule of qualitative unity 
of character, the Concept "Sheep" may become 
a part, element, or factor in the larger Con
cept called "Ruminants." Likewise, the latter 
Concept may be included in the still larger 
one of "Mammals"; and this, in turn, into a 
still greater one called "Animals"; and so on, 
until the Ultimate Concept of "Being'' is 
reached. 

The incidental quality of a Concept is 
determined not by the fundamental material 
character of the objects represented in the 
general ·idea, but rather by their incidental re
lations or associations with other things-cer
tain subordinate or secondary qualities. The 
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most important incidental qualities of this kind 
are those concerned with Utility, Use, Employ
ment and Practical Application to certain pur
poses or ends. Example: Things (and their 
Percepts) may be classified under the category 
of the quality of "being useful for fuel pur
poses"; of "being useful as light-producing 
agents"; of "employment as disinfectants"; of 
"use as medicinal remedies"; as "use for tan
ning purposes," "curing purposes," "preserving 
purposes," "pickling purposes"; or use, employ
ment, utility, or possible application for any 
purpose whatsoever. Under this mode of con
ceptual classification, Coal, Wood, Oil, Fats, 
etc., may be included in the Concept of Fuel 
(i. e., "things serving for heat-producing pur
poses"). In the same way, Torches, Oil, Can
dles, Electric-Lamps, etc., may be included in 
the Concept of "light-producing things." Such 
examples might be extended indefinitely, but 
C:he above will serve to illustrate the character
istic element of this form of classification of 
Concepts. 

The casual quality of a Concept is deter
mined neither by the fundamental material 
character, nor by the incidental relations or 
associations, of the objects represented in the 
general idea; but rather by the power of such 
objects to produce casual results or effects by 
reason of their presence and actions. The 
"causal quality" of a particular thing is repre-
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sented by the idea of "how does it work; what 
it will do; what results or effects proceed from 
its presence and action." The "causal qual
ities" of a: number of things, when found to 
agree in general causal character, result in 
their being combined and included in a Con
cept of a "Law.'' Such a "Law" is merely the 
Concept embodying the general idea of "how 
and in what way this class of things works." 
A still higher causal synthesis, or generaliza
tion, .results in the Concept of a "Principle,'~ 
or "Law of Laws" of Action-a Cause of Caus
es. Raised to its highest power, this form of 
Concept posits the existence of an Ultimate 
Principle of Cause-a Causeless Cause. 

The General Processes of Reasoning 
Psychology also furnishes us with a com

prehensive classification of the several general 
processes involving in Logical Reasoning; this 
classification proceeds as follows : . 

Judgment upon the Materials of 
Thought, resulting from the following 
processes, viz. : 

1. Analysis, or the discovery of 
differences in character. 

2. Synthesis, or the discovery of 
resemblances in character. 

3. Inference, or the induction or 
deduction of new facts or truths from 
others previously discovered by An
alysis or 'Synthesis. 
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The following brief statements will serve to 
explain in greater detail the nature and mean
ing of the above-mentioned several processes 
involved in Logical Reasoning: 

Judgment is that mental process involving 
comparison and discrimination (i.e., discern
ment of resemblances and differences in the 
qualities of respective Percepts or Concepts), 
whereby the mind forms opinions and decisions 
concerning the nature of things under consid
eration. In the processes of Judgment, the 
mind compares its perceptive or conceptive 
thoughts, ideas, or notions, and then reaches 
a decision concerning (a) their degree of re
semblance or difference; (b) their respective 
relations of "the whole and its parts," or of 
"the parts and their whole"; (3) their respec
tive relations of cause and effect, or effect and 
cause; or ( 4) their respective incidental rela
tions. Judgments (when completed) are al
ways affirmative or negative. The mind can
not reason or think logically without judging; 
to think or reason logically is to judge. From 
its simplest and most elemental stages and 
phases, to its most complex and derivative 
forms and modes, Reasoning is found to employ 
the processes of Judgment- it cannot proceed 
without them. 

Analysis is that mental process whereby 
differences between the qualities, properties 
and attributes-the respective characters-of 
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two or more obje€ts of perception or concep
tion are detected and discovered. As a conse
quenee of Atilalysis, particular Percepts or Con
cepts are mentally analyzed, dissected, sepa
rated, refined, or resolved into their constitu
ent parts, elements, or factors, each of which 
is represented by a simpler mental idea and its 
appropriate term. 

Synthesis is that mental process whereby 
resemblances in the qualities, properties and 
attributes-the respective characters--of two 
or more objects of perception or conception are 
detected and discovered. As a consequence of 

· Synthesis, particular Percepts and Concepts 
are mentally synthesized, joined, combined, as
sociated, related, put-together, united, and 
fused into a Concept of a higher order, a great
er class, a more general and more nearly uni
versal character-into a greater Whole, Law, 
or Principle. 

Inference is that mental process whereby, 
through Analogy, Induction, or Deduction, 
new facts or truths are adduced or drawn from 
others previously discovered by the processes 
of Analysis or Synthesis, or by both of these 
combined. It has been defined as: "Deduction 
or Induction from preceding known facts or 
premises, resulting in the discovery of new 
facts and truths." Again, it has been stated as: 
"The process of coordinating and systematizing 
previously acquired knowledge, so that new 
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knowledge is thereby gained through induction 
or deduction, or similar process." Inference is 
the process of reasoning from the known to the 
unknown; or the discovery of a third fact from 
two facts already known. It produces a new 
and third Judgment based upon two prior 
Judgments which have been arrived at 
through some previous reasoning of some 
kind. Its forms are known, respectively, as 
Logical Analogy, Logical Induction, ·and Log
ical Deduction. 

Note: You are requested to familiarize your
self with the above-stated explanations of 
Analysis, Synthesis, Inference, and Judgment; 
as well as of the previously stated explanations 
of Precepts and Concepts. A thorough under
standing of these elements of Logical Reason
ing, or Reasoning Thought, is essential for 
your comprehension of the further instruction 
to be presented in the following sections of this 
book. The fundamental building-materials of 
Thought, i.e., Percepts and Concepts, and the 
basic processes whereby such materials are put 
together and built into the structure of 
Thought: these must be understood by those 
who desire to engage in the working of 
Thought-Building, Logical Reasoning, or Ra
tional Thought. 

The Seven Axioms of Logical Reasoning 
In Logical Reasoning, you are asked to ap

ply the principles of several fundamental and 
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basic axioms. An "axiom" is "a self-evident 
and necessary truth; a proposition which it is 

_ necessary to take for granted; an established 
principle." These Axioms of Logical Reason
ing, however, while offered as self-evident and 
necessary to be taken for granted, are not the 
arbitrary dogmas or dicta of real or pretended 
authority; instead, they represent the uni
versal experience of human thought rationally 
applied and directed; they represent truths "of 
which the contrary is unthinkable, and which 
would constitute a scandal of rational thought." 
These Axioms are in constant use, in the 
thought processes of reasoning human beings; 
they are "taken for granted," and are either 
directly asserted or tacitly implied in all Log
ical Reasoni;ng. 

The Seven Axioms of Logical Reasoning 
(which we shall consider in detail in the suc
ceeding sections of this book) are named, and 
briefly stated, in the following paragraphs, as 
follows.: 

1. The Axiom of Logical Analysis: "Every 
thing is composed,' constituted and made-up of 
(a) parts, elements and factors, and (b) qual
ities, properties and attributes, which in com
bination, arrangement, correlation and coordi
nation constitute its character ai:id make it just 
what it is, and into which it may be analyzed, 
dissected and separated in thought," 
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II. The Axiom of Logical Synthe.sis: "Every 
thing belongs to a class of things possessing 
one or more common and essential character
istics; many things belong to several classes of 
different (though not opposing) character." 

III. The Axiom of Logical Judgment: "All 
Logical Judgment is based upon these three 
fundamental Laws of Thought, viz., (1) A 
thing is always just what it is, and nothin~ 
else, at a given time and place, no matter what 
particular name or term may be employed to 
indicate, designate or represent it; (2) A thing 
cannot both be and not be just what it is af
firmed to be, at the same time and place; (3) 
A thing must either be, or not be, that which 
it is affirmed to be, at a given time and place 
-there is no third alternative. 

IV. The Axiom of Logical Analogy: "A 
few things which are alike in many respects, 
are probably (though not certainly) alike in 
some other respects." 

V. The Axiom of Logical Induction: "What 
is discovered to be true of a great number of 
observed objects, things, or individuals of a 
definite general class, is practically certain to 
be true of that general class as a whole; the 
characteristics assumed to be possessed in 

.common by all the individual objects or things 
in a definite general class, constitute the accept
ed essential characteristics of that class as a 
whole." 

10-2 
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VI. The Axiom of Logical Causation: 
"Every change, happening, event, or entrance 
into or exit from existence, proceeds from pre
cedent conditions or causes; given the same 
causative factors, the same material elements, 
and the same environmental conditions, the 
same results and effects will follow in all cases 
so determined and conditioned." 

VII. The Axiom of Logical Deduction: 
"What is true of the class as a whole must be 
true of each, every, and all of the individuals 
composing that class." 

Note: You are advised to commit to mem
ory the above-stated Seven Axioms of Logical 
Reasoning. A consistent and intelligent appli
cation of their respective principles will open 
to you many doors of the Temple of Logical 
Thought. 



III 

~ THE LAW OF LOGICAL ANALYSIS 

You are now invited to consider that impor
tant Law of Logical Reasoning known as the 
Law of Logical Analysis. This Law represents 
the universal experience of human thought ra
tionally applied and directed. The Law of 
Logical Analysis is expressed in the first of the 
Seven Axioms of Logical Reasoning, which is 
as follows: 

I. THE AXIOM OF LOGICAL ANAL Y
SIS: "Every thing is composed, constituted 
and made-up of (a) parts, elements and fac
tors, and (b) qualities, properties and attrib
utes, which in combination, arrangement, cor
relation and coordination constitute its char
acter and make it just what it is, and into which 
it may be analyzed, dissected and separated in 
thought." 

This axiom states a truth which is verified 
by all human experience, is supported by the 
common-sense reports of the race, and is sub
stantiated by the judgment of the keenest log
ical and philosophical thought. It is to be re
garded as a self-evident truth, and as a propo
sition which may be taken for granted; it is 
assume~ in all logical thought, and ii1 implied 
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in all true reasoning. The following consider
ation is not intended to be offered as proof of 
its truth; but is designed merely to elucidate 
and make clear the manif es ta ti on of this prin
ciple in the world of thought and things. 

Our consideration properly begins with a • 
definition of the term ''Thing," as employed in 
this axiom. Let us come to an understanding 
of the meaning of this important term; by so 
doing we reduce the risk of misunderstanding 
in the course of this instruction. Inasmuch as 
the greater part of all disputes arise from mis
understanding of, and non-agreement upon, the 
principal terms employed in the reasoning, it 
is important that an agreement of this kind be 
reached at the beginning of an argument or 
other process of reasoning. This will serve to 
explain the frequent resort to definitions which 
you will discover in the course of this instruc
tion. 

A "Thing" (in the present usage of the term) 
is: "Any separate and distinguishable object 
of thought." The term "separate" (as em
ployed in this definition) means,· "distinct, 
apart from others"; the terms "distinguishable" 
(as employed in this definition) means, "capa
ble of being set apart from others by visible 
marks, signs, or characteristics; or, capable of 
definition of terms, or logical division." A 
more technical definition of "Thing'' is : 
"Whatever exists, or may be conceived to ex-
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ist, as a separate, concrete entity, or as a spe
cific, particular object of thought." In this 
category of Things are contained all objects of 
which we have, or can have any practical 
knowledge through the senses, or through 
thought employing the material furnished by 
the senses. If there are any entities outside of 
this category, we do not and cannot know them 
in the way in which we know the things of 
ordinary experience. 

Parts, Elem'ents, and Factors 
Now for the definitions of the three terms 

employed in that clause of the axiom following 
the symbol "(a)", viz., "parts, elements, and 
factors." A "Part" is : "A constituent portion 
of a whole ; a portion less than the whole of a 
thing." An "Element" is: "One of the essen
tial parts or principles of which anything is 
composed, and upon which its distinctive char
acter is based." A "Factor" is "One of the ele
ments of a thing, which when multiplied or 
combined constitutes that product which is the 
whole of the thing." 

It will require but little thought on your part 
to convince you that everything you have ever 
experienced, or can imagine yourself as exper
iencing, is "composed, constituted, and made 
up of parts, elements, and factors," and is sub
ject to physical or mental analysis into such. 
You can form no idea of a concrete, definite 
thing as being devoid of "parts, elements or 
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factors"; your imagination, as well as your 
reason, will find itself unable to form a con
ception of such a thing for you. Even if you 
were to find yourself able to conceive of such 
a thing, you would not be able to find words 
and terms with which to express the thought. 

The principle of composition and analysis is · 
illustrated by the ancient Buddhistic story of 
the dialogue between a sage and the king who 
was visiting him. The sage asked the king: 
"What do you mean when you think or speak 
of your chariot?" The king replied: "When I 
think or S!feak of my chariot, I mean my vehicle 
which is composed of the body, the wheels, the 
axle, and the pole." Again the question was 
asked : "What do you mean when you think 
and speak of a river?" The answer was: "When 
I think and speak of a river, I mean its flowing 
water, its bed, and its bank." 

The sage then asked the king: "Do the body, 
the wheels, the axle, and the pole of the charfot, 
taken apart from one another, represent your 
thought and idea of a chariot? Do the flowing 
water, the river-bed, the river-banks, taken 
apart from one another, represent your thought 
and idea of a river?" The king replied: "Nay, 
reverend sir; these things, apart from one an
other and not joined together, are naught but 
separate and distinct things, and when in that 
condition constitute neither the chariot nor the 
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river; in such case there is no chariot and no 
river to be perceived and known to my mind." 

Then asked the sage: "Can you think of a 
chariot or of a river without including in your 
thought these parts which constitute it?" 
"Nay, sir; I cannot think of either chariot or 
river in this way; when I attempt it I find my
self thinking of nothing, or of a mere word or 
name." "Then," said the sage, "can you think 
of a chariot or a river by thinking merely of the 
separated parts which when combined con
stitute them?" "Nay, reverend sir," replied 
the king, "when I try to do so I find myself 
thinking merely of separate and disconnected 
parts, and not of the chariot or the river at all; 
in such case, as before, I find that to me the 
chariot and the river are mere words or names, 
and have no present real existence at all." 

"Then," asked the sage, "tell me of what 
your real thought of the chariot and of the 
river must consist; of what is it composed; of 
what is it made up." "Reverend sir," replied 
the king, "I find that my real thought of the 
chariot, and of the river, is composed, con
stituted, and made up of my several ideas of 
their various parts, and of my idea of the com
bination, correlation and coordination of those 
parts; of those several parts existing, and be
ing assembled, arranged, and put together in 
a certain fashion." "Good," said the sage, "you 
have now discovered for yourself the true na-

-
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ture of all things. Everything of which you 
can think is so composed, constituted and made 
up ; so are the several parts, elements and fac
tors 'put together' in a certain fashion, and 
acting in combination, coordination and cor
relation." 

Thus the ancient sage, employing the Soc
cratic Method of delivering the mind of its 
thought by means of asking leading questions, 
·taught to the king the lesson of the true na
ture of things, .and thoughts of things. You 
may employ this method in the way of apply-

. ing the general principle to anything and every
thing which is the subject or object of your 
actual experience, and which is the result of 
your processes of perception and conception. 
All Percepts and all Concepts are made up of 
"put together" parts, elements and factors of 
thought (as you have seen in the preceding 
section of this book); and, being so, they are 
each and all subject to analysis and resolution 
into such constituent elements. 

In considering the subject of composition 
and analysis, however, you must not lose sight 
of the important part played in it by the re
spective forms of arrangement and correlation 
present in the "putting together" of the several 
elements, parts, or factors of a thing. For in
stance, there are many- chemical elements, 
harmless in themselves, or harmless when 
combined in certain proportions, which are 
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poisonous when combined in certain other 
proportions. The same is true concerning ex
plosives; for instance, nitro-glycerine is com
posed of two harmless and non-explosive ma
terials, which when combined in certain pro
portions produce the high-explosive. Formulas 
must include not only the constituent elements, 
but also the proportions in which these must 
be combined. 

Carbon, in different forms, produces the 
diamond, charcoal, and other substances mani
festing widely different appearances. From 
some seventy or eighty chemical elements, 
combined in different proportions, all the 
countless number of organic and inorganic ma
terial substances are made up and constituted. 
In considering the principle of Composition, 
the associated principles of Correlation, (i. e. 
mutual or reciprocal relation), and Coordina
tion (i. e., common and harmonious action, 
movement or condition) , must be also taken 
into consideration. The phenomena of Com
position consist not only of the "putting to
gether," but also of the arrangement observed 
in the "putting together." 

The Law of Composition and Analysis man
ifests in the mental as well as in the physical 
field. In every field of Physics or Psychology 
it is found manifest. No exceptions have thus 
far been discovered. All apparent exceptions 
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are ultimately found unquestionably coming 
under the rule. 

Qualities, Properties and Attribute~ 
Now for the definitions of the three terms 

employed in that clause of· our axiom follow
ing the symbol "(b) ," viz., "qualities, proper· 
ties and attributes." A "Quality" is: "Any· 
thing that makes, or helps to make, anything 
such as it is; a distinguishing property, char· 
acteristic or attribute." A "Property" is: "A 
peculiar quality of a thing; a distinctive at
tribute; an inherent and naturally essential 
characteristic of anything." An "Attribute" is: 
"An inherent quality, essential property, or· 
characteristic disposition." 

In the preceding section of this book, you 
have seen that in the act or process of Percep
tion you recognize certain sensory reports 
(arising from contact with external objects) as 
being associated with those particular objects; 
and interpret them as representing certain 
qualities, properties or attributes inherent and 
abiding in those objects. In a Percept (as you 
have discovered) you regard the perceived ele
ments as "representing qualities of the per
ceived object; these being incorporated. into a 
group, giving the impression of a single and 
unitary whole, which is regarded as constitu
ting the idea and meaning of that object." 
Therefore, your Percept of a particular object 
is composed and made up of "put together" 
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separate perceptions arising from separate sen
sations. Likewise, the object represented by 
your Percept is regarded as being composed 
and made up of the "put together" particular 
qualities, properties and attributes which are 
represented by the perceptive elements which 
constitute your completed Percept. 

Illustration: When you perceive a particu
lar Orange placed before you, you become con
scious of a number of sensations arising by 
reason of the presence of the Orange, and of its 
contact with your sensory organism. These 
several sensations being recognized, interpre
ted, and associated with that Orange, are trans
formed into perceptive elements, and combined 
in your completed Percept of "that Orange." 
Your Percept, then is composed and made up 
of several elements, each of which represents 
a particular quality, property or attribute of 
that Orange. 

In the illustrative figure on the next page, we 
have (1) a circle representing your Percept of 
that particular Orange; and (2) a number of 
smaller circles included in the limits of the 
larger one, each of which represents the per
ceptive element associated with some particu
lar quality, property or attitude of the Orange, 
viz., (a) its form, (b) its weight, (c) its hard
ness or softness, (d) its color, (e) its fragrance, 
(£) its taste, (g) its size. Each of these re
spective perceptive element is called a "simple 
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percept"; their fusion and union into the par
ticular idea of ~'that Orange" constitutes a 
"complex percept"-technically known as "a 
Percept,,'; such as has been described to you. 

You should note here the important fact that 
you are able to distinguish between one object 
of. thought and other such objects-between 
one perceived thing and other such things
solely by reason of your perception of the dif
ferences in the respective qualities, properties 
and attributes of the several objects or things. 
You distinguish and discriminate between ob
jects and things solely by reason of your per
ception of their distinctive respective "charac
ters." The "character" of anything, i.e., "that 
peculiar quality, or the sum of qualities, by 
which a person or thing is distinguished from 
others," is composed and made up of "charac-
teristics." · · 
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Characteristics 
The term "Characteristics" means: "Dis

tinguishing traits, qualities, attributes or prop
erties." In the category of Characteristics are 

. found not only the qualities, properties and at
tributes which we have just considered, but 
also the parts, elements and factors and their 
arrangement, correlations and coor'dinations, 
which we considered a little further back in 
this section of this book. The Characteristics 
of a thing make it "just what it is"-that par
ticular thing as distinguished from other par
ticular things. 

"External Characteristics." In addition to 
the Characteristics (i.e., the qualities, proper
ties and attributes; the parts, elements and 
factors) which we have considered in these 
pages, there are certain "quasi-characteristics" 
of things which some thinkers would include 
in the category of Characteristics or Attributes. 
These "quasi-characteristics" compose a class 
of relation-attributes, i.e., attributes denoting 
the relations known as "contiguity of time, 
space, and cause and effect" which the object 
bears to other things or objects. These rela
tion-attributes are often called the "external 
characteristics" of the object or thing. Ex
ample: (a) the relation of Cause and Effect 
existing between two things; (b) the relation 
of nearness or distance in space between two 

\ 
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things ; ( c) the relation of nearness or distance 
in time between two things. 

The "quasi-·characteristics," or "external 
characteristics," while properly "belonging to" 
an object or things, nevertheless are not true 
characteristics, such as the "internal character
istics" which we have previously described in 
the pages. The "internal characteristics" (i.e., 
the parts, elements and factors, the qualities, 
properties and attributes, of a thing) are essen
tially connected with the inner nature of that 
thing; while the "external characteristics" de
pend not upon the inner nature of the thing, 
but, instead, upon the external "conditions" 
under which the thing exists. By "Conditions" 
is meant: "The state, circumstances, or relative 
position in or under which anything exists." 

We shall consider the subject of "External 
Characteristics" in the following section of this 
book, which is devoted to the examination of 
"The Law of Logical Synthesis!' We believe 
this to be the more logical method of treating 
that particular subject, inasmuch as it is in
volved in Apperception, rather than in Percep
tion, 



IV 

THE LAW OF LOGICAL SYNTHESIS 

You are now invited to consider that im
portant Law of Logical Reasoning known as 
the Law of Logical Synthesis. This Law rep
resents the universal experience of human 
thought, rationally applied and directed. The 
Law of Logical Synthesis is expressed in the 
second of the Seven Axioms of Logical Reason
ing, which is as follows : 

II. THE AXIOM OF LOGICAL SYN
THESIS: "Every thing belongs to a class of 
things possessing one or more common and 
essential characteristics; many things belong 
to several classes of different (though not op
posing) character." 

The principle, law, and truth embodied in 
this axiom is employed in all logical thinking. 
It is regarded as a self-evident truth, properly 
to be taken for granted; it is assumed in all 
logical thought, and is implied in all true rea
soning. The following consideration is not in
tended to be offered as proof of its truth; but 1s 
designed merely to elucidate and make clearer 
the manifestation of this prittciple in the world 
of thought and things. 

By "Logical Synthesis" is meant: "The act 
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of synthesizing, combining, putting together, 
or arranging systematically into classes or 
groups, two or more individq,al or particular 
things possessing common essential character
istics." By "Class" is meant: "A group of in
dividual or particular things possessing com
mon essential characteristics." 

The principle of Classification, as employed 
in Logical Reasoning, is applied under two CJ 

general methods, viz., (1) the method of Prac
tical Classification, and (2) the method of 
Logical Synthesis. Practical Classification con
sists of placing particular things (represented 
by their appropriate Percepts) into loosely 
constructed classes depending upon the general 
resemblance discovered to exist between the 
respective characteristics of such things; this 
form of Classification is employed merely for 
convenience of thought and expression. Log
ical Synthesis consists of the processes where
by Reason unites into a General Idea or Con
cept the several elements of a number of par
ticular Percepts bearing a very close resem
blance to each other in the matter of their es
sential characteristics. This form of Classifica
tion or Synthesis has for its purpose the crea
tion of an intelligent idea of a general class, 
genus, or species of things; such created ideas 
afterward to be used as material for the higher 
processes of Logical Reasoning or· Logical In
ference. We now ask you to consider in fur-
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ther detail each of these two general methods 
of Classification. 

Practical Classification 
By reference to your own experience, you 

will find that you are in the habit of grouping 
~ your ideas of things into certain loosely-knitted 

classes; you think of them as "all of a kind," 
for the purpose of convenience, yet you do not 
make the subdivisions into genera, species, 
families, etc. Your ordinary classification of 
this kind, you will find, arises from your per
ception of certain general kinds, forms, or class
es of relationship existing between the partic
ular things in question. 

Examples of this kind of relation between 
particular things are found in cases of: ( 1) the 
relations of existence in the same place; (2) 
the relation of existence in the same period of 
time; (3) the relation of cause and effect, as 
for instance, thunder and lightning; (4) per
sonal relations, . as, for instance, parent and 
child, husband and wife, brother and sister, 
etc., (S) mass relations, as, for instance, mem
bers of the same religious denomination, the 
same political party, the same base-ball team, 
the same legislature, the same club, etc., (6) 
utilitarian relations, as, for instance, coal and 
fire, oil and light, steam and motive-power, 
etc., (7) relations of common purpose or use, 
as, for instance, coal, wood, and oil ( consid
ered as heat-producers), or candles, oil, and 
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electric-light (considered as light-producers); 
(8) relations of resemblance of prominent 
characteristics, as, for instance, all .black things, 
all sweet things, all solid things, all poisonous 
things, all explosive t_hings; (9) the special re
lations of whole and parts, as, for instance, the 
automobile and its numerous parts, fixtures and 
attachments. This list of possible Practical 
Classification might be extended almost in
definitely; but the above mentioned more im
portant classes will serve to illustrate the prin
ciple employed and observed in all such classi
fication. 

You will find it of great importance to culti
vate this form of Classification. By tying your 
notions of things into separate bundles-by 
placing them in the appropriate pigeon-holes 
of memory-by "cross indexing" them, as it 
were-you will be able to perform your work 
of Practical Thinking and Efficient Thought 
with a minimum expenditure of time and effort, 
and with a maximum of desirable results. 

Put things into classes in your mind-but be 
careful that each thing properly belongs in that 
class, else you may experience trouble when 
you have need to refer to that class of things. 
You cannot well classify things properly unless 
you have previously acquired clear and correct 
Percepts or Concepts of them. The man who 
has the materials of thought well classified and 
systematically arranged, will be able to "think 
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out" the desired answer long before the man 
not so prepared is able to do it-indeed, the 
latter person may not be able to do it at all. 
System in the Classification of ideas, informa
tion and knowledge will give one an immense 
advantage over others who follow the "higgle
dy-piggledy" method-or lack of method. 

Professor Halleck well says: "Whenever a 
person is comparing a fact in order to put it in 
the same class with other specimens, he is 
Thinking. Comparison is an absolutely essen
tial factor of Thought, and Classification de
mands comparison. The man who has not 
properly classified the myriad individual ob
jects with which he has to deal, must advance 
like a cripple. He, only, can travel with seven
leagued boots who has thought out the rela
tions existing between these stray individuals 
and put them into their proper classes. In a 
minute, a business man may put his hand on 
any one of ten thousand letters, if they are 
properly classified. In the same way, the stu
dent of any science can, if he studies his sub
ject aright, have all of his knowledge of any 
subject classified and speedily available for 
use." 

You will be able to put the same thing into 
very many classes, under the method of Practi
cal Classification. The more classes, the bet
ter; for each class-relation gives you another 
handle with which to grasp the thought of that 
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thing when you need it; each is another "cross 
index" by means of which you may find it when 
it is required. 

Some psychologists indicate the process of 
Practical Classification by the name or term, 
"Apperception," so as to ·distinguish it from 
the Classification of Logical Synthesis known 
in Logic as Conception. The important mental 
process known as Apperception is overlooked 
in mos~ works dealing with the subject of For
mal Logic; indeed this particular subject be
longs rather to the field of Practical Logic. 
Professor Gordy says : "Apperception is the 
most fundamental form of mental activity. It 
is that combining activity of the mind that 
brings order and harmony of related facts into 
the consciousness of relations." In the pro
cesses of Constructive Imagination, tJ;ie factor 
of Apperception, or "the knowledge of practi
cal relations," is a very important element. 

Practical Logic is largely concerned with the 
discovery of the practical relations between 
things; and the proper classifications of such 
relations. Unrelated knowledge is only half
knowledge. Be keen in your search for rela
tions; and be careful in your classification of 

· them after they are discovered. Men advance 
by reason of their discovery of new relations in 
things; and by properly classifying and index
ing these in their minds. Halleck 'Yell says : 
''Whenever one learns a new thing, apparently 

' 
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unrelated to any other part of his knowledge, 
he should make haste to form connections. In 
doing this, he will think." 

This, then, is what the method of Practical 
Classification means; as for the method of Log
ical Synthesis, or Generalization-"that is an
other story." You have doubtless noted that 
under the method of Practical Classification 
the arrangement into classes is made according 
to the "quasi-attributes," or the "external char
acteristics" of the different things, rather than 
according to the true qualities, properties, and 
attributes-the "internal characteristics" of the 
different objects. In Logical Synthesis, or 
Generalization, the division and classification 
proceed according to strict logical require
ments; in it only the true qualities, properties 
and attributes are taken into consideration
only the "internal characteristics" are employed 
in the process of Logical Classification. 

Logical Synthesis, or Generalization 
Logical Synthesis, or Generalization is : "The 

act or process of bringing two or more partic
ular Percepts, agreeing in some important point 
or points of character, into a common or gen
eral class, under a common or general head, 
name or term; or to bring a particular fact, or 
series of facts, into a wider circle of similar 
facts, to which an appropriate term has been 
affixed. The general idea, class or conception 
thus produced is known as a Concept. The 
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Concept, so produced, is the general idea or no
tion, or the idea or notion of a general class of 
things, which is composed, constituted and 
made up of a number of particular ideas of par
ticular individual things possessing class-char
acteristics in common. The term applied to the 
Concept becomes the class name." 

In Logical Synthesis, or Generalization, the 
term "class" does not (as in Practical Classi
fication) mean merely a crowd, collection, ag
gregation or assembled number of individuals 
not necessarily possessing essential "internal 
characteristics" ; instead, it here clearly means 
an indefinite number of individual things (per
haps far apart in time or space) which possess 
certain essential "internal characteristics" in 
common, and which are practically identical 
and "alike" in these essential respects. 

In Logical Synthesis,· or Generalization, 
many individual things are carefully compared 
for "resemblances" and agreement; their re
spective non-essential "differences" and dis
agreements being laid aside in the general 
classification. That is to say, if the several 
things agree in the major characteristics, then 
their disagreements in their minor characteris
tics are overlooked in the general classifica
tion. These minor disagreements, however, 
may later form the basis for the formation of 
sub-classes, etc. Agreements are the basis of 
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Synthesis; Disagreements are the basis of 
Analysis. 

In this way, all Concepts of Classes, Orders, 
Families, Species, and Genera arise. Let us 
take the general Concept of "Bird" as an illus-

. tration. The conceptual term, "Bird" is de
fined as: "Any and every feathered, winged, 
warm-blooded, egg-laying, biped vertebrate; 
great or small, young or old." 

Here, then, are the essential common parts, 
elements and factors, qualities, properties and 
attributes, which each and every bird, and all 
birds (in normal condition) must possess in 
order to constitute them true Birds, viz., (1) A 
vertebra ; (2) two legs; (3) wings; ( 4) warm
blood; (5) feathers ; (6) egg-laying functions 
in the female; (7) all in combination in the 
same animal, at the same time. Bats and but
terflies are not birds, though they . ave wings; 
flying-fish and flying-squirrels are not birds, 
though they fly ; reptiles are not birds, though 
some of them lay eggs ; and so on: all the es
sential characteristics must be present in the 
same animal, at the same time; the creatures 
just mentioned, while possessing some of these 
characteristics, lack others, and so cannot be 
Birds. 

The Concept of "Birds" may be synthesized 
into the greater Concept of Vertebrates; and 
this, in turn, into the still greater Concept of 
Animals ; and this, again, into the still more 
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. general Concept of Natural Objects. Likewise, 
the Concept of "Birds" may be analyzed and 
separated into its various subclasses, families, 
species, sub-species, varieties, etc. As we have 
already said, "Synthesis proceeds according to 
resemblances; Analysis proceeds according to 
differences." 

Note: It must not be overlooked that while 
the stricter and more precise forms of Logical 
Classification deal with Concepts of classes 
composed of many individuals having only a 
few common characteristics, yet there are cer- · 
tain forms employed in Logical Reasoning in 
which a certain variation of this particular 
principle is manifested. These forms are as 
follows: (1) Class Concepts in which many 
objects or individuals possess practically only 
one common essential characteristic; and (2) 
Class Concepts in which are included merely 
one individual or object having one or more 
special characteristics. Examples of each are 
given in the following two paragraphs. 

(a) The Class Concept may include many 
individuals having practically but one common 
essential characteristic; as, for instance, Class 
Concepts of "white things," "colored things," 
"beautiful things/' "live things," "dead things," 
in fact, any kind of things having but one es
sential quality necessary to admit them to the 
class. Any quality or condition may serve as' 
the basis for such classification, and as the one 
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essential quality or element of such Concept. 
Thus when we say: "This thing is sweet," we · 
place it in the class of "sweet things," the one 
essential attribute of such class being "sweet
ness." 

(b) The Class Concept may include only 
one individual or object having one or more 
special qualities, or conditions. For example: 
The Eiffel Tower, the Capitol at Washington, 
the Washington Monument, the Rosetta Stone, 
Niagara Falls, Napoleon Bonaparte, are each 
"in a class by itself," and each has some spe
cial characteristic distinguishing it from all 
other things. Here the individual or object 
constitutes the "whole thing" of its special 
class. 

These two special forms of Class Concepts 
are, of course, capable of being synthesized 
into greater Class Concepts; but only the first
mentioned may be analyzed into sub-classes; 
the latter defies analysis of this kind, for its 
consists of only one individual. 

In forming Concepts by Logical Synthesis, 
or Generalization, care must be taken to dis
criminate between (1) the "essential charac
teristics" of the various individual things you 
wish to combine into a general class; and (2) 
the "non-essential characteristics" possessed 
by some (but not all) of the particular things. 
An "essential characteristic" is "a character
istic which is common to the whole class ; one 
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which is necessary to entitle the individual to 
admission to the class." A "non-essential char
acteristic" is "a characteristic which a member 
of a class may, or may not have, which is not 
necessary to admit him to the class, but which 
does not debar him from it." 

The true "essential characteristics" of the 
"Bird" Concept are those previously noted, 
viz., vertebra, two legs, wings, warm-blood, 
leathers, egg-laying, in combination in the 
same individual. The "non-essential attrib
utes" possessed by the individual members of 
the class, are, for example: differences in col
oring, in general or special conformation, size, 
food-habits, nest-building-habits, configuration 
of beak, bill, feet, wings, tail, body, etc. Such 
widely varying creatures as owls, sparrows, 
eagles, condors, vultures, wrens, humming 
birds, cranes, storks, crows, ostriches, parrots, 
wood-peckers, etc., all have the "essential char
acteristics" denoting Bird-ness; yet each has 
many "non-essential characteristics" which 
have "nothing to do with the case" of their 
Bird-ness. 

The Concept is a mental symbo1; yet it can
not be pictured as a mental image. The mind 
is able to grasp the conceptual symbol of 
"Bird," yet it cannot picture the Concept 
"Bird"; it cannot visualize it! Think over this 
for a moment, and you will see just why this is 
so. You may visualize or picture a bird; but 
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you cannot do this with the abstract conceptual 
idea of "Bird" (i.e., all birds). This, because of 
the ever-present "non-essential characteristics'; 
found in each and every bird, in different form 
and kind-each bird having some of them, but 
no bird having all of them; each of them is 
present in some birds, but none of them is pres
ent in all birds. 

A picture of the Concept "Bird" (i.e., All
Birds) would have to portray a creature hav
ing, at the same time and place, the long legs 
of the crane or stork, and the short legs of the 
w ren or sparrow; the long bill of the humming
bird, the snipe, etc., the short bill of the spar
row or wren, and the b eak of the eagle; the 
claws of the hawk, the feet of the chicken, and 
the web-feet of the duck; the neck of the swan, 
of the crane, of the wren, of the sparrow, and 
of the duck; not to speak of the almost infinite 
variation of color, size, relative proportions of 
the several parts of the body, etc. An attempt 
-even a feeble attempt-to produce such a 
picture would result in a production equalling 
the vision of the sufferer from delirium trem
ens, or the creation of some of the "post-futur
ist" schools of art. So, you see, the Concept 
can exist merely as a mental symbol ; never as 
a mental picture. Like the mathematical sym
bol, it exists merely for the purposes of work. 
Without such symbols, moreover, Logical Rea
soning would be impossible. 
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Rules of Logical Synthesis, or Generalization 
· The following are the technical .rules em
ployed in the formation of Concepts by Logical 
Synthesis, or Generalization .. 

I. Discover the Essential Characteristics. 
First discover the essential characteristics 
necessary to admit the particular individual 
things into the general class, entitling them to 
th.e class-term, and making the ideas of them 
proper elements of the Concept. This is done 
by comparing the individuals regarded by you 
as promising candidates for admission to the 
class. This comparison will reveal (4) charac
teristics possessed by only some of the individ
uals. These cannot be cancelled; therefore, 
they are perceived to be essential ~aracter .. 
istics of that class of things, and, consequently, 
are the essential elements of the Concept rep
resenting that class. 

II. Admit Only the Essential Character
istics. Admit to the Concept only the essential 
characteristics which have been discovered in 
the class. Rule out the cancelled non-essen
tials. The essential characteristics of the class 
constitute the essential elements of the Con
cept. Nothing but such essential elements be
long to the Concept. Nothing that does not 
belong to the Concept must be included in it. 

III. Include All Qualified Individuals. In
clude in the Concept each, every, and all indi
vidual Percepts, or lesser Concepts, which 
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possess all the essential elements, i. e., all the 
essential characteristics of the class; but ex
clude all individual Percepts or lesser Concepts 
which have not all such essential elements. The 
Concept must include all that belongs to it; 
but nothing that does not belong to it. 

IV. Synthesize in Logical Sequence. The 
synthesis of the individuals into classes, and 
of these into higher classes, should proceed ac
cording to logical sequence, i.e., (a) from lower 
to higher, (b) from simple to complex, ( c) 
without omission of a logical intermediate 
stage-without a "logical break." For in
stance: It is illogical to synthesize "horses, 
trout, and swallows" directly into the great 
class of "Animals"; here, the logical method 
and sequence requires the recognition of the 
respective intermediate classes known as 
"mammals," "fishes," and "birds," before the 
great class of "Animals" is reached. 

V. Synthesize in Uniform Order. The pro
cess of synthesis should proceed in uniform 
order, and according to the principle of classi
fication adopted in beginning it. For instance: 
It is logical to classify individual men, either 
(a) according to race, as, for instance, into the 
sub-classes known as Caucasians, Mongolians, 
American Indians, etc. ; or (b) according to re
ligion, as, for instance, into the sub-classes 
k~own as Christians, Buddhists, Atheists, etc. 
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But it is illogical to confuse and confound these 
two respective divisions of classification. 

We may logically group men into branches 
of a great religion, and these into divisions, and 
these into the whole great religious class itself. 
Likewise, we may logically group men into 
sub-races, these into minor races, these into 
major races, and these into the whole family of 
Mankind. But it is illogical to classify men 
as follows : Caucasians, Buddhists, Mongolians, 
Christians, American Indians, Atheists, etc. 
This, because such classification is contrary to 
Nature, lacks rational order, and is confusing 
and misleading; this being so, it tends to fal
lacious reasoning when its faulty Concepts are 
employed in Induction or Deduction. 

You will see this more clearly if you stop to 
consider that a Caucasian may be either a 
Christian, an Atheist, or a Buddhist, but he 
cannot be either Caucasian or an American In
dian-he must remain a Caucasian. Likewise 
a Mongolian may be either a Buddhist, a Chris
tian, or an Atheist-but he cannot be a Cau
casion. The validity of this rule arises from 
the fact that it agrees with the foregoing four 
other rules; when it is violated, one or more of 
the other four rules (usually, all of them) are 
likewise violated. 

Note: We would call your attention here to 
this important principle involved in all Con
cepts, or Logical Classifications : 'The more 
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general the class the fewer are its essential 
elements or characteristics and the larger the 
number of individuals included in it. Likewise, 
the less general the class, the more numerous 
are its essential elements or characteristics, and 
the fewer are the number of individuals includ
ed in it." Example: Consider the following 
Concepts in the light of the above statement, 
viz., "Bird"; "Finch"; "Sparrow" (a particular 
member of the Finch family); "Chippy" (a par
ticular rtlember of the Sparrow family); "That 
particular Chippy" (a particular individual of 
the Chippy family). Here you pass from the 
consideration of "All Birds," comprising count
less indivi'duals with but very few essential 
characteristics, by gradual stages down to tlie 
consideration of but one bird with a multitude 
of essential characteristics (each individual, in 
a sense, is "in a class by itself" inasmuch as 
no two individuals are precisely alike). 
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THE LAW OF LOGICAL JUDGMENT 

You are now invited to consider that im
portant Law of Logical Reasoning known as 
the Law of Logical Judgment. This Law rep
resents the universal experience of human 
thought rationally applied and directed. The 
Law of Logical Judgment is expressed in the 
third of the Seven Axioms of Logical Reason
ing, which is as follows : 

III. THE AXIOM OF LOGICAL JUDG
MENT: "All Logical Judgment is based upon 
these three fundamental Laws of Thought, 'riz., 
(1) A thing is always just what it is, and noth
ing else, at a given time and place, no matter 
what name or term may be employed to indi
cate, designate or represent it; (2) A thing 
cannot both be and yet not be just what it is 
affirmed to be, at the same time and place; (3) 
A thing must either be, or not be, that which 
it is affirmed to be, at a given time and place 
-there is no third alternative." 

This axiom embodies the essential principles 
of the ancient "Three Laws of Thought" which 
were first stated nearly two thousand years ago 
by the old Greek philosophers. In their orig· 
inal form they were as follows : "Whatever is, 

64 
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is; No thing can both be and not be; Every 
thing must either be or not be." These laws are 
known, technically, as "The Law of Identity," 
"The Law of Contradiction," and "The Law of 
Excluded Middle," respectively. 

Jevons has said of these laws: "Students are 
seldom able to see at first their full meaning 
and importance. All arguments may be ex
plained when these self-evident laws are 
granted. It is not too much to say that the 
whole of Logic will be plain to those who will 
constantly use these laws as their key." The 
three divisions of the Axiom of Logical Judg
ment (embodying these three L aws of 
Thought) will be considered in detail as we 
proceed with our instruction concerning the 
Law of Logical Judgment in this section of 
this book. 

Judgment is: "That mental process involv
ing comparison and discrimination (i.e., dis
cernment of resemblances and differences in 
the qualities of respective Percepts or Con
cepts), where the mind forms opinions and de
cisions concerning the nature of the things un
der consideration." 

Judgment is that power of the Reason where
by it perceives the agreement or disagreement 
between two objects of thought. Reason, in 
the process of Judgment, compares and de
cides. It is manifest in every act of reasoning 
thought. It manifests when you form your 
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Percepts, when you create your Concepts, when · 
you state your Propositions, when you make 
your Inferences. The mind cannot ·reason 
without employing Judgments; to reason is to 
judge, to judge is to reason. Reasoning is a 
continuous process, and Judgment is always 
.involved in it. Reasoning is the golden thread 
upon which are strung the pearls of successive 
Judgments. Logical Reasoning is "one Log
ical J.udgment after another." 

Let us now consider in detail the three ele
ments involved in the Axiom of Logical Judg
ment which expresses the Law of Logical 
Judgment. 

The Law of Identity. The first element cf 
the Law of Logical Judgment is th,at originally 
known as "The Law of Identity," which in our· 
axiom is as follows: "A thing is always just 
what it is, and nothing else, at a given time and 
place, no matter what name or term may be 
employed to indicate, designate, or represent 
it." 

The first part of this statement, i.e., that "A 
thing is always just what it is, and nothing 
else, at a given time and place," is so thorough
ly self-evident that it requires no argument to 
substantiate it; in fact, the student first having 
it presented to his attention, is often inclined 
to regard the statement as a waste of words-
its truth is so clearly evident. Its importance 
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is realized only when one encounters fallacious 
reasoning in which the rule is violated. 

This principle, like the bee or wasp, "has its 
sting in its tail"; the rest of it is comparatively 
harmless. The sting-containing tail is as fol
lows: "no matter what name or term may be 
employed to indicate, designate or represent 
it." Let us carefully examine this "sting" 
which wounds so many who trifle with it. 

Let us begin by reminding you that, "Most 
arguments are really disputes over terms, 
rather than about facts." Again, that: "Ra
tional argument or thought is impossible with
out a preceding agreement upon the meaning 
of the principal terms employed." Once more: 
"The essential point of issue of an argument 
once properly stated and clearly defined, the 
argument is then at least partly completed
sometimes fully completed." The first rule of 
Reasoning based upon Practical Logic is: 
"First, define your terms." Careful observa
tion will show you that most disagreements 
and arguments are really "disputes over 
words." 

So, you see, in order to apply the principle 
that "A thing is always just what it is, and 
nothing else," you must first find out the "just 
what it is" of the thing under consideration
the subject of reasoning, thought, argument, 
dispute. This is accomplished by ascertaining 
and formulating the logical definition of the 
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term most fitly indicating it. The following 
suggestions ·will prove useful to you in this 
direction. 

Logical Definition. First, impress upon your 
mind the following statement: "My full idea of 
just what a thing is, is expressed in a full, ex
.act, and complete definition of the logical term 
indicating it. A dozen different names and 
terms may be applied to that thing in common 
speech, discussion or argument; but. its essen
tial logical meaning is not altered in the least 
by reason of changes of names or terms-the 
thing remains 'just what it is' in spite of the 
changed names or terms. Before I attach a 
name or term to a thing, in. logical thought, 
reasoning or argument, I must be certain that 
such name or term fitly, completely and log
ically designates that thing. I must also re
member that a name or term indicating more 
than one thing is practically several names or 
terms." 

The following statement of the leading 
requisites of a Logical Definition will serve to 
indicate the character of the latter: (1) The 
definition should state all the essential charac
teristics of the thing; (2) Non-essential char
acteristics should not be stated in the defini
tion; (3) Names or terms indicating the thing 
should not be included in the definition-it is 
illogical to define a thing by itself, or in its t>wn 
terms; (~ The definition should be stated in 
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affirmative terms, negative terms being avoid
ed so far as 1s possible; (5) The definition 
should be stated in plain, clear terms-all ob
scure, ambiguous, or equivocal terms (terms 
capable of several possible meanings, or con
veying only vague, hazy and confused mean
ings), as well as all figurative language, being 
avoided. You will discover that but very few 
such logical definitions are employed in ordin
ary, popular argument, debate, dispute, or rea
soning thought-hence, the great number of 
fallacies apparent in such. 

Socrates, the famous Greek philosopher, held 
that a logical definition contained in itself the 
answer to most of the questions and problems 
vexing the mind of man. · Accordingly, he 
formulated the now famous "Socratic Method" 
which consisted of having his pupils answer, 
in the form of logical definitions, his questions 
concerning the essental and fundamental na
ture and character of the things under discus
sion. Thus, he brought them down to first 
principles, or, in the words of the current pop
ular phrase, "down to brass tacks." He made 
them solve their own problems in this way. He 
"delivered" them of their essential ideas-his 
method was obstetrical. Socrates held that 
most questions and disputes arose over "the 
meaning of words and terms": he was a wise 
man! 
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The "Socratic Method," reduced to its sim
plest elements, may be applied by you in reach
ing your logical definition in which is to be 
stated "just what this thing is," in the follow
ing three forms : 

(1) Ask yourself the questons: "What are 
the essential parts, elements and factors in
volved in this thing? What are its essential 
qualities, properties and attributes? What are 
its causes? What are its effects? How does 
it act? What work does it perform? What 
does it do? Of what greater thing is it a part; 
into what class, or classes, of things does it 
fit? 

(2) Ask yourself the following questions : 
"What? When? Where? How? Why? What 
follows?" 

(3) Ask yourselves the following questions: 
"What is it? How do I know it? What of it?" 

These three simple forms of applying the 
"Socratic Method" will serve to "deliver" your 
mind of much essential information concerning 
the thing in question; this will aid you in 
formulating and passing upon the logical defin
ition of that thing. 

It is difficult to leave the subject of Socrates 
in this consideration of the Law of Identity; 
for that old philosopher made this law his car
dinal principle; his teaching was based largely 
upon its truth and the means whereby it might 
be applied in practical reasoning. Socrates had 
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become disgusted with the notorious practices 
, of the Sophists, particularly with their habit 

of quibbling about terms and the names of 
things. He objected especially to their em
ployment of forms of argument which amount
ed to but little if anything more than "a play 
upon words"-a species of "punning" in ex
treme cases. So, he emphasized the Law of 
Identity, and asserted that "a thing is always 
itself, no matter what name may be attached 
to it"; and that it is one's business to find out 
"just what" the thing is. To him "White" was 
none the less white if the name "Black" was 
applied to it. He insisted that "calling a thing 
so, does not make it so." He was opposed to 
the bad habit of "calling things wrong names." 

Socrates cautioned his pupils always to be 
on guard against arguments, or processes of 
quasi-reasoning, which are really but disputes 
about terms and names, and in which the 
"suchness," the "whichness," and the "thing
ness" of particular things are either carelessly 
or else deliberately ignored. His favorite aph, 
orism was : "Reason about Things, not about 
terms or words." 

A noted modern logician has expressed the 
spirit of the Socratic thought in the following 
words: "Whatever is actually true of one term 
is also actually true of any term which is stated 
to be the same in essential meaning as the first 
term. Terms may be substituted, one for the 
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other, provided that it is agreed that they re
fer to exactly the same things.'' Even the 
symbol "X" may be substituted for the class
term "Bird," if it be agreed that by "X" is 
meant "feathered, winged, warm-blooded, egg
laying, biped vertebrate." Do you get the 
idea? It is this : "It is the meaning of the 
term, not the form, letters or sound, that 
counts." 

Before leaving the subject of the Law of 
Identity, let us give: you a few concrete ex
amples of its value-a f~w real proofs of its 
virtue: The study of Fallacy arising from the 
violation of a Law of Logic will go further to
ward proving the value and virtue of that law 
than will much greater study of its technical 
principles and meaning. The results of the 

, violation of any valid law will bring to one 
the most convincing proofs of its validity; this 
is true in every branch or field of human 
thought or action. 

Illustrations of the Law of Identity. The 
following examples serve to illustrate the gen
eral principles of the application of the Law 
of Identity: ' 

Professor William James, in ·one of his es
says, tells of a hunter who saw a sq~irrel cling
ing to the trunk of a tree. The hunter walked 
slowly around the tree to which the squirrel 
was clinging; the squirrel, at the same time, 
moved around the trunk of the tree so that 
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its back was never presented to the hunter. 
Query: Did the hunter "walk around" the 
squirrel, or did he fail to do so? According 
to the laws of Logical Reasoning, he must 
either have "walked around" the squirrel, or 
not have done so; he could not both have done 
so and yet not have done so--it must be one 
thing of the other, but which? This "trick
question" has perplexed many keen, practical 
minds at first; to many it has seemed like a 
problem "in Einstein." But it really is "so
phistical" in the form stated-the form so 
strenuously objected to by old Socrates; when 
the Law of Identity is applied to it, the diffi
culty vanishes. 

The gist of the question depends upon an
other question, viz., "just what is meant by 
'walking around' the squirrel?" If by "walk
ing around the squirrel" is meant that "the 
man proceeded so as to face in turn both the 
back and the front of the squirrel,'' then the 
answer must be that he did not do so. If, on 
the contrary, by ''walking around the squirrel" 
is meant that "the man proceeded so as to move 
completely around the place where the squirrel 
was situated, i. e., the trunk of the tree," then 
the answer must be that he did so .. Without 
an agreement upon "just what" is meant }?y 
"walking around"-the logical meaning of the 
term-there can be no logical judgment; but 
this agreement once reached, this meaning 
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once established, there can be but one logical 
judgment-and that a very easy one at which 
to arrive. The Law of Identity governs this 
case, when its principles are logically applied; 
and in it you have an example of the virtue 
of the rules: "Define your terms," and "Reason 
about Things, not about words." 

Another example : A Whale is popularly 
known as a fish; it looks like a fish, it swims 
like a fish, it lives in water like a fish. Then, is 
or is it not a fish? Popular opinion holds that 
it is a fish, because of the characteristics above 
noted. Naturalists hold that it is not a fish, 
because it is a mammal, has lungs, is warm
blooded, and suckles its young at its breast 
and gives it milk, just as does any other mam
mal. Which is right? The disputants might 
argue indefinitely unless there was some agree
ment upon the meaning of the term "Fish"; 
some logical definition of it. Reference to 
capable and competent authorities show that: 
"A fish is cold-blooded, has gills, and does not 
suckle its young, having no teats or mammary 
glands to do so." This scientific meaning of 
the term "Fish' being ascertained- and accept
ed, this answer immediately follows : "The 
Whale is not a fish, though it looks like one 
and lives and swims in the water like one." 
On the contrary, the same reasoning shows 
that the Whale, having all the essential quali
ties of a "mammal,'' is and must be a mammal. 
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Another example: A person asserts that 
the water in the bath-tub is "hot," another 
says that it is merely "warm," a third holds 
that it is "tepid," a fourth believes that it is 
"cool." How is the dispute to be settled? 
Each reports the degree of "heat sensation," 
or rather the "heat perception," experienced 
by himself. Yet the t emperature of that water 
remains certain, definite, fixed, at least for the 
moment. L acking a standard of meaning 
governing the use of these several terms, there 
can be no agreement. The thermometer gives 
the certain, definite, fixed temperature ; but it 
does not report whether such b e "hot," 
"warm," "tepid," or "cool"-neither does the 
dictionary. L et us suppose that the disputants 
agree to accept the definition given by certain 
authorities on bathing. These authorities re
port that : "Water is hot when its t emperature 
is above 98 deg. F ahr. ; that it is warm from 85 
to 98 deg. Fahr. ; that it is tepid from 75 to 85 
deg. F ahr. ; that it is ice cold at 32 deg. Fahr. 
This, or any similar st andard, once accep ted or 
adopted, the Judgment becomes certain-the 
t hermometer gives the t rue answer. 

Another example : A particularly dangerous 
form of Fallacy claiming the protection of the 
Laws of Thought is that which arises from the 
assumption of some relative, comparative or 
personal opinion by which the actions of per
sons or the character of things are measured. 
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The Fallacy consists in assuming that such 
relative, comparative or personal opinion rep
resents an actual, fixed, certain standard, in
stead of being one dependent entirely upon the 
personal views, opinions, training or prejudice 
of the individual employing it. For instance, 
it is often argued that such a person is "noble," 
"courageous," "virtuous," "vicious," "selfish," 
"unbusinesslike," etc., etc., etc. 

Such reasoning or arguments are always 
more or less futile and inconclusive, because 
no fixed standard is agreed upon or accepted 
-no fixed measure of value agreed upon or 
accepted by the disputants. If some such fixed 
standard (as, for instance; one representing the 
best opinion of the time and place) is agreed 
upon and accepted, then the Judgment is speed
ily reached. In absence of such, the reasoning 
or argument travels round in a circle, ever 
moving but never reaching a conclusion. The 
rule in such cases is this : "Define your terms; 
obtain an agreement upon the standard of 
measurement or value; and THEN reason log.;, 
ically from such." One is even justified in in
quiring of others, or of himself, "good for 
what," when the argument or reasoning is con
cerned with the question or whether or not a 
certain thing or action is "good." 

Other examples illustrating the need of clear
ness of definition of terms are found in the 
later section of this book, entitled "The Law 
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of Deduction," under the head "The Terms 
Must Be Unequivocal and Not Ambiguous." 
That portion of our instruction should be stud
ied and considered in connection with the pres
ent statements-and vice-versa-for they are 
both concerned with the same principle of 
Judgment. 

The Law of Contradiction. The second ele
ment of the Law of Logical Judgment is that 
originally known as "The Law of Contradic
tion,'' which in our axiom is stated as follows: 
"A thing cannot both be and and not be just 
what it is affirmed to be, at the same tim~ 
and place." We shall consider this logical 
principle in connection with "The Law of Ex
cluded Middle," inasmuch as the same essen
tial principle is involved in each, and in both; 
the two laws being complementary one to the 
other. 

The Law of Excluded Middle. The third 
element of the Law of Logical Judgment is that 
originally known as "The Law of Excluded 
Middle,'' which in our axiom is stated as fol
lows: "A thing must either be, or not be, 
that which it is affirmed to be, at a given time 
and place." 

In the case of these two respective laws, as 
in the case of the one which we have just con
sidered, the "sting" is found in the tail. In 
these cases, the "sting" consists of the clause 
contained in the statement of each, i. e., "at the 
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same time and place," or "at a given time and 
place." When this point of "time and place," 
and that of "definition of terms," are fully un
derstood, the application of these two principles 
becomes easy. The words, "at the same time 
and place," or "at a given time and place," give 
additional definiteness to the proposition, and 
serve to bring into a clear relief its essential 
meaning. 

The valid application of these two principles 
is illustrated by the following familiar exam
ples: "You are either just where you are, or 
not just where you are, at the time you are 
reading these words; you must either be there, 
or not be there-you cannot both be and yet 
not be there, and there is no third alternative 
in which the two extremes are harmonized, or 
in which neither is the truth. This requires no 
argument-it is self-evident. Again: A dog 
must either be an animal, or else not be an ani
mal (at a given time and place); it cannot both 
be and yet not be such-and there is no third 
alternative. This is self-evident. Again: A 
particular rose, at a given time and place, must 
either be "red," or else "not red"; it cannot both 
be and yet not be "red"-and there is no third 
alternative. Again: A whale must either be 
or not be a fish; it cannot both be and yet not 
be-and there is no third alternative. 

Such cases might be multiplied indefinitely. 
The principle involved' is self-evident; it is "as 

I 
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plain as the nose on. your face." It is only 
when we consider the unwarranted and falla
cious attempts to employ the principle that its 
importance is made clear. Let us now consider 
a few examples of this fallacious application. 

(1) The Element of Time and Place. The 
time-element and space-element must be taken 
into consideration in the logical application of 
the Laws of Contradiction and Excluded Mid
dle, respectively. While it is impossible for a 
thing both to be and yet not be so-and-so or 
such-and-such, at a given time and place, or at 
the same time and place; and while it is impos
sible for a thing to. avoid either being or else 
not being that under these conditions; yet it is 
quite possible for a thing to be such-and-such 
at one time and place, and not to be such-and
and such at another time and place. Example: 
A piece of iron may be red-hot at one time, and 
not red-hot at another time. Likewise, a piece 
of iron may be red-hot at one end (i. e., one 
place) and not red-hot at the other end (i. e., 
another place). But at the same time and place 
it must be either red-hot or not so; it cannot be 
both, and it must be either. 

Again: A man may be angry at one time 
and place, and not angry at another time and 
place; but at the same time and place he must 
be either one thing or the other-he cannot be 
both. Again : A piece of cloth may be red in 
one place (one part) and blue at another at 
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the same time; or it may be red today, and be 
dyed purple tomorrow: but at the same time 
and place it must either be red or not red-it 
cannot be both .. Query: A man has cold feet, 
and a hot head; is he "hot" or is he "cold"? If 
so; why? Are the principles of Logical Judg- · 
ment overcome, or their laws violated, in such 
a case? In this connection, you are asked to 
note that even in such cases as those above 
cited, the Law of Identity governs: the thing or 
man, at any given time and place, is always 
"just what it is" at that time and place-not
withstanding "just what" that "just what" may 
be found to be. 

(2) The Element of Relative Terms. The 
distinction between absolute terms and rela
tive terms, to which we have alluded in the 
preceding pages, also plays an important part 
in the application of these two laws or prin
ciples. Relative, comparative or personal 
·terms must not be employed as absolute, fixed, 
certain, definite terms in such application. We 
have already given you a typically illustrative 
example in the case of the water in the bath
tub. Differences of opinion concerning the 
"warmness" or "coolness" or "just rightness" 
of the temperature of a room furnish another . 
example. Here, the absolute, certain, fixed, 
definite "just what" the temperature is con
sists of the report of the thermometer that "it 
is so many degrees, Fahrenheit." Whether 
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it is "cool," "warm," or "just right," is a matter 
of individual feeling, unless a fixed standard be 
accepted or adopted, by means of which these 
terms acquire a definite meaning. 

Here is a variation, illustrating the same prin
ciple : A man stands before three different basins 
filled with water. The right-hand basin contains 
water heated to 120 degrees Fahrenheit; the left
hand basin, water cooled to 35 degrees, Fahren
heit; the middle basin, water heated to 75 de
grees, Fahrenheit. The man places one hand in 
the "cold" basin; his other hand in the "hot" 
one; and holds them there until they distinctly 
feel the respective kinds of temperature. Then, 
he withdraws both hands, and suddenly plunges 
them into the water in the middle basin-which 
is heated to 75 degrees, Fahrenheit. This causes 
his "hot water hand" to feel cold; and his '~cold 
water hand" to feel warm; by reason of the con
trast. 

Query: Is the water of the middle basin "cold" 
or "not cold?" One hand says one thing: the 
other hand, another. How and why do the Laws 

· of Logical Judgment apply in this case. The 
answer is : The only certain fact is that the water 
in the middle basin is "of a temperature of 75 
degrees Fahrenheit." Only this and nothing 
more; the rest is a matter of interpretation of 
sensation according to the existing conditions. If 
water of 75 degrees, Fahrenheit, be regarded (as 
it is) by authorities as "tepid" or "lukewarm," 
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then the water must be regarded as so, notwith
s~nding the conflicting reports of sensation made 
by the respective hands. . 

(Note: If two thermometers disagree in their 
reports, get a standard one, and abide by its de
cision.) 

We advise you to fix the words ''lukewarm 
water" in your memory, associating them with the 
above typical example. By· doing so you will 
have at hand a convenient and useful reminder 
not to commit the Fallacy of confusing relative 
terms with absolute ones-personal feelings with 
fixed standards-permanent values with tempor
ary ones. When you hear men arguing about 
their states of feeling, or their "notions" which 
they mistake for fixed, absolute standards and 
values, remember the story of "the hot hand 
and the cold hand, and the tepid water in be
tween.'' We shall not, however, here press the 
additional point that "the truth is found be
tween the two extremes"-although this, too, is 
a fact of, general experience, it is, nevertheless, 
"another story" and must be told elsewhere: 

(3) The Element of False Opposites. An
other perplexing and frequently experienced ob
stacle to the proper application cif the laws and 
principles now under consideration, is that which 
arises from a confusion concerning the logical 
''opposite" of a certain attribute, property or 
quality of an object. 
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Thus, many persons think that the true oppo
site of "white" is "black"; upon this basis one 
applying the rules of the respective Laws of Con
tradiction and Excluded Middle would be com
pelled to reason as follows : "This thing before 
me must be either white or else black, for it can
not be both, and there is no third alternative." 
This reasoning is, of course, fallacious, for the 
thing in question might be neither white nor 
black; it might be green, or yellow, or blue, or 
orange, or purple, or any other color-it might 
even be colorless-without our rules being vio
lated. The explanation lies in the fact that 
"black" is not the logical "opposite" of 
"white"; the true logical "opposite" of "white" 
being "not-white." All other colors are in the 
"not-white" class; and it may be stated with 
logical certainty that "everything that exists must 
be either 'white' or else 'not-white'-it cannot be 
both, and there is nothing else for it to be but one 
or the other of these." 

The same state of affairs is found in the re
spective cases of the apparent "opposites" known 
as "hot and cold," "sharp and dull,"-and of all 
other cases in which the contrasting terms repre
sent conditions manifested by the ~-no extreme 
poles of a general class of things or character
istics; there being many degrees of difference be
tween these two extreme poles. The same rule 
applies in cases like "Republican and Democrat," 
"Catholic and Protestant," etc. A man may be 
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neither a Republican nor a Democrat; neither . 
a Catholic nor a Protestant; for there is always a 
''third alternative/' or "a something else to be," 
in such cases. The proper grouping of the ''op
posites" in these cases is as follows : ''Republican 
or non-Republican; Democrat or non-Democrat; 
Catholic or non-Catholic; Protestant or non-Pro
testant." Thus, each and every man that lives, 
.no matter what may be his politics or religion
even if he be without political or religious affilia
tions-must be either a Republican or a non-Re
publican; a Democrat or a non-Democrat; a Cath
olic or a non-Catholic; or, for that matter, either 
the King of England or "not the King of Eng
land." The little prefixes "not" or "non" indi
cate the true logical "opposite" to anything 
whatsoever, when attached to the name or term 
designating that thing. 

The combined Laws of Contradiction and Ex
cluded Middle, rightly understood and logically 
applied, are found to possess the absolute char
acter of arithmetical or geometrical laws and 
principles. No true exceptions to these laws 
ever have been discovered; every apparent ex
ception, when analyzed and explained, becomes 
an additional verification. The human mind is · 
compelled to think according to these laws, 
when it reasons logically. 



VI 

THE LAW OF LOGICAL ANALOGY 

You are now invited to consider that important 
Law of Logical Reasoning known as the Law of 
Logical Analogy. This Law represents the uni
versal experience of human thought rationally 
applied and directed. The Law of Logical Anal
ogy is expressed in the fourth of the Seven 
Axioms of Logical Reasoning, which is as fol
lows: 

IV. THE AXIOM OF LOGICAL ANAL
OGY: "A few things which are alike in many 
respects are probably (though not certainly) 
alike in some other respects." 

The principle of reasoning is the one most fre
quently employed by the average person; many, 
indeed, but seldom use any other form. Rightly 
understood, and employed within proper limits, it 
constitutes an important rule of rational thought; 
but the possibilities of the careless and unwarran
ted extension of its employment by those not 
recognizing its limitations has caused logicians to 
advance but cautiously its claims. 

Reasoning by Analogy is the most primitive 
form of reasoning, and it certainly was the only 
form employed by primitive man, just as today 
it is the only form known to the undeveloped 
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races, and, indeed, the only one used by untrained, 
uncultured minds even in civilized co~unities. 
It has a valid foundation in observation and ex
perience ; and, when a single-story structure is 
erected upon it, it frequently serves well its pur- • 
pose; but when we attempt to build upon it a 

- skyscraper, the rising structure frequently be
comes insecure and often tumbles to the ground. 
Indeed, usually it is dangerous to build upon it 
a structure which rises above the ground-floor 
story. 

Many valuable· discoveries have been made 
through the principle of Analogy. Thus, a man 
who has mined gold in California, and who was 
then visiting in New South Wales, noticed that 
the mountains in the latter country were very 
similar in appearance to certain mountains in Cal
ifornia in which he had dug gold. He, reasoning 
by Analogy, concluded that the mountains being 
alike in some respects, also should be alike in 
other respects ; and so he dug for gold in them. 
His ''guess" proved to be correct; he found rich 
ore in the hills, and the result was the great dis
covery of gold in Australia. 

Geologists employed the principle of Analogy 
in their judgment that certain rocks were orig
inally formed by processes similar to those ob
served to be in operation in the present period of 
the earth's history. Noticing the marks on a sandy 
sea-beach from which the waves had just receded, 
they reasoned that the similar marks on certain 
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rock-formations were produced in the same way 
at some early period of the history of the earth, 
the soft material afterward becoming hardened 
by natural processes. Seeing on certain rocks 
marks similar to those now impressed upon clay 
by raindrops and by the footprints of birds, mam
mals and insects, they reasoned that the markings 
on the rocks were caused in the same way, by pre
historic creatures, at some early geological period 
when the rocks were in a plastic condition. 

In the same way, it is reasoned that the printed 
tables of Logarithms used by the Chinese were 
either copied from similar tables of the English, 
or else both had a common origin. The probabil
ity of mere coincidence was overcome by the dis
covery that certain errors in the English tables 
were duplicated in the ones used by the Chinese. 
The Analogy was so complete that the hypothesis 
of copying or a common origin was the only rea
sonable one. In the same way, it is reasoned that 
inasmuch as the planet Mars is found to have cer
tain areas believed to be seas, and certain others 
believed to be land, therefore conditions on that 
planet must resemble to some extent those of the 
Earth. 

Moreover, at each pole of ·Mars there is ob
served to be a white, rounded spot which is per
ceived to decrease in circumference when exposed 
to the sun's direct rays, and to increase at other 
times, just as· do the masses of ice and snow found 
around the poles of the Earth. Here the Analogy 
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is so close that astronomers feel justified in be
lieving that Mars has ice and snow at its poles, 
just as has the Earth. The same kind of reason
ing has led to the belief that Mars has an atmos
phere, with winds, clouds, rain and snow, very 
similar to corresponding phenomena manifested 
on the Earth. The reasoning, indeed, is often 
carried so far as to reach the conclusion that there 
is probably life.of some kind on the planet Mars. 

On the other hand, this form of reasoning 
often proves dangerous. For instance, the close 
resemblance between two kinds of fungus, or two 
kinds of fruit, may be so great as to cause per
sons to believe that they are practically identical ; 
yet one class is wholesome food, the other class 
being poisonous. Or, "the other way around,'' 
certain non-venomous serpents so closely resemble 
the venomous ones as to be mistaken for them. 
Children are often made ill or are killed by eating 
poisonous berries which they have gathered, and 
which they have mistaken for harmless berries of 
a similar appearance. Many persons have been 
killed by eating poisonous toadstools under the 
belief that they are mushrooms, the resemblance 
being very close. Jevons says: "In_ Norway, 
mushrooms are seldom seen, and are not eaten. 
Once when I was there, I found a few and ate 
them. I was afterward much amused by the 
people at the inn, who went out and collected toad
stools and wanted me to eat them also. This was 
clearly a case of mistaken reasoning by Analogy." 
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A physician visiting a patient discovers that 
there are present certain symptoms which are 
found in the early stages of scarlet-fever-the 
other symptoms not having as yet presented them
selves. He reasons by Analogy that the missing 
symptoms are also proceeding to manifestatiqn, 
and that this in all probability is a case of scarlet 
fever in its early stages. The scientist examining 
the fossil remains of an extinct species of animal, 
and finding that it possesses strong, blunt claws, 
reasons by Analogy that the creature had pro
cured its food by scratching or burrowing in the 
earth. Buckland reconstructed an extinct animal 
from a few scattered fossil bones; the later dis
covery of an entire skeleton of the animal proved 
that his reconstruction had been absolutely cor
rect in both generals and in details; this consti
tuted a most successful example of reasoning by 
Analogy. 

But, once more, there is always a great pos
sibility of error in this form of reasoning. The 
dog, fearing a stick or a stone, will run away 
from you when you stoop suddenly to tie your 
shoe, to pick up a flower, or to turn over a 
peculiar leaf. It is cruel to reason by Analogy 
that because many drunkards have red noses, 
therefore all red noses are marks of habits of 
excessive drinking-the red nose of the quite 
temperate John Jones must not be taken as arr 

· evidence of dissolute habits. We have seen the 
danger of reasoning that a whale is "a fish" be-
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cause it looks like one, swims like one, lives in 
the water like one. Halleck says: "Many false 
analogies are manufactured, and it is excellent 
training and practice to expose them. The ma
jority of persons think so little that they swal
low these false analogies just as newly-fledged 
robins swallow small stones dropped into their 
open mouths." 

The best thought today holds that true Log
ical Reasoning should be conducted along the 
lines of Induction and Deduction, whenever 
this is possible in view of all the circumstances 
of the case; and that Analogy should be re
garded as merely an imperfect form of these 
processes, or rather as a form of Imperfect In
duction or Imperfect Deduction, and according
ly regarded as a makeshift to be employed only 
when true Induction or Deduction are imprac
ticable under the particular circumstances of 
the case. At the best, Analogy is held to be 
but a "guess"-sometimes a "scientific guess," 
or a "rational guess/' but still a "guess" at the 
last. 

Here is the explanation of the employment 
by mankind of the principle of Analogy. Prim
itive man soon discovered that superficial re
semblances existing between the various things 
of his everyday experience were reasonably 
sure evidences of a real inner and essential 
sameness between those things. One thing 
was found good to eat; therefore, another 
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thing resembling it in appearance must be 
good to eat. Up to a certain point this form 
of reasoning was found to be correct. What 
was much more to the point with the primitive 
man, it was better than no reasoning at all. 
He knew absolutely nothing about certain rea
soning based upon careful and extended obser
vation, induction and deduction-these re
quired more time and attention than he was 
able to bestow upon them, and, in fact, such 
more complex methods of reasoning never oc
curred to his mind. The degree of probability 
found in the results of reasoning by Analogy 
was sufficient to attract his attention, and to 
prove useful to him-so he was content, until 
he afterward discovered a better way-and 
that better way was really an evolution of the 
original way, after all. 

It remained for the careful thinkers in ad
vanced stages of the evolution of the race to 
discover that the principal value of Analogy is 
to be found in its suggestiveness; and that even 
where Analogy leads to the detection of truth 
and real facts it usually does so only when the 
observations or experiments upon which it is 
based have been sufficiently extended and care
fully reasoned upon. It has been said: "Anal
ogy may be applied with even reasonable con
fidence only when the degree of ascertained 
similarity is great, and when the extent of the 
preliminary observation is sufficiently wide." 
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Again, that : "Even where Analogy leads to 
the discovery of truth, the final establishment 
of such truth is never actually accomplished by 
Analogy, but really by some stricter logical 
method." 

Reasoning from Analogy results in merely 
probable conclusions ; but the degree of prob
ability may be raised to a high degree by pur
suing the right methods and observing the 
proper precautions. Indeed, in the active af
fairs of ordinary life Analogy is really the only 
form of reasoning possible to most of us under 
ordinary existing circumstances, and we are 
very often forced to act upon conclusions 
reached only in this way. Reasoning by Anal
ogy, carefully and cautiously exercised, has 
led to many important discoveries of natural 
science, mechanics, medicine, psychology, etc:; 
and it is often effectively applied in the prac
tice of Law and in judicial decisions. In short: 
Analogy is useful (often necessary-frequently 
the only possible way); but its application must 
always be surrounded by the greatest care, and 
exercised with the greatest caution. 

The essential distinction between Analogy 
and Induction is as follows : Analogy proceeds 
upon the general principle that, "A few things 
having many characteristics in common, also 
have other characteristics in common." Induc
tion proceeds upon the general principle that, 
"Many things having a few characteristics in 
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common, all other things of the same class also 
have all these same essential characteristics." 
Further, in Analogy we usually confine our
selves chiefly to the observation of the exter
nal and incidental characteristics of the several 
things in question; in Induction, however, we 
extend the observation and apply it particular
ly to the internal and essential characteristics 
of the things examined-we "go deeper into" 
the examination, and search for the essential 
clements. 

The following diagram will illustrate the 
principal points of distinction betwen the pro
cesses of Analogy and Induction, respectively: 

Examples: If we find that X has the charac
teristics known as a, b, c, d, e, f, respectively, 
and then find that Y has the characteristics 
a, b, c, d, respectively, we reason by Analogy 
that Y also possesses the additional common 
characterics e and f, respectively, because these 
are found in X with which Y has so much else 
in common. Thus, finding that the planet 
Venus has the attributes of light, heat, water, 
and atmosphere in common with the Earth, we 
reason by Analogy that Venus probably pos
sesses the additional attribute of "the pres
ence of living things," in common with the 
Earth-the latter having been found to pos
sess it. 

Induction, on the other hand, would reason 
as follows: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, 
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M, N, 0, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, (members of 
a general class of things) notwithstanding their 
great differences in many external and inci
dental characteristics, are found to possess in 
common the three internal and essential char
acteristics designated 1, 2, and 3, respectively; 
therefore it is probable that the remaining let
ters of the alphabet-class, viz;, X, Y, and Z, 
also possess these three essential characteris
tics, notwithstanding that X, Y, and Z, mani
fest sundry diff ~rences in external and inci
dental characteristics from the remaining 
twenty-three letters of the alphabet-class. 

Thus, finding that all known heavenly 
bodies obey the Law of Gravitation, the as
tronomer reasons by Induction that a newly 
discovered star must also obey that Law, 
though he has not as yet had time to examine 
its movements. Likewise, a chemist finding 
before him a transparent, colorless crystal 
composed of Carbonate of Lime, knows, by de
duction based upon the Premises of Induction, 
that it will react to other stated chemicals in 
a certain definite manner; this because all 
forms of Carbonate of Lime, notwithstanding 
their external and incidental differences, have 
the internal, essential characteristic of sucli' 
reaction. 

The General Rule of Analogy, is as follows: 
"(1) The greater the number of points of dis
covered resemblance, the greater the degree of 
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probability of the Analogy; the fewer such 
points, the less the degree of such probability. 
(2) The inferred additional points of resem
blance become the more probable in the degree 
in which they are related to, or essentially con
nected with, those points of resemblance al
ready established by observation and experi
ment. (3) Discovered points of essential dif
ference often are sufficient entirely to destroy 
the presumption and inference of Analogy 
based upon many discovered points of external 
and incidental resemblance." 

We need scarcely consider in detail the many 
forms of possible application of the principle 
of Analogy; it is as familiar to you as is breath
ing or walking. You employ it in some form 
during almost every hour of your waking pe
riods. It has its evident uses in forming every
day conclusions, opinions, judgments and de
cisions. You could not do without it, even 
if you so desired. The most that you can do 
in the matter of its application is to endeavor 
to employ it correctly, always recognizing its 
weak-points and dangers, and always observ
ing carefully and consistently the above-stated 
rules concerning its degree of value and proba
bility, its use, and its limitations. 

Probably the best use of Analogy is that 
in which its conclusions are recognized as be
ing merely tentative, i. e., adopted experimen
tally and for a trial, afterward to be subjected 
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to more careful observation, examination and 
testing. By its employment in this way we 
often arrive at a valuable idea of a "probable 
cause," or a "working hypothesis," which after
ward may be verified or disproved. Its reports 
must always be recognized as ~'probable truth," 
never as "certain truth." 

Jevqns ably sums up the matter when he 
says: "In order to be clear about our conclu
sions, we ought never to rest satisfied with 
mere Analogy, but ought to try to discover 
the general laws governing the case. In Anal- · 
ogy we seem to reason from one fact to an
other, without troubling ourselves either with 
Deduction or Induction. But it is only by a 
kind of 'guess' that we do so; it is not reaUy 
conclusive reasoning. We ought properly to 
ascertain what general Laws of Nature are 
shown to exist by the facts observed, and then 
to infer what wi11 happen according to those 
Laws. • • • We find that reasoning ·by Anal
ogy is not to be depended upon, unless ·we 
make such further inquiry into the causes and 
laws of the things in question which rea11y 
necessitates the employment of Ind~ctive and 
Deductive Reasoning." 



VII 

THE LAW OF LOGICAL INDUCTION 

You are now invited to consider that im
portant Law of Logical Reasoning known as 
the Law of Logical Induction. This Law rep
resents the universal experience of human 
thought rationally applied and directed. The 
Law of Logical Induction is expressed in the 
fifth of the Seven Axioms of Logical Reason
ing, which is as follows : 

V. THE AXIOM OF LOGICAL INDUC
TION: "What is discovered to be true of a 
great number of observed objects, things or 
individuals of a definite general class, is prac
tically certain to be true of that general class 
as a whole: the characteristics assumed to be 
possessed in common by all the individual ob
jects or things in a definite general class, con
stitute the accepted essential characteristics 
of that class as a whole." 

This fundame~tal principle of Induction 
has been stated in many forms, among which 
are the following: "What is true of the many, 
is true of the whole." "That which ·belongs 
or does not belong to many things of the· same 
kind, belongs or does not belong to all things 
of the same kind." Mills' statement of the 
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Principle of Induction is very comprehensive; 
it is as follows : "Induction is that operation 
of the mind by which we infer that what we 
know in a particular case or cases will be true 
in all cases which resemble the former in cer
tain assignable respects. In other words, In
duction is the process by which we conclude 
that what is true of certain individuals of a 
class is true of the whole class; or that what is 
true at certain times will be true in similar 
circumstances at all times." 

In the early days of Logic, the principle of 
Induction was largely neglected by reason of 
the great emphasis placed upon the principle 
of Deduction. The followers of the old phi
losophies and systems of Logic, which were. 
fathered by Aristotle and IOng afterward wet
nursed by the Scholastic School of Philosophy, 
and which for many centuries dominated the 
world of logical thought and philosophy, be
lieved that it was possible to arrive at all hu
man knowledge by the methods of Formal 
Logic applied along the lines of Deductive 
Reasoning. The Syllogism was elevated to 
the highest rank, and logicians bowed down 
before it and worshipped it. As J evons says: 
"Men preferred trusting to Aristotle, rather 
than using their own eyes." 

Of course, it was necessary to find bases for 
the Premises employed in such Deductive Rea
soning, and a certain degree of Induction was 
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employed in finding these. But, at the best, 
but Imperfect Induction, or a st~blimated .form 
of Analogy, served the purpose in most cases; 
in other cases, resort was had to "A Priori" 
Judgments, i. e., Propositions assumed to be 
true more or less independent of extended ob
servation, experiment, or wide experience
more often held to be "innate ideas" or "univer
sal intuitions." Logicians reasoned from as
sumed causes to effects, but too often without 
first being sure that the assumed causes were 
real causes. They ignored "A Posteriori" rea
soning, i.e., reasoning proceeding from effect to 
causes-Judgments based upon experimental 
proof. They contented themselves with de
ducing particular facts from assumed gen~ 
eral principles ; they neglected the correlated 
logical process of reasoning by Induction from 
particular facts to general principles-and thus 
assuring themselves of the validity of the gen
eral principles which formed the bases of their 
deductive processes. 

The rise of Inductive Reasoning to its proper 
place was due in a great measure to the influ
ence of Roger Bacon (A. D. 1214-1292) and of 
Francis Bacon (A. D. 1561-1629); the former 
laid the basis, the latter advanced the idea 
and formulated methods of applying the prin
ciples. Francis Bacon is often styled "The 
Father of Inductive Reasoning and the Foun
der of the Scientific Method"; b1ilt .. 1p,relim- , 
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inary work of Roger Bacon must not be over
looked nor forgotten. Today, practically all 
scientific thought is based upon the conclu
sions reached by Inductive Reasoning. The 
Physical Sciences would perish were this prin
ciple eliminated; even modem Psychology is 
based upon it. · 

Modem Logic gives In~uctive Reasoning 
a. high place; indeed, there are learned logi
cians who even go so far as to claim that De
ductive Reasoning is but a reflection of Induc
tive Reasoning, and that Deduction usually is 
but a re-statement of the conclusions already 
arrived at through Induction-but here the · 
truth probably lies between the two extremes, 
and Induction and Deduction' are seen to be 
correlated and coordinated processes of Logical 
Reasoning. 

In our consideration of the subject of Logi-. 
cal Synthesis, or Classification, we have shown 
you how and why individual objects possessing 
certain common characteristics are grouped or 
"generalized" into classes; the common char
acteristics of all these individual objects thus 
becoming the "essential characteristics., of 
that class. The same principle, as you have 
seen, governs the grouping or "generalization" 
of these classes into larger classes, and so on. 
We now ask you to make note of the fact that 
all such Logical Synthesis, Classification and· 
Generalization proceeds according to the Law 
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of Logical Induction. It is governed by the 
principle that: "The characteristics assumed 
to be possessed in common by all the individual 
objects or things in a defini~e class, constitute 
the accepted essential characteristics of that 
class as a whole"-such characteristics become 
the "essential elements or qualities" of the 
Concept representing that general class of par
ticular things or individual objects. 

But, no matter how many may be the indi
vidual objects or particular things of the gen
eral class which have been observed and ex
amined for the purpose of ascertaining whether 
or not they possess the certain necessary char
acteristics deemed essential to the class, it is 
practically impossible that all such individual 
objects and particular things can be so observ
ed and examined in the great majority of cases. 
In fact, it is almost certain that in most cases 
there are far more not so observed and ex
amined than are so treated; this, because of the 
natural limitations of man's powers of observa
tion, experiment and inspection. 

Hence, usually the Law of Induction bases 
its conclusions upon human experience with 
the many rather than with the all of a class 
of things and objects. This fact is expressed 
in the axiom, as follows : "What is discovered 
to be true of a great number of observed ob
jects, things or individuals of a definite general 
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class, is practically certain to be true of that 
general class as a whole." 

If all the individual things and particular 
objects in a certain class are observed, subject
ed to experiment, and found to possess certain 
characteristics in common, then the Judgment 
must be that these common characteristics ab
solutely and certainly are the "essential ele
ments or qualities" of that class, and of its asso
ciated Concept. But when only "a great num
ber" of such are observed, inspected,and found 
to possess such common characteristics, then 
the Judgment must be merely "practically cer
tain," i. e., possessing a high degree of probabil
ity of truth." In very many cases, it is true, 
this high degree of probability falls but little 
short of absolute certainty. 

All that Inductive Reasoning may truthfully 
claim is to announce principles, laws and judg
ments which for all practical purposes of life 
may be considered as true and certain. But 
this is likewise true of all forms of Logical 
Inference, or human reasoning; even Deduc
tive Reasoning, with its boasted formal "cer
tainty," must be based upon Premises assumed 
to he true by the principles of Induction; it is 
always a case of "so-and-so is true, if such-and
such be true." Naught but Omniscience could 
reason with absolute certainty; and Omni
science would not need to "reason," for it 
would already know all that is possible to be 
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known-Reasoning is but the method em
ployed to "find out" and know something that 
is not known. 

In the light of the foregoing statements con
cerning the possibilities, probabilities, and 
natural limitations of the Principles of Induc
tive Reasoning, let us now consider the general 
methods employed in conducting its processes. 
Inductive Reasoning proceeds according to the 
following steps or stages, viz., (1) Preliminary 
Observation; (2) Making the Hypothesis; (3) 
Verification by Testing. Each of these respec
tive processes are described in further detail in 
the next following pages of this section of this 
book. 

I. Preliminary Observation. In this process 
preliminary to that of actual Inductive Reason
ing, there is conducted an examination of a 
great number of individual objects or particu
lar things believed likely to belong to a certain 
general class of things, activities or events. 
Such examination is for the purpose of ascer
taining definitely the common characteristics 
of such things, in order to decide whether or 
not these constitute the "essential elements or 
qualities" of that class as a whole. Usually, a 
more or less general classification, based upon 
Logical Analogy, or Imperfect Induction, has 
preceded such test, trial or experiment. Ob
servation and Experiment, however, do not 
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constitute Induction; they merely supply In
duction with its working material. 

II. Making the Hypothesii;. In this process 
of Iriductive Reasoning, there is performed the 
mental action of combining into a general idea 
(akin to a Concept) the totalresults of the ex
tended series of observations: and experiments 
which have preceded this stage; and of repre
senting this general idea in the form of what is 
known as an Hypothesis, i.e., "A supposition, 
proposition or principle assumed or taken for 
granted in. order to deduce therefrom particular· 
proofs." 

Hypothesis is the simplest term indicating 
the result of Inductive Observation and Ex
periment. Theory is held to be a stronger 
term, and usually indicates an Hypothesis 
which has been verified at least to some ex
tent by subsequent observation. A Law ·is an 
Hypothesis or The_ory raised to a very high 
degree of probability by reason of extended 
and positive observation and experiment. A 
Principle is "a Law of Laws," or "the Reason 
of Laws," or a Universal La:w including in its "", 
content several subordinate Laws which are 
governed by its essential characteristics and 
powers. 

A Law, from another viewpoint, may be said 
to be : "A general rule of procedure according 
to which things move, act~ and work"; a Prin
ciple being : '.'That by reaso~ of which change-
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producing actions and motions proceed, and in 
which they have their source." But the latter 
two terms, Law and Principle, respectively, 
have a wide range of meaning, are subjected to 
varied interpretations and definitions, and are 
applied to many different general ideas; we 
give here merely their respective meanings as 
usually understood and employed in Logic, 
Physical Science and Psychology. 

Hypotheses, as might be supposed, possess 
varying respective degrees of validity or prob
ability. Some are merely "tentative," or "work
ing hypotheses" employed for convenience of 
thought and further investigation; others rise 
to the dignity of verified Theory, or perhaps 
even to the high rank of Laws and Principles. 
The following general rule is usually employed 
by logical, scientific thinkers to determine the 
respective value and strength of Hypotheses. 

Rule for Valuation of Hypotheses : ( 1) If 
the Hypothesis involves only a few essential 
characteristics of its class, it must be supported 
by a much larger number of particular observa
tions and experiments than if it involves a 
greater number of such. (2) The greater the 
number of facts and phenomena satisfactorily 
accounted for by an Hypothesis, the greater is 
its probable validity. (3) Where there is more 
than one Hypothesis claiming recognition as 
the explanation of a series of given facts or 
phenomena, then that one which is found to 
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account for the greater number of such effects 
is to be considered as the most probable, all J 
else being considered. (4) Where more than 
one Hypothesis is so advanced, each one of 
which seemingly possessing equal value, then 
further observation and experiment is neces
sary; a later stage of the inquiry will probably 
uncover and reveal certain · addttional facts 
which are explainable only by one particular 
Hypothesis, and not by the others ; or possibly 
one such Hypothesis may be found to include 
the others as minor and constituent factors or 
elements. 

III. Verification by Testmg· In this pro
cess of Inductive Reasoning, there is performed 
a subsequent investigation in which there is 
"tested out" the application of the tentatively' 
adopted "working hypothesis" to additional 
particular cases, or to new individual objects 
and things. The test is conducted for the pur
pose of ascertaining whether or not the Hypo
thesis "works out" satisfactorily in such appli
cation. Each case in which it is found to "work 
out" satisfactorily tends to s~rengthen it. But 
if there are found one or more cases in which 
it will not "work out" satisfactorily (provided 
that the failure cannot be accounted for or-ex
plained away logically and rationally) it is 
weakened to that extent; if such failures are 
numerous, the result may be the rejection of 
the Hypothesis in question, though, here, al-
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lowance must always be made for possible dis
turbing causes, and a search for these should 
be conducted-experience having demonstrated 
the need of such precaution. 

The process and method of Verifying an 
Hypothesis have been humorously illustrated 
by the story of Cinderella. The Glass Slipper 
constitutes "the facts of the case"-it symbol
izes the given series of phenomena. Cinder
ella is the Hypothesis-or, rather, one of the 
Hypotheses, for each one of her rival sisters is 
also an Hypothesis. The process of testing for 
verification consists of trying the Glass Slip
per in turn on the feet of the several rival can
didates. The Hypotheses of the rival sisters 
are each found invalid-the Glass Slipper will 
fit the foot of none of them, even though they 
cut off their toes and heels in order to "make 
the facts square with the theory." When, how
ever, the Cinderella Hypothesis is tested by 
applying it to the facts of the Glass Slipper, 
lo! the "fit" is found to be perfect-the Hypo
thesis is verified, and raised to the rank of a 
Verified Theory; later, when Cinderella mar:
ries the Prince, it may, perchance, be elevated 
to the exalted position of a Law, or even that 
of a Principle! 

Rules of Verification. The test of Verifica
tion is not merely simple observation, but 
rather "experimental observation," i.e., obser
vation ·resulting from "a test, trial, or experi-
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ment" conducted on scientific principles, in 
which the possibilities of ierror are largely ~ 
eliminated. 

The· success of the test, trial and exp~riment 
is determined by the proportion of cases found 
to be explainable by reason of the Hypothesis; 
the greater the number of ~ases so explained 
and accounted for, the greater degree of prob
ability and validity must be attached to the 
Hypothesis, and the more perfect will be 
deemed the Induction. The "facts" and the 
Hypothesis must agree with each other; the 
greater the agreement, the 1greater the prob
ability, validity and degree of verification. 

A reasonable number of failures is usually 
sufficient to discredit an Hypothesis, unless 
such can be explained by th~ presence and ac
tion of a disturbing agency.1 Once, a promis
ing theory of Astronomy was seemingly dis
credited by the erratic movement of a certain 
planet; later a "disturbing agent" was detected 
in the form of a certain previously undiscov
.ered planet which had servep to pull the first
named planet out of place; the discovery of the 
new pl_anet explained the discrepancy, and can-

. celled the evidence against the theory. 
If the Hypothesis is found materially wrong, 

and therefore discredited, two alternative 
courses are open, viz., (1) to discard the Hypo
thesis, and then to seek for a new and better 
one; or (2) to modify the faulty Hypothesis in 
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some minor degree, and to then test it once 
" more in its new form-this frequently cures 

the trouble, and settles the matter satisfactor
ily. 

The Law of Parsimony. The Law of Parsi
mony, carefully applied, often results satisfac
torily in deciding between two or more prom
ising Hypothesis. This Law is stated as fol
lows:· "(1) Explanations should not be un
necessarily extended, multiplied or compli
cated; but should be limited so far as is pos
sible, and rendered simple so far as is possible. 
(2) All else being equal, a simple explanation 
should be preferred to a complex one; a limited 
explanation, to a more extended one; a close, 
ready, immediate explanation, to a remote one. 
(3) An unknown must not be accounted for or 
explained, by one still less knowable, or still 
more unknown, when a known explanation is 
at hand." The Law of Parsimony has also 
been called "The Law of the Economy of 
Thought." It is a valuable and efficient, 
though comparatively little known, principle 
of Logical Thought. We advise you to com
mit it to memory, and to apply it. 
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THE LAW OF LOGICAL CAUSATION 

You are now invited to consider that im
portant Law of Logical Reasoning known as 
the Law of Logical Causation.. This Law rep
resents the universal experience of human 
thought rationally applied and directed. The 
Law of Logical Causation is expressed in the 
sixth of the Seven Axioms of Logical Reason
ing, which is as follows : 

VI. THE AXIOM OF LOGICAL CAUS
ATION: "Every change, happening, event, or 
entrance into or exit from existence, proceeds 
from precedent conditions or causes; given the · 
same causative factors, the same material ele
ments, and the same environmental conditions, 
the same results and effects will follow in all 
cases so determined and conditioned." 

This axiom states a truth which is verified 
by all human experience, is supported by the 
common-sense reports of the race, and is sub
stantiated by the judgment of the keenest log
ical and philosophical thought. It is regarded 
as self-evident truth, and as a proposition 
which may be taken for granted ; it is assumed 
in all logical thought, and is implied in all true 
reasonine-. The following consideration is not 
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intended to be offered as proof of its truth; but 
is designed merely to elucidate and make clear
er the manifestation of this principle in the 
world of thought and things. 

The Law of Causation is e:iq1ressed in popu
lar terms as follows: "Everything that hap
pens is the result of a Cause; without a Cause, 
nothing happens." A more technical statement 
is: "All changes in things, and, therefore, all 
actions, movements, events, happenings, and 
occurrences involving change, are the results· 
or effects of certain antecedent activities, con
.ditions, forms or states of things, known as 
Causes. These Causes being present, the re
sults and effects must occur; these Causes be
ing absent, the results and effects cannot oc
cur." 

The following statements of technical, 
authoritative writers of the subject may serve 
to illustrate further the natural principle oper
ating through this law: 

Jevons says: "The Cause of an event means 
the circumstances which must have preceded 
in order that the event should happen." Bald
win says: "Every event is the result or sequel 
of some previous event, or events, without 
which it could not have happened, and which 
being present it must take place." McGilvary 
says: "Causation is the relation of Cause to 
Effect. The Cause of any event is a preceding 
event without which the event in question 
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would not have occurred. Both Causes and 
Effects are always events; not things, but 
things in action. The complete Cause would 
be all the indispensable previous events. But 
as all inquiry that is of any value is confined 
within limits, the question as to the Cause of 
an event is not generally a demand for the com
plete inventory of indispensable previous 
events, but some event which, in connection 
with other events, taken for granted, is needed . 
to account for the event under discussion." 

If we deny the Law of Causation, we may 
as well deny the existence of all Natural Law 
and Order; for Natural Law and Order cannot 
proceed from Chance, but is clearly the mani
festation of the Law of Causation. A Law is 
"the way things act and proceed"; and all 
things are discovered to act and proceed ac
cording to orderly sequence and logical order: 
this universal fact attests the validity of the 
Law of Causation. 

The ancients employed the term, "The Cos
mos" to indicate "the World conceived as pro
ceeding according to Law and Order" ; the op
posite conception and term being that of 
"Chaos,'' or "The World conceived as lacking 
Law and Order, and hence, the World con
ceived as existing in a state of lawlessness, dis
order, and confusion.~' The position of modern 
science is that so forcibly expressed by one of 
its pioneers in the axiom: "The Universe is 
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governed by Laws." The only alternative is 
the conception of . a World of Chance. The 
latter is unthinkable in view of the discovery 
of the constant and invariable operation of the 
Law of Causation in the Universe. 

Logical thought recognizes the existence of 
"Chance" only in the sense and signification of, 
"The unknown, unperceived or remote Causes 
of an event." It denies the existence of 
"Chance,'' in the sense and signification of, 
"Absence or lack of Causes." A leading ref
erence work says: "Chance is a word which in 
its original and strict meaning may be defined 
as the causelessness of an event. But with the 
growing insight into the universal prevalence 
of Causality, Chance in this sense of the term 
is no longer regarded as possible. The word 
continues to be used in a different sense, viz .• 
the unknown cause or causes of an event. The 
cause or causes may be entirely unknown, or 
unknown only in detail. In either case there 
is a lack of predictability; and in so far as an 
event is unpredictable it is said to be due to 
Chance. The unpredictable event is itself 
called 'an accident,' sometimes also itself 'a 
chance'." 

You will notice that in the Axiom of Causa
tion is stated that not only "every change, hap
pening, or event,'' but also "every entrance into 
or exit from existence" comes under the Law, 
and "proceeds from precedent conditions or 
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causes." An event is "that which comes, M'

rives, or happens." Events arise from and are 
accompanied by changes in things. Every 
change in things· implies a Cause or Causes 
producing the change; it is logical to posit a 
necessary Cause to account for every change. 

Now, "every entrance into or exit from ex
istence" is a change, or "becoming" ; conse
quently every "coming into existence" or "exit 
from existence" must have its Cause. But, 
note this important fact: If there be posited a 
Something or Somewhat which is Eternal, and 
which, therefore, has never "come into exist
ence,'' or "entered into existence," or "become 
existent," then the existence of that Something 
or Somewhat does not imply the necessary pre
cedent existence and action of a Cause; and, 
logically, we have no right to de.nand a Cause 
for such. 

ConsequeQtly, each and every school of 
philosophy, metaphysics, or theology equally 
is entitled to be absolved from the necessity of 
"explaining by Cause" the fact of the existence 
of its own particular posited Eternal Ultimate 
Principle, Law, Process, or Being, upon some 
one of which all philosophies, systems of meta
physics and theologies base their respective 
reasoning. If there exists anything that is 
Eternal, then such thing must of necessity be 
Causeless. Only that which is conceived as 
"coming into" or "entering into" existence re-
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quires the positing of a Cause to explain such 
'(becoming." As Bowne says: -"It is not cx
i5tence as such that demands a Cause, but a 
changing existence. * * * It is entrance and 
exit only that give rise to this demand. What
ever manifests them must have a Cause; what
ever does not manifest them can dispense with 
a Cause." 

However, in this particular instruction we 
are dealing only with Natural Things ; things 
which become objects of perception and con
ception. All such things are temporal things; 
things which have come ·into existence, which 
manifest constant change during their period 
of existence, and which aTe destined to pass out 
of existence, all through a process of -"becom
ing.'' Such things, then~ are clearly under the 
Law of Causation. In the present considera
tion, therefore, we are dealing only with things 
that come, dwell a while, and then go-all un
der the Law of Change, and therefore, under 
the Law of Causation. 

The importance of the Law of Causation is 
.realized more fully when it is recognized that 
i:p. the Cause or Causes of an event, happening, 
change or entrance into existence, are to be found 
the "because," "reason,'' and "explanation" of 
the occurrence. When you know the Cause or 
Causes, then you are aware of the "reasons" 
explaining and accounting for the Effect or Re
sult. When you say that such-and-such a thing 
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happened because of so-and-so, then that "so
and-so" represents the Cause or Causes because 
of which the thing happened, occurred, changed 
or made its entrance into existence-or passed 
out of existence. So, you see, there are great 
principles involved in the Law of Causation. 

The application of the principles of the Law 
of Causation in Logical Reasoning is performed 
chiefly in certain phases of Inductive Reason
ing, which form the subject of the preceding 
section of this book devoted to the considera
tion of the Law of Induction. Inductive Rea
soning is actively concerned with the discov
ery of the unknown Causes of known effects 
and results-of known events, happenings, 
changes, entrances into and exits from exist
ence-in short, with the relations of Cause and 
Effect existing between all things. At that 
point of our instruction in which Inductive· 
Reasoning was considered· in detail, your at
tention was directed to the general laws and 
principles involved in that form of Logical 
Reasoning. However, at this point, we think 
it proper to call your attention to some special 
rules observed by trained reasoners in those 
processes of Inductive Reasoning having to do 
with the operation of the Law of Causation. 

Difficulties of Discovering Causal Relations. 
The following general classes of difficulties ex
perienced in determining the relation of Cause 
and Effect manifesting in correlated things 
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should he carefully noted by you. Frequently, 
the knowledge of the precise nature of the diffi
culty will prevent you from committing a fal
lacy of reasoning, or from indulging in False 
Reasoning, along these particular lines; it will 
also serve to indicate at least the general direc
tion in which lies the true solution of some dif
ficult problems arising in the study of Cause 
and Effect. 

I. Causes Beyond Experience. Where the 
Cause lies outside of human experience, or at 
least out of the experience of the individual, 
and is therefore not to be comprehended or un
derstood, the remedy is: (1) if it be found that 
while one's individual experience does not in
clude the possible knowledge of the unknown 
Cause, then he should seek the solution in the 
experience of acknowledged authorities on the 
subject in question-care, however, being taken 
to satisfy himself that the authority actually is 
possessed by those claiming it or reputed to 
possess it, rather than depending merely upon 
their unwarranted and impudent assumption of 
it, or upon the uncritical judgment of those who 
attribute it to such persons; (2) if it be found 
that the knowledge of the unknown Cause 
necessarily lies out elf all human experience, 
then the question should be put aside, because 
the mind is unable to apprehend any knowledge 
other than that originally based upon human 
experience; failure to act upon this principle 
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results merely in circular reasoning-the. mind 
traveling about like the squirrel in his wheel, 
ever moving but never really advancing. 

II .. Joint Causes. Where there are two or 
more Causes acting conjointly, thereby render
ing it difficult to determine which is the pre
dominant Cause, or to eliminate from the prob
lem the associated Causes, then the remedy is 
to observe other cases in which some one of the 
several possible Causes has by itself operated 
to produce similar results independent of the 
other possible Causes. If any one of the said 
possible Causes is found to be capable of pro
ducing an Effect identical with or quite similar 
to the Effect under .observation (without the 
possible presence or action of the other pos
sible Causes): and where the other possible. 
Causes are not found to be capable of so pro
ducing such identical or similar Effects ; then 
it is logical to reason that the successful pos
sible Cause is the true Cause. In the absence 
of such decisive result of the test, you must 
either label the question as "undecided," or else 
tentatively assume that the Effect is the re
sult of the several possible Causes necessarily 
acting conjointly. Tests along these lines will 
frequently eliminate certain of the factors as 
non-essential in the joint action, thus narrow
ing the unanalyzed combination to the remain
ing factors. 
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III. Modifying Causes. Where there are 
·'- found to exist some modifying or counteracting · 

Cause or Causes, which tend to confuse the 
investigator and to cloud the result of his in
vestigation, then the remedy is that of Elimina
tion (see the below stated rule of Elimination). 

IV. Plurality of Possible Causes. Where 
there are found present and active several pos
sible Causes, either of which seems to be suf
ficient to account for the Effect, then here 
again the remedy is found in Elimination (see 
the rule stated below). 

V. Cause or Co-Effect. Where to the cas
ual reasoner there seems to be found in a sup
posed Cause the sufficient explanation of the 
Effect ; but where to the more careful reasoner 
the supposed Cause appears to be possibly 
merely a co-Effect of the true unknown Cause 
rather than that true Cause itself, then here 
again the remedy is that of Elimination (see 
the rule stated below). 

VI. Coincidence. Where the apparent re
lation of Cause and Effect is seen probably or 
possibly to be the result of mere Coincidence, 
the relation of Cause and Effect probably or 
possibly being merely a relation of Time and 
Place arising from a concurrent happening, 
i. e., a happening at the same time and in the 
same place, though without any true logical 
relation of Cause and Effect existing between 
the respective happenings, then once more the 
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remedy is foi.mcf in Elimination (see the below 
·stated rule). 

VIII. Reversal of Relation. Where the 
apparent Cause is suspected really to be the 
Effect, and the supposed Effect really to be the 
Cause, then the remedy lies in testing the ap
parent Cause and the apparent Effect apart. 
from each other, and under different conditions. 
In such case, careful observation and experi
ment are necessary. 

Rule of Elimination. The Rule of Elimina
tion (above referred to in several cases) is as 
follows : "Test each possible or probable 
Cause separately, and apart from other possible 
or probable Causes of a certain Effect, with the 
end and purpose of eliminating from the prob
lem such apparent Causes which may be dis
covered to be incapable of meeting the logical 
causal requirements ·of the case, which require
ments the True Cause must fulfill. The par
ticular possible or probable Cause which is left 
after all the others have been eliminated (pro
vided that it, itself, successfully meets the re
quirements of the case) is then to be accepted 
as the true Cause--at least so long as no other 
candidate for the office of True Cause, also 
meeting the requirements, presents itself and 
challenges the holder of the office." 

Illustrations of Elimination. The following 
examples serve to illustrate the Rule of Elimi
nation which, in one form or another, is em-
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ployed by the most careful thinkers. 
1. A gun is discharged. The savage tries 

to fire it again, while still unloaded. He fails. 
He then places a shell within it, and finds that 
it "goes off." Henceforth he eliminates the 
unloaded gun from the category of possible 
Causes or Casual conditions of "gun-firing." 

2. A person is made sick by something 
eaten at a dinner, but he does not know just 
which particular dish was tainted. He proceeds 
to test the thing by Elimination. He remem
bers that he ate soup, meat, fish, bread and 
vegetables. He discovers that a number of 
other persons also were made sick at that din
ner; while others still were not so affected. He_ 
examines the latter class, and finds that all of 
them ate meat, and that some of them ate soup 
and bread, or vegetables, as the case might be. 
He eliminates all of these articles of food as 
probable factors of the illness, by reason of 
the fact that many of the well persons had 
eaten of each. When he reaches the item of 
fish, however, he finds that none of the well 
persons had partaken of it. Further inquiry 
reveals the fact that all of the sick persons had 
eaten it. He reasons from this that the fish 
was the tainted article of food which caused 
his sickness. If he alone had been made sick, 
his test would have shown either (a) that his 
particular portion of some article of food had 
been tainted, or (b) that his stomach was in 
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bad order, or ( c) that some particular combi
nation of food had disagreed with him by rea
son of some personal idiosyncracy. We have 
here several elements of possible Cause and 
Effect, and . the detection of the True Cause. 
Try to discover each-it will give you good 
practice and exercise. 

3. Nitro-glycerine is discovered to be ex
plosive. A man wishing to discover the prime 
explosive factors of the composite article 'tried 
separately the several constituent ingredients, 
i. e., glycerine and the nitric and other acids 
which composed it. He found that none of the 
several separated ingredients exploded, and 
that no other than a certain special combina· 
tion of these exploded. In the case of many 
explosives, the explosion occurs only when the 
several ingredients are combined in certain 
proportions. Hence the conclusion that all of 
these factors, in certain combination and co
ordination, are the necessary factors of the 
cause, and constitute the True Cause of the 
Effect. 

4. A man finds that his cup of tea is bad. 
He tries the experiment of using a different 
brand of tea, boiling it in the same kind of 
water; this results in another bad cup of tea. 
He then separately tries both brands of tea, 
using a different kind of water from that first 
used; both cups are found good. He decides 
that something was wrong with the water, and 
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that the water was the True Cause of the 
Effect. 

S. A scientific man fills a receiver full of 
air, and causes a bell to ring within the dosed 
receiver ; he hears the sound. Then he ex
hausts the air from the receiver, and causes the 
bell to swing; he hears no sound. Hence he 
reasons that the Effect (i.e., the sound of the. 
bell) which was present in one case, and ab
sent in the other, resulted from the discovered 
essential Cause (i.e., the presence of their air 
which conducted the sound-waves). 

6. A man finds a room well lighted; he 
notices a number of peculiar glowing globes 
about the room (he had never seen an electric 
light lamp before). He experiments by turn
ing off the globes, one after the other; and then 
turning them on again, one by one: he finds 
that the light in the room decreases by reason 
of the first action, and increases by reason of 
the second. Therefore he reasons that the 
peculiar glowing globes are the True Cause of 
the light in the room. 

7. A man weighs a barrel filled with flour ; 
he finds that it registers 210 pounds. He 
knows that the empty barrel alone weighs 14 

·pounds. He reasons that he has 196 pounds of 
flour in that barrel, which is the Cause of that 

. part of the Effect which was not attributable 
to the barrel. 
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"These are trifling examples and illustra
tions," you may say. Well, they are so, pro
vided that you fail to grasp the basic principle 
involved in each. But these basic principles 
are precisely the ones employed by the great 
scientists, and by reason of which they have 
made their great discoveries of Laws and 
Principles. Perhaps, however, you may grasp 
these principles better when we present to you 
illustrations of certain Fallacies resulting from 
a failure to apply them. Here are a few famil
iar and· typically illustrative cases involving 
such Fallacies. 

I. Mistaken Causes: The rooster thought 
that his crowing caused the sun to rise; be
cause, always just after he crowed, up came the 
sun. His fallacy was exposed when one day he 
overslept himself, and the sun rose without his 
crowing. Again: In ancient times, from the 
coincidence of the simultaneous appearance of 
a comet and an epidemic of the plague, it was 
reasoned that the comet was the cause of the 
plague. The fallacy was exposed when it was 
shown that other comets had appeared without 
the coincident appearance of the plague; and 
likewise, that other plagues had appeared 
when no comet accompanied them. Again : A 
child reasoned that because deaths in that town 
were always preceded by the visits of a phy
sician, therefore, the doctors were the Causes 
of the deaths. You may expose this fallacy for 
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yourself. . Again: Ignorant and violently prej
udiced people have sought to attribute the oc
currence of bad crops, unfavorable seasons, bad 
weather in harvesting season, etc., to the fact 
that a particular political party happened to be 
in power. You may smile at thjs, but cases of 
this kind actually have been experienced. 
Other cases just as silly are those in which a 
certain administration, or political party in 
power, has been held to be the Cause of things 
which were utterly beyond i~ power to affec.t 
one way or another, and which proceeded from 
entirely different Causes. 

II. Confusion of Cause and Effect: Some 
ignorant persons think that the eruptive pim
ples which are the symptoms of certain dis
eases are really the Cause of the disease instead 
of its Effect. Again: It might be argued that 
silk-hats ate the Cause of Civilization, because 
the greater the degree of Civilization the great
er the number of hgh-hats appearing on the 
streets. Again: that, for the same reasons1 

automobiles are the· Cause of Prosperity in
stead of an Effect of it. · Again: that, for the 
same reasons, straw hats are the cause of hot 
weather. Again: that certain royal personages 
were. the respective Causes of the high degree 
of culture, prosperity and progress during cer
tain periods, instead of their being merely inci
dental· and coincidental facts-this is quite a 
common fallacy. 
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The foreg©ing exa:miples may seem to be ab
surdly exaggerated cases of Fallacy of this 
ki0nd; but others of the same general character, 
and equally contrary to reason, are being 
manifested by presumably intelligent persons 
every day in the year-and often are undetect
ed and unexposed. When you train your mind 
along the lines of Practical Logic, you will by 
habit escape perpetrating these offences against 
Logical Reasoning, and will instinctively rec'
ognize and detect such when seriously and 
solemnly advanced by others. This is quite 
"worth while," is it not? 

The "Jevons' Rules" of Discovery of Causes 
and Effects. Concluding our consideration of 
the subject of the application of the Law of 
Cause and Effect, we would call your particu
lar and especial attention to the well-known, 
generally accepted, and very practical and use
ful rules laid down by Professor J evons, that 
eminent teacher of Logic-, which rules will 
serve to aid you in discovering and identifying 
true cases of Cause and Effect. These rules are 
as follows: 

1. "Whenever we can alter the quantity of 
the things experimented on, we can apply the 
following .rule for discovering which are Causes 
and which are Effects, viz.: Vary the quantity 
of one thing, making it at one time greater and 
at another time less, and if you observe any · 
other th.inc trildch. varies just at the same times, 
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it will in all probability be an Effect. 
2. "When things vary regularly and fre

quently, there is a simple rule by following 
which you can judge Whether changes are con
nected together as Causes and Effects; this rule 
is as follows: Those things which change at 
exactly the same times are in all likelihood 
connected together." 

The above, and the previously presented 
rules, when applied by Common Sense and ac
cording to Experience, will render you an ef
ficient reasoner along the lines of the relations 
of Cause and Effect-and such lines really ex
tend over a vast field of your practical thought. 
Knowledge of the Causes· and Effects of things 
under consideration is sometimes the most 
valuable of all possible knowledge. 

The second, and concluding, part of the 
Axiom of Logical Causation states: "Given 
the same causative factors, the same material 
elements, and the same environmental condi.; 
tions, the same results and affects will follow 
in all cases so determined and conditioned." 
This principle is so intimately and absolutely 
bound up with, correlated to and coordinated 
with, the first principle announced in that 
axiom, that it inevitably, invariably and in
fallibly follows as an absolute necessity of the 
truth of the former; the two cannot be di
vorced. Reason has joined these two together 
so firmly that they cannot be put asunder. To 
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deny either, or both, is equivalent to asserting 
the reign of Chance, rather than that of Law 
and Order-to regarding the Universe as 
Chaos, rather than as the Cosmos. 

This truth is expressed in many strong 
phases employed by eminent thinkers. For 
instance: "From the same Causes, the same 
Effects proceed"; "What is true at certain 
times, under certain conditions, will be true 
under similar circumstances at all times." It is 
based upon the realization that Nature pro
ceeds according to fixed and certain Law-ac

. cording to a uniform, constant, invariable rou-
tine and sequence of Orderly Trend; that tlie 
Universe is governed by Law, and not by 
Chance, and proceeds according to Rule, and. 
not in any "higgledy-piggledy,'' irregular, non
uniform course. If we deny the validity of 
Natural Law, we may as well stop thinking 
at all, for the most important part of our 
thought is based upon the conception and 
premise of Universal Law and Order. 

We are justified in believing in "Nature's 
Common Course,'' for all experience supports 
such belief, and all Logical Reasoning verifies 
it. It has been said that: "We do not ask for 
the reasons of this uniformity-we cannot help 
believing in it even if we try not to do so." 
It is a "necessity of rational thought.'' 



IX 

THE LAW OF LOGICAL DEDUCTION 

You are now invited to consider that impor
tant Law of Logical Reasoning known as the 
Law of Logical Deduction. This Law repre
sents the universal experience of human 
thought, rationally applied and directed. The 
Law of. Logical Deduction is expressed in the 
seventh of the Seven Axioms of Logical Rea
soning, which is as follows : 

VII. AXIOM OF LOGICAL DEDUC
TION: "What is true of the class as a whole, 
must be true of each, every and all the individ
uals composing that class." 

The principle, law and truth embodied in 
this axiom is employed in all Logical Reason
ing. It is regarded as self-evident truth, prop
erly to be taken for granted; it is assumed in 
all logical thought, and is implied in all true 
reasoning. The Law of Logical Deduction 
from the earliest times has been recognized 
and employed in Logical Reasoning. In fact, 
until the rise into favor of Inductive Reasoning 
the logicians held that Deduction was the only 
valid form of logical inference. At present, it 
is clearly perceived that inasmuch as the ma
terial for all Deduction must be furnished 
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ready-made by Induction, and inasmuch as In
duction must be verified by subsequent Deduc
tion, consequently, these two great forms of 
Logical Reasoning can not be divorced one 
from the other. 

Some ardent advocates of Inductive Reason
ing, in fact, go so far as to claim that Deduction 
is really nothing more or less than a method 
of making practical application of the results 
of Induction; and that the conclusions reached 
by Deduction have been previously implicitly 
asserted in the judgments passed upon the in
dividual objects when they are admitted into 
their respective logical classes. We shall, how
ever, not enter here into such technical discus
sion, particularly as we believe that in this, as 
in most cases, the truth is to be found in the 
middle course-between· the two extremes. 

Deduction is the logical process whereby 
we deduce by inference an unknown particular 
truth from two already known general truths. 
As has been said by an eminent logician, it is 
"getting some knowledge from other knowl
edge;" Again, it has been stated as, "finding 
out what is true if certain other things are 
true." Examples of Deduction follow: "All 
men are mortal ; Socrates is a man ; therefore, 
Socrates is mortal." "All horses are animals; 
this creature is a horse; therefore, this creature 
is an animal." "All magnets attract steel; this 
piece of steel is a magnet; therefore, this piece 
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of steel will attract otlter steel." "All m~ 
r-ooms are good to eat; this fungus is a mush
r-0om ; thereforei 1:hl$ fungus is good to eat.'' 
''No fish is a warm-blooded mammal; the whaJe 
is a warm-blooded mammal; therefore, the 
whale is not a fish." "AU A is B ; this thing iJ> 
an A; therefore, this thing is B." 

In the above-stated e~a.inples you find that 
there are two already-knQwn facts-two Prop
ositions, two judgments : these are called ~ 
"Premises." There is ala<>. a third: fact, a ne~y 
discovered fact-a third Judgment; this is 
called the ''Conclusion," Qr "Deduced Judg
ment." A Pr~e is.: "A. Pi:op<>EJition ~ 
qdently supp<>tlfld or pr~d; f:irom: two of 
whidl a Conclu.sion. ia drawn by De.dJJ~tive lai:
f~n.ce." The most gen.era.I of the two Pt"em
ises is known as the Maj,or Premise; the less 
general is known as the Minor Premise. For 
instance, in the classical illustration, the Major 
J>reJ.aise, is : "All men are mortal ; the :Miao:r 
Premis~ is "Socrates is a man"; the Conclusion 
is "Socrates is IQ.ortal." 

'the SyllogillJl. To th.e average student one 
of the most forbidding· things rev:ealed in For
mal Logic is that bearing th.e unfamiliar name 
of the "Syllogism." The name itself seems 
to suggest t-errifying possibiliti~s in the form 
of technicalities and academic hair-splitting; 
and a cursory examination 0£ the distiQction 
between the manifold forms of the Sy11ogiJ>tl1 is 
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calculated to add to this feeling of apprehen
sion. But, really, the only difficult feature of 
the Syllogism (in its simpler forms, at least) 
is its name. As a matter of fact, you use Syl
logism every day in your ordinary thinking, 
and have always done so, though perhaps you 
have not realized the fact. 
· A Syllogism is simply: "The regular logical 

form of every logical argument or. process of 
Deductive Reasoning." Each of the exam
ples given above to illustrate the principle of 
Deduction is a Syllogism. The classical ex
ample is: "All men ai:-e mortal; Socrates is a 
man; therefore, Socrates is mortal." Each Syl
logism consists of three elements, viz., the 

· Major Premise, the Minor Premise, and the 
Conclusion. The Major Premise contains the 
most Universal term (in the above example, 
this is "mortal"). The Minor Premise con
tains the most· Particular term (in the above 
example, this is "Socrates"). The Conclusion 
contains the most Particular term .as its sub
ject, and the most Universal term as its predi
cate (as, for instance, "Socrates is mortal"). 
There is also a "middle term" which does not 
appear in the Conclusion, but which appears in 
the Minor Premise and the Major Premise (in 
the above example the "middle term" is "Man" 
(or "Men"). 

·The Major Premise of a Syllogism has been 
previously arrived at by means of Induction. 
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The Minor Premise is the result of previous 
Induction or Deduction, as the case may be. 
The Conclusion is the Judgment obtained by 
the present process of Deduc~ion. The three 
elements of the Syllogism are known as "Prop
ositions." A Proposition is: "A Judgment be
tween two Concepts, formally expressed in 
words." 

You may think that the idea of the Syllo
gism is purely technical and artificial, having 
nothing to do with "plain, practical everyday 
thinking"; but if so, you are mistaken. You 
employ the Syllogism constantly when you 
think in the for'm of reasoning, argument, or 
decision; though you employ it more or less 
unconsciously. When you see a wasp moving 
toward you, you seem to say to yourself mere
ly, "I must look out for that wasp"; but your 
mind really is thinking (though for the most 
part more or less unconsciously) "All wasps 
sting; that insect is a wasp; therefore, that 
insect stings." If it were not for your previous:
ly acquired knowledge of your Major Premise, 
i. e., "All wasps sting"; and of your Minor 
Premise, i. e., "That insect is a wasp"; you 
would not be able to arrive at your (more or 
less unconscious) Conclusion, i. e., "That in
sect stings," which, in turn arouses your de
sire and will to "look out for that wasp." 

You follow the same general course when 
you move away from the place at which you 
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hear the rattlesnakes's warning. You follow it 
when you retreat rapidly from the presence of 
the skunk-though you do not stop to analyze 
your thought into its elements, or to translate 
it into words. You follow it when you gently 
lay down the stick of strange looking substance 
when someone calls out to you : "Look out; 
that is dynamite." You use it when you 
"know" that a particular pauper pays no taxes; 
though your mind bnly unconsciously goes 
through the thinking stages of "He is a pau
per; paupers do not pay taxes ; therefore, he 
does not pay taxes." In short, you employ it 
(though more or less unconsciously) in every 
thinking process of Deduction, by means of 
which a decision, or Judgment is reached. If 
you will take the trouble to analyze any 
thought leading up to a Deductive Judgment, 
you will find that each step or stage of the 
Syllogism has been employed. 
. But, here is an important point : In ordi
nary thought and deductive thinking, there is 
a "slurring," suppression, or omission from con
scious thought of one or more of the three 
respective Propositions composing the Syllo..: 
gism. The missing Proposition, however, still 
exists in the mind of the thinker-in his sub
conscious or unconscious fields of mentation. 
They are always "''taken for granted" or im
plied, even though one may not be conscious 
of their presence. When you analyze even the 
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most informal argmne11t, or simplest deductive 
inference, you will find that the missing ele
nrents are always there "in the mind." Log
idans apply to the results of this "slurring" or 
"leaving out" process the term, "Enthymeme" 
(meaning, "in the mind"). You are not re
quired to remember this name, however; you 
may think of it simply as "A Short-Cut Syl
logism"-for that is exactly what it is. 

"Shon-Cut" Syllogisms vary greatly in par
ticular form, but are reducible to three general 
classes. Here follow examples of each of the 
three classes. With Major Premise omitted: 
"We are a free people ; therefore, we are hap
py." Here the Major Premise, i. e., "All free 
people are happy,'' is unexpressed, though ex
isting "in the mind." With Minor Premise omit
ted: "Poets are imaginative; therefore, Byron 
was imaginative." Here the Minor Premise, 
i.e., "Byron was a poet," is unexpressed, though 
existing "in the mind." With Conclusion omit
ted: "All braggarts are cowards; Bombastes is 
a braggart." Here the Conclusion, i.e., "there
fore, Bombastes is a coward,'' is unexpressed, 
though existing "in the mind," and also prob
ably intended to be called into the mind of the 
listener or reader. 

This last form is often employed very ef
fectively in debate or public speaking. The 
Frenchman's characteristic shrug of the shoul
ders is really a syllogistic "short-cut," in which 
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the Conclusion is unexpressed in words, though 
existing "in the mind" and suggested by the 
gesture. Also, when you say, "I allow you to 
draw your own conclusion," you are employing 
this form of "short-cut"-often quite effec
tively. 

You will find it excellent mental exercise and 
practice to restore a "short-cut" Syllogism to 
its original and complete form. Stanley Wil
liams says : "It is one of the finest exercises of 
the mind that it is possible to employ-an ex
ercise superior even to geometry and other' 
branches of mathematics, because in it we are 
dealing with the practical everyday inference 
of our reason." Such practice will enable you 
readily to detect fundamental fallacies advanced 
in the reasoning or arguments of other persons. 
As an illustrative example of this form of prac
tice we offer the following: "This thing will 
sink in water1. for it is a stone." Restored to 
syllogistic form, it is: "All stones sink in water; 
this thing is a stone ; therefore, this thing will 
sink in water." 

The textbooks of Formal Logic will give you 
a, terrifying list of the numerous forms of Prop
ositions and Syllogisms. This list frequently 
discourages the practical man, and drives him 
away from a further investigation of the sub
ject. But inasmuch as all of such forms may 
be reduced to the few simple forms referred to 
by us in this section of this book, and inas-
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much as the technical distinctions are of very 
little teal practical value to the person who de
sires merely to become familiar with "the work
ing principles" of Practical Logic, we shalt 
omit further reference to them here. In addi
tion, the teJc:tbooks of Formal Logic present a 
number of highly technical rules which govern 
the logical forms of the Syllogism ; these also 
we shall omit. With the aid of Common Sense, 
and a knowledge of the fundamental principles 
of Practical Logic, one may easily dispense 
with these hair-splitting distinctions. 

There are, however, several basic rules under 
which Deductive Reasoning must proceed in 
order to be valid, and which if violated result 
in fallacy or false-reasoning-this becoming 
sophistry when deliberately employed to de
ceive others or one's self. These basic rules we 
now ask you to consider ; they are as follows : 

I. . The Terms must be Unequivocal, and not 
Ambiguous. 

II. The Premises must Represent Actual 
Facts. ' 

III. Particular Terms must not be Em
ployed as Universal Terms. 

IV. The Conclusion must Contain Nothing 
which is. not Involved in the Premises. 

You are now invited to consider carefully the 
following more detailed statements concerning 
each of the above-stated general rules of De-
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ductive Reasonirtg, together with examples il
lustrating each rµle. 

I. The Terms must be Unequivocal, and not 
Ambiguous, i.e., they rtl.Ust be clear, plain, ahd 
not employed in rtlor~ than one meaning or 
sense. This, because the same term, employed 
in the same argument in more than one of its 
meanings, practically becomes two terms, or 
more; in such case, one Premise may contain 
the term employed ih one sense, while in the 
other Premise the same term may be employed 
in another sense, which would result in faise 
reasoning and absurd conclusions. This was 
a favorite device of the ancient Sophists; it is 
employed frequently (in more or less involved 
and disguised form) by many sophistical speak
ers and writers of our own time and lands. 
Here is a classical illustration: "A man says: 
'I am lying'; if he is lying, he is telling the 
truth ; if he is telling the truth, he is lying." 

Other examples of Fallacy arising from a 
violation of this rule follow: "Feathers are 
light; light is contrary to darkness ; therefore, 
feathers are contrary to darkness." "No cour
ageous thing flies ; all eagles fly ; therefore, 
eagles are not courageous." "All artists de-/ 
sign; all designing persons are untrustworthy; 
therefore, all artists are untrustworthy." "Vice 
ran in the family; the police 'ran in'. the family; 
therefore, the police were vicious." "No cat 
has two tails ; every cat has one more tail than 
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no cat; therefore, ~very cat has three (i. e.1 o'ne 
more than two) tails." One form of this Fal
lacy consists in placing the mental or verbal 
accent or stress upon the wrong term ; as for 
example: "Thou shalt not bear false witness 
against thy neighbor; all that is not against 
thy neighbor is for him; therefore, thou shalt 
bear false witness for thy neighbor." The 
above examples, in more complex and subtle 
form, illustrate the favorite devices of certain 
sophistical reasoners, debaters and teachers. 

Another variety of this form of Fallacy con
sists of the use of the words "all" or similar 
terms), in one place as a collective term, de
noting "a combined and united whole"; and in 
another place as a singular term, denoting 
"any, each, or every single individual or ob
ject forming a part of a whole." Example: 
The statement that, "Any man can carry away 
all the sticks in this pile," (meaning to carry 
away all the sticks singly, one by one) is far 
different from the assertion that any man can 
carry away all such sticks at once, in a single 
load. Likewise, the statement that "No man 
can carry away all the sticks in this pile" 
(meaning to carry them away in a single load), 
is far different from saying that no man could 
carry away all of them, one by one. This form 
of Fallacy is far more common than you might 
imagine from the above stated simple examples. 
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It becomes ·more dangerous when expressed in 
more complex and involved form. 

Another variety of the same form consists in 
confusing the meaning of a grammatical 
phrase. Example: "The animals walked in 
two-by-two; two and two make four; there
fore, the animals walked in by fours." "You 
have said that what you bought in the market 
yesterday, you ate today; you bought raw meat 
in the market yesterday; therefore, you ate raw 
meat today." "You have said that it is not 
true that virtue consists of utility; if this be 
true, then virtue lacks utility; therefore, you 
hold that utility is a thing lacking in virtue." 
"Patriotism is the last rest of a scoundrel; 
therefore, every patriot is a scoundrel." Such 
sophistical quibbles and . tricks distinguish 
shyster lawyers, Smart Aleck debaters, and 
others of their kind; they are beneath contempt 
when employed in argument with serious in
tent-and they are so employed far oftener 
than you might suspect. Did you ever hear of 
the shyster who asked the witness under cross
examination, the question: "Have· you quit 
beating your wife?" and insisted upon a "Yes, 
or No" answer. The man had never beaten his 
wife: imagine his dilemma! 

Another variety of the same class of Fallacy 
. is that in which the principles of a general law 
are sought to be applied to a particular case in 
which the circumstances are entirely different. 
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Example: "All who kill are murderers; soldiers 
kill; therefore, soldiers are murderers." This 
sophistry is discovered when one refers to the 
definition of "murder," which is: "illegally kill
ing a human being with malice aforethought." 
Yet public men of a certain type have sought 
persistently to perpetrate this sophistry, and 
thus to influence the public mind in certain di
rections. Once more: the sophistry that, "In 
Aesop's fable the fast hare was beaten by the 
slow tortoise; of the two horses entered in this 
race, one is fast, the other slow; therefore, the 
slow horse should win this race." Here, of 
course, Aesop's tortoise won "in spite of" its 
slowness, not "because" of it. 

II. The Premises Must Represent Actual 
Facts, i.e., they must represent facts derived 
from one's own careful observation and experi
ment, or from his own logical reasoning; or 
else from carefully considered and accepted re
ports of the experiences, observations, or rea
soning of others deemed to be capable and in a 
position to observe, experiment, or reason care
fully and correctly, and to judge with logical 
precision. The importance of this rule becomes 
apparent when one realizes the truth of the 
ancient aphorism: "One can prove anything 
whatsoever, if he be permitted to assume cer
tain Premises; this, without violating a single 
technical rule of Deduction." Admitting the 
Premises of an argument or process of reason-
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ing, the conclusion proceeds certainly, inevitab .. 
ly and invariably to a logical conclusion, wi~
out regard to the actual truth of the Premises 
so employed. But, remember always, that ~ 
logical conclusion is never truer than are tbA 
Premises from which it is deduced, evcm tbPuglt 
the proc~es of reasoning or argu~~t b~ 
logically perfect. If you start with the Major 
Premise that, "All White is Black," you may 
reason with absolute logical correctness to the 
Conclusion that, "This is black snow." 

Your Premises must represent correct obser
vation, experiment and the experience of your
self, or of others deemed to be competent 
authorities. Your own experience must be 
subjected to logical inspection, and must bear 
the test of logical Induction and Deduction. 
The evidence of other persons must be subject
ed to logical and critical inspection and judg
ment. The two· main factors determining the 
degree of the validity of this last-mentioned 
class of evidence are as follows: (1) Ability, 
and (2) Veracity; but alas! such associated 
virtues are rare, for some able men lack ver
acity, and many veracious men lack ability to 
observe, reason and judge. 

Many a "good man and true" lacks critical 
perception and logical judgment; such a man is 
particularly dangerous, because his virtue is 
apt to be ,mistaken for the ability which he 
really lacks. Again, a man may be very able 
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in his own particular line of thought and work~ 
but still: like a child· or a dunce in certain other 
lines. 'Fhe man recognized as an "authority" 
in one line may be an ignoramus in another 
line; a failure to perceive this has led astray 
public opinion and personal belief in very many 
cases, some of which may have come under 
y.oui; own observation. The "authority," to be 
v.alid, must be real and not merely assumed. 
Common sense must be employed in deciding 
upon the validity of: the opinions of claimed 
"authorities." The "authority" should be sub
jected to the test-question : "How do you 
know?" You are justified in being "from 
Missouri" in this respect. 

FallaJ:y of "Begging the Question": This is 
quite common, and it frequently deceives even 
careful persons whose attention has not been 
directed to the logical principle violated in it. 
It consists of assuming, "taking for granted" 
(or asking others .to do so) a Premise (usually 
a Major Premise) which is not based upon logi
cal reasoning or upon actual human experience 
and judgment. 

It is true that "all reasoning or argument 
must begin with a Proposition not actually 
proved at the time," and which is to be "taken 
for granted" as representing valid human ex
perience and judgment-something which is 
assumed to be "self-evident," and requiring no 
further proof or demonstration. Otherwise, the 
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reasoning process would be like running back 
along the links of an endless chain ; one must 
begin somewhere. But such "self-evident 
truth" must really be one based on universal 
human experience, a well-verified hypothesis, 
or a valid logical deduction from these; a mere 
assumption or claim will not answer. 

Likewise, it is illogical and contrary to com~ 
mon sense to hold that a Proposition or Prem
ise must be accepted as true and valid until it 
is actually disproved. The contrary is true: the 
rule is that "The Burden of Proof" lies upon 
the person advancing the Proposition; "He 
who affirms must prove, if called upon to do 
so." A favorite device of some debaters, writ
ers of a certain type, and some persons engaged 
in argument, is to "shift the burden of proof,'' 
and to hold that unless the Proposition is dis
proved it must be admitted to the argument. 
The absolute rule is: "The Proposition must 
be positively proved, if demanded; no mere 
negative failure to disprove it can constitute or 
serve as positive proof of the Proposition." 

The Fallacy of "Begging the Question,'' is a 
very common and, often a very dangerous one ; 
it appears in many forms, and under many dis
guises. It is particularly dangerous, because 
especially insiduous, when it appears in dis
guised form in the Major Premise; here the 
formal Conclusion becomes merely an echo or 
repetition of the original Proposition, the lat-
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ter being cleverly injected into the argument 
without being subjected to logical inspection 
or proof. Once admitted to the argument, tJie 
Proposition, thus boldly assumed, becomes the 
valid basis for subsequent deduction and rea
soning of a perfectly logical character. The 
unsupported Proposition is treated as if it 
were really the Conclusion of a previous pro
cess of syllogistic reasoning; whereas, it really 
is merely "taken for granted" or assumed with
out valid basis. In effect, it is really a case of 
attempting to prove a Conclusion by itself, 
without the presence of supporting Premises. 

Many public speakers commit this fallacy
often quite deliberately. Experience has shown 
them that usually (in the popular phrase) they 
"can get away with it." Aaron Burr illustrat
ed the practice in his celebrated cynical state
ment that, "Truth is that which is boldly as
serted, and plausibly maintained.'' Bulwer 
makes one of his characters, an unusually 
clever rascal, say: "Whenever you are about to 
utter something astonishingly false, always 
begin with: 'It is an acknowledged fact,' etc.; 
or 'It is admitted by all,' etc.; or 'No thinking 
person denies,' etc.; or 'It is a truth undeni
able,' etc." The same character advises that 
when one is called upon for the proof of some
thing admitting of no logical proof, he should 
"look solemn, and, striking his breast, should 
say : 'I find it here!' " 
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Ano~er form of '~B~~ging ~e Q~~ti®~~ 
consists of tp.e use Qf ·~question-Q~ggjpg 
epithets," i,e., of terms or epithet.s. sugge?tiw 
or conveying u11pleasa_J;tt or evil ass9c~a.Ae4 
meanings, and t;.hµ_s s~rv.4ig to arous~ prejy.d_U:~ 
against~ or even to damn the thi11g, by th.e 1,tg 
of the epithi;:t or term, whkll rel!.IJY h~. Q..Qt 
been proved to apply to the thing ir;t qqestj.pµ 
at all, and of which th~ thjng i_s pqssibliY e~k 
tirely innocent and free. 'l;Q,u_s, w.e o~teIJ: lt$!<!r 
arguments i11 which it is. "bol4ly as.s~t.ed~' 
(without the slightest proof, qe it D.Q~d) tb.M 
such and such an idea_ is "atli_eistjc;," "anur 
chistic," "unpatriotic," or "im.me>ral" ; th~ ~udi
ence, hearer, or reader being a..sked; to "s.w.at
low whole" without i11vestigation or tlioughJ,, 
the idea represented by such terms. lt i;s_ a 
case of "giving a dog a bad name" a.nd. thus 
'Causing him to be stoned to death. J evons 
says : "We shotild always be on our guard 
against being misled by 'question-begging -
epithets'." 
Th~ Fallacy of "Circular Reasi:>ning" is an

other variety of this general class of Fallacy; 
like the other varieties and forms, it is quite 
common, and often is quite dangerous. It con
sists of, attempting to prove a Proposition by 
itfl~lf; or, proving a s.eries of Propositions one 
by th~ other in a Vicious Circle." In its sim
ple.st form it is perpetrated by simply attempt
ing to demonstrate or to prove a thing by 

_, 
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meaps of its own definition, as for example.: 
"Glass breaks beef.I.Use. it is bdttle; it is britj:le 
b(lcaqse it breaks eapily"; or, "We can s~e 
$rough glass beca.qse it is transparent; it is 
transparent becq;_use we· can see through it"; 
or "The girl is d.U:mb, because she lacks th.e 
p.ower of speech ; she la~~s the power of speech, 
because she is mute." An extension of tP.~ 
faJse principle is foup,c:l in arguments or-sy;llog
isms in. which the Major- Premise is merely the 
qnproved Conclusion stati;:d in different terms 
but having the same essentj.a,l meaning. 

More complex, at;td consequently more 
d.angerous, forms are as follows : "My Church 
is th.e true Church, because it was established 
by God, and God could have established none 
other; it must have been established by God, 
bec.ause it is the true Church, and such could 
have been established by none other than God." 
You will notice how convincing this seems at 
first hearing; but you will perceive that not 
even a single iota of proof, not even a single 
trace of logical argument, is offered in the 
whole statement; there is not even the slightest 
evidence, proof, or reasoning presented to show 
any connection between God and the establish
ment of truth of that particular Church; yet 
persons are deceived by just such false reason
ing concerning many important subjects. 

Again: "My political party is· honest, be
cause it advocates honest principles; the prin-
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ciples advocated by it must be honest, because 
they are advocated by an honest party." Once 
more: "The Koran is infallibly true, because 
Allah inspired it; we know that Allah inspired 
it~ because it is so stated in the Koran." Final
ly: "The man is truthful, because he states so 
himself; being truthful, that which he states 
must be truth/' 

Circular Reasoning, however, is most suc
cessfully employed in long arguments, where 
its detection is difficult; while in simpler form 
the same false reasoning would be readily de
tected. Frequently it is perpetrated by the use 
of synonyms which are suggested and assumed 
to express more than the original term em
ployed in the Proposition, but which really do 
not do so. A particularly dangerous and subtle 
form is that in which as McGilvary says : 
"There are two or more Syllogisms interre
lated in such a way that the Conclusion 'of each 
Syllogism is the Premise of some ·other. In 
this way, the Conclusion, or what is proved, 
in one Syllogism is used in another Syllogism 
as a basis of proof for a Proposition which, in 
its 'tum, ultimately comes to be used as a basis 
of proof for the first Syllogism." Read over 
this last statement until you thoroughly un
derstand it; when you are able to do this, you 
will be prepared to give battle to the Vicious 
Circle. 
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III. Particular Terms must not be em
ployed as Universal Terms; that is to say, 
terms denoting only "part" or "some" of a 
class of things must not be so used that they 
seem to denote "all" or "the whole" of that 
class. In order that you may thoroughly un
derstand this rule, we shall now call your at
tention to the essential distinction between 
Particular Terms and Universal Terms ex
pressed in the form of Particular Judgments 
and Universal Judgments, respectively. 

Particular Judgments are Judgments which 
are not general, i.e., which do not' include "all" 
or "the whole" of the class of things to which 
it applies; but which, instead, include only a 
part, portion, or "some" of that class--or "at 
least some" of that class .. Particular Judgments 
are marked by the presence in them of the 
words, "some," "certain," "a few," "many," 
"most," or similar terms indicating that men:
ly a part, portion, or "at least some" of the en
tire class is denoted. The terms, "this," and 
"these," also usually denote Particularity, but 
in exceptional cases they are sometimes em
ployed to denote whole classes-exactness of 
meaning should be ascertained when such 
terms are employed in forms possible of being 
interpreted in either way. 

Examples of Particular Judgments are as 
follows: "Some bread is biscuit"; "Certain 
snakes are venomous"; "Many men are vain" ; 
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"Most mules are stubborn"; "A few ·negroes 
are albinoes" ; "That Virginian is a Republi
can"; "This Irishman is a Protestant." When 
Particular Judgments are announced or etn
ployed, they indicate expressly that only a part 
or portion of a general class is involved in ~ 
statement; in them is also implied the fact 
that "there is something left in the class." 

Here, however, is an important point to re
member in connection with that implied 
"something left in the dass,'' viz., that the re
maining portion so "left in the class" may lack 
the characteristics affirmed of the portion de
noted by the Particular Term, or it may not 
lack them. By employing the Particular term 
(i.e., "some" or its equivalents) we may mean 
either (1) that the "remaining or other part or 
portion" lacks the characteristic in question; 
or (2) that our certain knowledge of the class 
extends merely to that particular part or por
tion indicated by the Particular Term and in
volved in the Particular Judgment; or (3) that 
there remains a general doubt or possible in
decision concerning the "remaining part." 

The meaning "at least some" covers each 
and all of the above stated three respective 
contingencies; therefore, this meaning should 
always be kept in mind when dealing with 
Particular Terms or Particular Judgments in 
Deductive Reasoning. 
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Universal Judgments are Judgments which 
are general, i.e., which include the entire class , 
of things to which it applies-all the parts, por
tions, or individuals ih that class, and not 
merely a part, portion, or "some". of the class. 
For instance, when we say that "All men are 
rilm1:al," we mean that tlie entire class of ''inen" 
possess the characteristic of mortality. Uni
versal Judgments are marked by the presence 
in them of the words, "all," "every," "each:.', 
"any," "the whole," or similar terms denoting 
"all the number or class"; also by "no," i. e., 
"i:rot arty of the number or class". Universality 
either takes in the entire number or class, or 
else leaves out the entire number or class; the 
principle is the same in both cases. Examples: 
"All men are mortal"; "Every dog is an ani
mal"; "Each man was armed"; "Any dog will 
eat meat"; "The whole family was present"; 
or, "No dog is a cat"; "None of the family 
were absent"; "Not any of the fishes have 
warm blood." 

Note the following important point: Uni
versality is also sometimes implied and tacitly 
ihdicated in certain Particular Terms employed 
for convenience to denote entire numbers or 
classes of things, and not merely single indi
vidual things. For instance: "Man is mortal"; 
here the term "Man" is employed in the Uni
versal sense and meaning of "All men," and 
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therefore becomes a Universal Term-the 
Judgment becoming a Universal Judgment. 
Terms like "The Horse/' or "The Cow," etc., 
or "A Horse,'' or "A Cow," (meaning "any 
horse" or "any cow"), are also frequently em
ployed in this way; when so employed they 
become Universal Terms, and mark Universal 
Judgments. In such cases, the Universality of 
the Judgment is tacitly indicated, the magic 
words, "all," "each," "every," "any," etc., al
ways being implied. Care must always be 
taken to determine whether such terms are 
employed in the ordinary Particular sense and 
meanllig, or, instead, in this special Universal 
sense and meaning. Many grave Fallacies 
arise from confusing or confounding Universals 
and Particulars in this way. 

Examples of Fallacies arising from a viola
tion of the rule now under consideration are 
as follows : "White is a color; Black is a color; 
therefore, Black is White" : here "Color" is 
used in its Universal sense of "All Color," in
stead of its Particular sense of "Some Color." 
The same fallacious use of Particular Terms 
for Universal Terms results in the following 
several false Conclusions: "All birds are bi
peds ; no man is a bird ; therefore, no man is a 
biped"; . "Some Chinamen are highbinders; 
this man is a Chinaman; therefore, this man is 
a highbinder"; "Some Russians are Bolshe
viks ; I van is a Russian ; therefore, I van is a 
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Bolshevik" ; "Biscuit is bread; this loaf is 
bread; therefore, this loaf is a biscuit"; "In
dians are Americans; John Smith is an Ameri
can ; therefore, John Smith is an Indian" ; "All 
thieves are human; the bishop is human; 
therefore, the bishop is a thief." 

But why multiply examples? The principle 
is plain, once it is grasped. Once understood, 
it is seen to apply to countless cases; and is 
found to be violated in the reasoning and argu
ments of many persons who should (or do) 
know better. When used for the purpose of 
deceiving, it becomes sophistry or casuistry; 
and it is often so used, particularly by subtle 
suggestions and in disguised form. 

Here is the essential pdnciple: Terms de
noting merely "some" must not be used to de
note "all." When we say that, "All dogs are 
animals,'' we do not mean "all animals," but 
rather we mean "some animals"-the Particu
lar mark "some" being implied and tacitly in
dicated. Fully stated, the Judgment or Propo
sition would be as follows: "All dogs are some 
animals," i.e., that all-the-dogs-there-are-in-ex
istence constitute a part, portion, or "some" of 
the entire class of animals-not "all" or "the 
whole" of the "animal" class. The implication. 
would be that also there ar~ "some animals 
which are not dogs,'' as well as that "some 

. animals which are dogs." 
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The following diagratn (with accompanying 
explanation) will be found helpful in fixing and 
keeping this principle in your mind. It is 
based upon the analysis of the familiar "trick 
Judgment" stated as follows: "Biscuit is Bread, 
but Bread is not Biscuit." Analyzed, this Judg
ment means: "All Biscuit is some Bread; S0tne 
Bread is all Biscuit"-with the implication that 
"There is also some Bread which is not any 
Biscuit." Stated more si'tnply, we have: "All 
Biscuit is Bread; but all Bread is not Biscuit: 
there is some Bread which is not Biscuit; but 
there is no Biscuit which is not Bread." 

There are three rules governing Deductive 
Reasoning which are derived from a number 
of more technical ones set forth in works upon 
Formal Logic. Practical Logic employs these 
Derivative Rules, considering them sufficient 
for its general purposes; these rules are as fol
lows: 
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I. "One Pretnilre, at least, must he Uni
versal"; this because of the fact that, "From 
two Particular Premises, no logical Conclusion 
can be drawn.» Ah example of the violation 
of this rule is found in the Syllogism: "Some 
men are mortal; Socrates is a man; therefore, 
Socrates is--" What? The only logical Con
clusion possible is that ·"Socrat.es may be either 
mortal or not mortal; he. must be one or the 
other; he cannot be both"; but this is no more 
than the Law of Opposition and Law of Ex
cluded Middle tell us. There is no definite 
Conclusion possible from two Particular Prem
ises; one Premise, at least, must be Universal. 

II. "If One Premise is Particular, the Con
clusion also must be Particular"; this because 
of the fact that, "A Universal Conclusion can 
be drawn only from two Universal Premises." 
Examples: From the Universal Premise, "All 
birds lay eggs," and the Particular Premise, 
"Some animals are birds," we may logically 
deduce merely the Particular Conclusion that, 
"Some animals lay eggs"; but we cannot logic
ally deduce the Universal Conclusion that, "All 
animals lay eggs." But, on the other hand, 
from the following two Universal Premises, 
"All finches are birds; all sparrows are finch
es"; we may logically deduce the Universal 
Conclusion that, "All sparrows are birds." 

III. "The Conclusion must Contain Noth
ing that is not Involved in the Premises"; this, 
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because, as the Conclusion is necessarily made 
up of the material of the two Premises, any 
addition to this material would be an unwar
ranted and illogical introduction or "dragging 
in" of foreign matter or extra material which, 
in the words of "Pooh-Bah" "have nothing to 
do with the case." Such foreign matter, thus 
dragged into the case, is, as the Iawy~rs say, 
"incompetent, immaterial, irrelevant, and im
pertinent." Yet this Fallacy, often deliberate
ly employed as specious sophistry, is frequent
ly perpetrated, and often succeeds in accom
plishing its purpose. 

The Fallacy consists in the statement of Ir
relevant Conclusions. In one of its phases the 
Irrelevant Conclusion is caused by the em-. 
ployment of certain terms as Universal Terms 
in the Conclusion, while in the Premises they 
were used as Particular Terms; we have al
ready considered this form of the Fallacy. The 
second phase consists of the introduction into 
the Conclusion of Judgments entirely foreign 
and alien to the issue, and which are not in any 
way logically involved in the Premises. This 
last mentioned form is sometimes known ·as 
"Non Sequitor," meaning, "It does not follow.'' 
Non Sequitor is marked by: "The introduction 
or dragging-in of points 'not at issue' in an 
argument or course of reasoning, i.e., points 
having nothing at all to do with the case tinder 
consideration, or points having no possible . 
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logical relation to the original Premises." 
Examples follow: "All men are rational; 

Socrates is a man; therefore, Socrates is truly 
noble." "Episcopacy is of Scriptural origin; 
the Church of England is an Episcopal church; 
therefore, the Church of England should be 
supported by tithes." "The Church is a good 
institution; the State is a good institution; 
therefore, the Church and the State should be 
united." "The evidence shows that John Smith 
is a liar; all murderers are liars; therefore, 
John Smith should be hanged." "This place is 
called Stony. Stratford; I was never so bitten 
by fleas in my life as here; therefore, rightly is 
this place called Stony Stratford." More clev
erly disguised forms of this Fallacy, yet involv
ing the same essential principle, pass muster 
every day in argument, debate and serious dis
cussion. Remember the adage: "If it does not 
follow logically from the Premises, it is foreign 
to the issue." 

A General Fallacy 
There is another Fallacy frequently appear

ing in reasoning and argument, but one which 
is not referred to in the specific Rules of Log
ical Reasoning. We wish to direct your atten
tion to it: it is known as the Fallacy of Preju
dice. It is quite common, and often quite 
dangerous. You should give it careful consid
eration and honest thought. 
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Falla,cy of Preju,dj~e. By "Prejudice" is 
mea.nt: "Prej11dgmt1Jilt; unwarranted aµd un
reai:;onahle pr,edilectif:>n £or or objection to a.Q.Y· 
thing; especially, an opif).ion or leaning favqr
able. or adv.erse to anything, without ju,i,t 
groQ.nds. or before suffiqient knowledge;' The 
common forms of Prejudiced Judgment are as 
follows: (1) Prejudice in favor of Propositions 
agreeing with our feelings, emotions, or gener
al "likes"; or against Propositions running 
contrary to our feelings, emotions, or "likes." 
(2) Prejudices in favor of Propositions ad
vanced by persons favorably regarded or liked 
by us; or against Propositions advanced by 
persons unfavorably regarded or disliked by 
us. (3) Prejudice in favor of opinions at pres
ent held and previously stated by us; or against 
opinions at present opposed, and previously 
disputed by us. Let us consider briefly each 
of these three forms. 
' (a) It is quite difficult to divorce our judg
ments from our feelings. Our likes, loves and 
hates tend to prejudice our judgments, and to 
give us a "mental slant" in the direction of the 
"like" and against the "dislike." Bernard 
Shaw tells us that most of our reasoning con
sists of either trying to excuse or justify our 
previous judgments and actions caused by our 
states of Jeeling, or else of trying to invent ex
cuses for present or future judgments or ac
tions likewise so caused. Feeling and emotion 
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resemble the tinted glass which colors the rays 
of the sun which pass through it. Everything 
we consider is apt to be seen colored in the 
tints and shades which our feelings have im
parted to it. You should ever be on your guard 
against the interposition of the colored screen 
between your reasoning faculties and the ob
jects or subjects of logical thought. Strive 
ever to secure the clear, unimpeded passage of 
the White Light of Pure Reason; let it shine 
upon the objects of your thought. 

(b) We find it difficult to give the proper 
value to an opinion, proposition or judgment 
announced by a. person or persons disliked by 
us. Likewise, we find it quite easy to place an 
exaggerated value upon opinions, propositions 
or judgments announced by those whom we 
like. Here, once more, Feeling seeks to usurp 
the office of Reason. Truth is Truth, by whom
soever stated; and Untruth is none the less 
Untruth even when stated by an estimable per
son, or one very dear to us. A thing "is, or is 
not, so," without regard to our opinion of, or 
our feelings toward, the person making one or 
the other of these necessary judgments. It is 
our business to find out "which is which," by 
Reason alone, bidding Feeling to step aside 
and to "keep its thumb off the scale." Judg
ments should stand on their own feet; the 
crutches of Feeling are not required; they are 
a sign of weakness on the part of Reason. 
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( c) It is characteristic of the human mind 
to incline to support even the weakest opinion 
or judgment already lodged in it; and to de
f end such against the attacks of even the 
strongest truths and reasons. Even when the 
conflict is confined to one's own mind, and no 
other person is involved in it, this remains true. 
Even though the preconceived opinion or judg
ment may have been based originally upon in
sufficient and unstable grounds of reasoning, 
the slightest proof and the weakest evidence, 
nevertheless it often requires the very strong
est evidence and proof, the most positive rea
soning and most certain logic to cause us to 
budge an inch from our position. We have said 
to ourselves that the thing was so; we have ex
pressed the same opinion to others; and to 
change is akin to "backing down." The thing 
may be "a poor thing, but it is our very own"; 
we hate to part with it-to separate it from 
us too strongly suggests an amputation or the 
removal of a mental appendix. It is quite right 
and proper to "hold fast to our opinion"; but 
we should be sure that the latter is well 
grounded in fact, and wellsupported by logical 
reasoning. We should endeavor to keep at 
least a fairly "open mind," even though we 
keep a keen-eyed sturdy watchman at the gate. 
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SOME PRACTICAL "POINTS" 

We desire now to call your attention to sev
eral common sense, practical general "points" 
which should prove useful and helpful to you 
in the task of "making up your mind" concern
ing various subjects and 'questions toward 
which you have directed your reasoning pow
ers and logical thought. Some of these have 
been expressly stated or else implied in some 
part of the :foregoing instruction ; ·others arise 
from the experience of men in applying the 
principles which have been presented to you in 
these pages. In either case, the present. refer
ence is intended to be merely suggestive, not a 
detailed exposition. 

Point I. All logical argument, "reasoning, or 
proof must begin with something necessarily 
taken for granted, admitted or accepted as self
evident and axiomatic; or else "assumed for 
the sake of the argument," and accepted ten
tatively in order to permit the argument, dis
.::ussion or reasoning to begin. Without such a 
starting point, there can be no reasoning, argu
ment or discussion on any subject whatso
ever; an effort to find the ultimate and funda
mental proof, fact or. truth in any case will be 
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endless, for the chain must be endless so far as 
we are concerned, inasmuch as there is a limit 
to our respective lives, while there is appar
ently no limit to such backward tracing of Con
clusions to their Premises, these to preceding 
Conclusions and their Premises, and so on, and 
on, ad infinitum. If we are to begin at all, 
we must begin somewhere; and that position 
of "somewhere" always is occupied by a Some
thing or Somewhat which must be accepted, 
admitted, or assumed as a basis, and which 
must be "taken for granted" at least tentative
ly. This Something or Somewhat is usually 
known as "the first principle" of the argument, 
discussion or reasoning. . 

Point II. There can be no logical argument 
or discussion between persons who do not ac~ 
cept the same "first principles," at least ten
tatively; neither can there be logical reasoning 
on the part of the individual who does not ac
cept some "first principle," at least tentatively, 
in order to think intelligently on any subject 
whatsoever. A realization of the fact would 
prevent much futile argument and discussion, 
and much purposeless and inconclusive reason
ing. 

Point III. The "goodness" or "badness" of 
a condition, action or belief may be determined 
only by first agreeing upon its associated ob
ject, purpose, end or effect. It is impossible to 
determine whether or not a thing is "good," 
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unless we first ask and answer the question, 
"good for what?" This brings a realization 
that most so-called "good" or "bad" is pUtrely 
relative; that what is one man's good, is an
other man's bad. The rain that is welcomed 
by farmers in one section is dreaded by those 
in another; a rise in the market makes some 
men rich, while ruining others ; the point of 
view of the average practicing physician or un
dertaker must of necessity be entirely different 
from that of their sought-for and desired pa
trons. There must be an accepted standard
a stated "good for this, or because of that.n 

Point IV. The old proverb, "De gustibus 
non est disputandum" (i.e., "There is no dis
puting about tastes") expresses a truth which, 
if generally recognized, would prevent much 
futile argument and discussion, and save much 
fruitless reasoning. Without a standard, argu
ments of this kind are without end. To each 
person his own taste is a standard, in absence 

-of the acceptance of a higher one. As a writer 
has said: "Tastes differ so much among indi
viduals, nations, or in different ages that it is 
utterly impossible to set up a standard of taste 
applicable to all men and to all ages of soci
ety." 

Not only are there countless individual pref
erences in taste, but there are also local stan
dards generally accepted as authoritative, and 
there are even passing fashions of taste in all 
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communities. There are two general forces at 
work in setting standards of taste: the current 
standards result from a balance between these 
two. These two factors are (a) the number
less individual tastes caused by the tempera
ments, education, or associations of the differ
ent ·persons, and (b) the comparatively uni
form standards of taste adopted or accepted by 
the majority of the most intelligent and cul
tured persons in any community at any given 
time. But in any case, there can be no logical 
discussion or argument concerning Taste, un
less some certain or general standard be ac
cepted or assumed at least tentatively. 

Point V. Likewise, there ,can be no logical 
argument or reasoning concerning the subject 
of the merits or demerits of particular or gen
eral behavior, unless a definite, certain stan
dard of conduct and behavior be accepted, 
adopted, admitted, or assumed at least ten
tatively, by the reasoning person or the parties 
to the argument. This standard may be "the 
law" of that time and place; the accepted com
mon general rule of good behavior and con
duct-the accepted customs-of that time and 
place; the accepted principles of ethics of the 
best thought of that time and place or the 
-moral codes, commandments, or teachings of 
some particular accepted religion. 

The religious standards, for instance, may 
consist of the Ten Commandments; or of 
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Christ's Two Commandments; or of the Gold
en Rule; or of the Sermon on the Mount; or of -
the teachings and rules of the Church : in other 
lands.. this being true of the particular relig
ions accepted and at least nominally followed 
by the people of the land. The legal standards 
are set by the respective laws of the states or 
countries in question. The general moral stan
dards are represented by the customs and hab
its of the best part of a community. The mo.d
ern ethical standards are represented by the 
following statement of Professor Davidson: 

. "It it not enough for a man to understand the 
conditions of rational life in his owh time. He 
must likewise love these conditions and hate 
whatever leads to life of an opposite kind. This 
. is only another way of saying that he must 
love the good and hate the evil; for the good is 
simply what conduces to rational and moral 
life, and the evil simply what leads away 
from it."· 

But, whatever may be the standard adopted, 
accepted or assumed, there must be some such 
standard, else all argument, discussion or rea
soning on the subject must be futile, meaning
less, and endless. 

Point VI. Reasoning and argument about 
the nature and characteristics of things in gen
eral, or in particular, should always be con
ducted on the basis of "things as they are," 
rather than upon "things as they ought to be." 
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The "ought to be" question is quite proper in 
its place-but its place is "some. other place"; 
it has no place in the thought concerni11g the 
nature, characteristics, . and present state or 
conditions of the thing or things in question. 
A failure to observe this precautionary meas
ure is the cause of much futile and endless dis
cussion, and of much muddled thinking. Na
ture, Life, Society, and Things in general, 
must first be known "as they are," before any 
improvement or progress is possible. We must 
know "what things are, and how they behave," 
before we can reason· out possibly better ways. 
Many persons shrink from seeing "things as 
they are" in Nature-they are afraid to look 
facts in the face; they are afraid of "the naked 
Truth," evidently considering it "un-nice," if 
not, indeed, actuaUy indecent. 

Your Premises should be: "All A is B," or 
"This A is a B" (if such be the case), rather 
than "All A should be C" or "This A should be 
a C"-that iS, if you are arguing or reasoning 
about the nature of, or the truth concerning the 
thing in question, or of the present facts of the 
case. The ."should be" or "ought to be" or the 
"it is a pity that it is not," is quite another 
matter; such requires a new Premise, involv
ing an entirely different line of argument or 
course of reasoning. In logical reasoning, the 
scientific spirit, not that of the sentimentalist, 
should govern. This is not asking trio much 
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of you : if Omniscience sees and knows every:. 
thing, then it must see and know things "as 
they are"-you are merely asked to endeavor 
to follow the same course to the best of your. 
ability. 

Point VII. You will do well to realize and 
recognize that "everything has its opposite"; 
that there are always "two sides to every ques
tion"; that most statements of truth are mere
ly half-truths, the other half being left un
stated; that Truth is usually discovered "in the 
middle of the road," or to be the Golden Mean 
between the two extremes. Truth usually is 
found to consist of a reconciliation of the 
"opposites"; or the harmonization of the two 
"opposing" (but not really "contradictory") 
aspects of the case. In most cases it will be 
found that neither "All A is B," is true; but 
that the truth is that "Some A is B, and Some 
A is not B." Consequently, when you encoun
ter a case in which each of the two sides has 
many capable adherents, and each is well sup:. 
ported by fact and argument, you may be rea
sonably sure that .the whole truth lies in be
tween the two extremes, and may be found by 
reconciliation arid "a broader and deeper solu
tion." 

There formerly raged a violent dispute as to 
whether Heredity or Environment is the pre
potent factor in shaping character; much was 
said on each side, and each side arrayed strong 
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facts to support it. Then, along came Herbert 
Spencer with his "deeper and broader solu
tion" that Heredity is merely the results of 
past Environment, and that present Environ
ment is merely Heredity "in ·the making." 
Likewise, the same gifted philosopher harmon
ized the old dispute between the adherents of 
Intuition (of a certain kind) and those of Ex- · 
perience regarded as the ba~is of certain "uni
versal notions"; he showed that such universal 
notions might be called Intuitive, but that this 
Intuition originally arose from the actual ex
perience of the race, and in time,· through in
heritance, become fixed in the race as "neces
sary beliefs." 

All this brings us to a realization that, as a 
writer has said: "Anything may be defended 
by logical argument or reasoning that does not 
involve a logical contradiction in terms," i.e., 
that does not conflict with the universal Laws 
of Thought'which we have presented to you in 
this instruction. 

Point VIII. Much attention of late years 
has been given to the Pragmatic aspect of 
things-to the aspect of Practical Use and 
Utility. The Pragmatic test, i.e., How will it 
work? What will it do? What use is it?" is 
now being applied in every field of human 
thought, every branch of study, every impor
tant question of Judgment and of Logical Rea
soning. There is in the air of the times a dis-
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position to demand of everything the answer to 
the great question: "What of it?" (You will 
remember the three questions suggested by us 
to you in a preceding part of this instruction, 
viz., "What is it? How do you know it? What 
of it?-this last is the Pragmatic factor.) 
There is found a strong tendency on the part 
of modern writers and teachers on the Art of 
Thinking to advise that one should not waste 
time and effort on reasoning which "leads no· 
where," and which is purely academic in char
acter-"scholarly but not scientific"; but 
should confine one's thought to practical ques
tions admitting of definite answer and prac
tical, useful application. 

A writer voices this bluntly as follows: "Put 
away from you all questions which do not ad
mit of a definite answer; and also those of 
which the answers can have no practical mean
ing, importance, service or use to you." Henry 
Hazlitt states this idea with more gentleness, 
as follows : "The Pragmatic method ~an be 
applied with profit to nearly all our positive 
problems. Before starting to solve a question 
-while deciding, for instance, on the validity 
of some nice distinction in Logic-we should 
. ask ourselves, 'What practical difference will 
it make if I hold one opinion or the other? How 
will my belief influence my action?'-( using 
the word 'action' in its broadest sense). This 
may often lead our line of inquiry into more 
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fruitful channels, keep us from making fine but 
needless distinctions, help us to word our ques
tions more relevantly, and lead us to make the 
distinctions where we really need them." . 

Point IX. We have at different points in 
this instruction pointed out to you the fact 
that the best reasoning, the truest reasoning, is 
"purposive reasoning." In fact, it is not too· 
much to say that there is no real or true rea
soning that is not reasoning with and for a 
purpose. That purpose is the discovery of 
truth-the answer to a particular or general 
question. The clearer that purpose, the more 
clearly understood that question, then the truer, 
clearer, more definite, and more effective will 
he the ·reasoning process. As Hazlitt says : 
"We cannot think on 'general principles.' · To 
try this is like attempting to chew laughing 
gas. To think at all requires a purpose, no 
matter. how vague. The best thinking, more
over, requires a definite purpose, and the more 
definite this purpose the more <Jefinite will be 
our thinking. Therefore, in taking up any spe"." 
cial line of thought, we must find just what our 
end and purpose is, and thus get clearly in 
mind what our problems are. * * * Our first 
step is to get our problem or problems in mind, 
and to state them as definitely as possible. A 
problem properly stated is a problem partly 
solved." 
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Our problems necessitating our reasoning 
are questions-,-questions demanding an an
swer; Our business is to clear away the non
essential elements of the question, and to re
duce it to its simplest, most fundamental and 
basic, essential elements. You should ask 
yourself: "Just what is the nature of this ques
tion; and just what must be the nature of the 
answer when found?" The analysis required 
for this reduction of the question to its sim
plest essential elements, and for the perception 
of the necessary general character . of the 
sought-for answer, will in itself set you well on 
your way in your process of reasoning out that 
answer. Sometimes the careful examination 
of the "opposite side" will clear away much ob
structing material; the analysis of the elements 
of the thing sought to be avoided, or of the 
elements. of your ignorance, will often point 
directly and unerringly to the solution. Hegel 
was quite right in his doctrine that a ·thing 
can be fully known only by also fully know
ing its opposite . 
. In beginning your reasoning, carry in mind 

the homely aphorism of the old hunter, i.e., 
"When you start out to. hunt anything, be sure 
you know just what you're hunting-or. else 
you mightn't recognize it when you run across 
it.'1 0 

Point X. The best thinkers have found an 
important working principle to consist of the 
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"breaking-up method," i.e., the method of di
viding, or breaking-up the subject of thought 
into convenient classes, divisions, or parts-
each of these being handled in turn by the 
mind. Logical division and analysis should be 
followed in the "breaking-up,'' in order that 
the best results may be obtained. The rule of 
the "breaking-up" should be : Logical Order; 
Definiteness; Utility. 

Jeremy Bentham, though not the originator 
of this method, was one of its most able prac
titioners; it has been claimed that "the secret 
of his strength and originality of thought lay 
in this method." John Stuart Mill, in one of 
his essays, directed attention to Bentham's use 
of this method, of which he said: ''It may be 
shortly described as the method of detail: of 
treating wholes by separating them into their 
parts; abstractions by resolving them into 
things; classes and generalities by distinguish
ing them into the individuals of which they 
are made up; and breaking every question into 
pieces before attempting to solve it." 

Hazlitt says: "The systematic thinker is 
careful of the manner in which he marshals 
his difficulties. He knows that certain prob
lems should properly be considered before cer
tain others, and he saves himself labor and 
sometimes error by considering them in. that 
o'rder. * * * Knowledge furnishes problems, 
and the discovery of problems itself constitutes 
an intellectual advance., Whenever you are 
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thrashing out a subject, write down every prob
lem, difficulty and objection that occurs to 
you. When you get what you consider ~ satis
factory solution, see whether or not it answers 
all of them." 

Concluding Advice 
You are advised to observe the following 

general rules in your reasoning, arguments, 
and discussions. Most of these points have 
been referred to, or else stated, in the foregoing 
instruction : 

(1) Define and understand your principal 
terms, and demand the same of your opponent. 

(2) Be certain of the Premises employed; 
beware of Begging the Question, and of allow
ing your opponent to do so. 

(3) Proceed logically, observing the Laws 
of Thought rationally interpreted; and insist 
upon your opponent doing the same. 
· (4) Avoid prejudice, and unwarranted pre
conceived opinion ; but respect your own opin
ions, and do not discard them unless better are 
obtained. 

(S) Understand and observe the distinction 
between Particular Judgments and Universal 
Judgments; and be on guard against confus
ing or confounding them, on your own part 
and that of your opponent. · 

(6) Admit; and permit, nothing in, the Con
clusion which is not involved in the Premises. 

(7) Apply always (to yourself and to your 
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opponent) the leading questions: "What is it? 
How do you know it? What of it?" 

An observance of the ten general points set 
forth in the foregoing pages, and of the sev
eral general rules briefly stated above, will 
serve to furnish you with what a writer has 
expressed as: "An equipment of tests and re
quirements which would save many people 
from wasting their time and thought upon dis
. cussions, arguments and reasoning, of which 
they realize neither the origin nor the end." 

The Master Formula 

In your task of attaining efficient Reasoning 
Power, you will be aided by a study and the 
observance of the principles of the Master For
mula of Attainment which forms an important 
element of our instruction.. The Master For
mula, precisely stated, is as follows : I. Defi
nite Ideals; II. Insistent Desire ; III. Confi
dent Expectation; IV. Persistent Determina
tion; V. Balanced Compensation. Reduced to 
popular terms, it reads: "You may have any
thing you want, _provided that you (1) know 
exactly what you want, (2) want it hard 
enough, (3) confidently expect to obtain it, (+) 
persistently detenDine to obtain it, and ( 5) are 
willing to pay the price of its attainment." 

FINIS 
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THE PERSONAL POWER BOOKS 
We announce the publication of the first twelve vol

umes of an important series of practical, helpful, inspir
ing, efficiency-promoting books known as "The Personal 
Power Books." Additional volumes of the series are in 
process of preparation, and will be announced later. The 
writing of these twelve books represents several years of 
earnest, careful work on the part of their authors, Mr. 
W. W. Atkinson and Mr. Edward E. Beals. They are 
the fruit of many years of active research and investiga
tion, of extended preparation and experimentation by their 
authors and others whose aid has been sought and ob
tained. The principles and methods set forth in them 
have been carefully tested and tried, and have been found 
to work out effectively and efficiently in actual practice
they have met the pragmatic test and have "made good." 
The treatment of their subjects is eminently practical, 
efficient and effective. 

These "Personal Power Books" preach the Doctrine of 
Positive Individuality-the Dynamic Power of the Master 
Self. They teach that every individual is the Master of 
his Fate, the. Captain of his Soul. They hold that you 
have at your disposal certain Natural Forces which, when 
recognized, realized, and properly applied and directed, 
are sufficient to carry you fol"Ward on the Path of Attain
ment until you reach the summit of the Mountain· of 
Achievement. They have as one of their fundamental 
and basic axioms that which is called the Master For
mula of Attainment, viz., "Definite Ideals, Insistent 
Desire, Confident Expectation, Persistent Determination, 
and Balanced Compensation" ; or, in moce popular phras
ing. "You may have anything you want, provided that 
you (1) know exactly what you want, (2) want it hard 
enough, (3) confidently expect to obtain it, (4) persist
ently determine to obtain it, and (5) are willing to pay 
the price of its attainment." Thus, they preach and 
teach the value and efficacy of the Laws of Ideals, 
Desire, Faita, Will and Service. 

Those who acquire and apply the principles taught in 
these books will be able to plunge into the midst of the 
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activities of Life, filled with the spirit of the old Ber
serkers, fearing nothing, daring everything, sure of 
ultimate victory. Inspired by their new Battle Cry of 
Freedom and Power : "I Can, I Will ; I Dare, I Do!" 
they will be able to plough their way through the ranks 
of the hordes of inert negativity and sheeplike passivity, 
triumphantly to reach the victorious heights of the Mount 
of Achievement. 

Here follow the titles of the first twelve "Personal 
Power Books": 

I. PERSONAL POWER; or, Your Master Self. 
II. CREATIVE POWER; or, Your Constructive 

Forces. 
III. DESIRE POWER; or, Your Energizing 

Forces. 
IV. FAITH POWER; or, Your Inspirational 

Forces. 
V. WILL POWER; or Your Dynamic Forces. 

VI. SUBCONSCIOUS POWER; or, Your Secret 
Forces. 

VII. SPIRITUAL POWER; or, The Infinite 
Fount. 

VIII. THOUGHT POWER; or, Radio-Mentalism. 
IX. PERCEPTIVE POWER; or, The Art of 

Observation. · 
X. REASONING POWER; or, .Practical Logic. 

XI. CHARACTER POWER; or, Positive Indi-
viduality. . . 

XII. REGENERATIVE POWER; or, Vital Re
juvenation. 

Each book is complete in itself and covers thoroughly 
its particular subject. 

Each of these books contains 192 pages. They are 
bound in !!Qnvenient. "pocket edition" size and form, in 
beautiful dark blue flexible leatherette cover, em
bossed artistically wader the famous Artcraft. process, 
resulting in a volume worthy of a place on the shelves or 
table of the best library. The price (postpaid) of each 
volume is but ONE DOLLAR. They are sold subject 
to your approval; your money will be refunded cheer
fully upon demand in case you are not perfectly sat
isied with them upon their receipt. 

THE PELTON PUJlLISHING CO., Meriden, Conn. 
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PERSONAL POWER 
OR 

YOUR MASTER SELF 
By W. W. Atkinson and Edward E. Beals 

This book has as its basie principle the truth that at 
the very centre, heart, kernel or core of your being 
there is present and active a Master Self, of which your 
physical, mental and emotional faculties are instru
ments of expression, and which 'is the real YOU which 
you recognize and realize in your inner consciousness. 
It is "That Something Within" the spirit of which is 
Power. It is a focal point or centre of manifestation 
of that POWER from which all things proceed, and 
from which all actions fl.ow. In this book you are in
structed how and where to look for this Master Sel!; 
and how to manifest its Power when you have discov
ered its immanent presence within your being. You are 
taught how to apply this Power toward the achieve
ment of your ideals, the satisfaction of your longings, 
the accomplishment of your definite purposes. Y'Ou are 
taught how to make your Ideals become Real-to take 
on objective material form and condition. You are 
taught how to manifest on the plane of Causes; and 
thus to produce Effects. You are taught how to be· 
come a Master of conditions and circumstances, Instead 
of being their Slave. You are taught how to discove!" 
and how te manifest your Egohood; and how the Ege 
may claim its Own. This book Is different in many re
spects from anything you ever have read or of which 
you have heard. Its teachings, it is true, are not for 
the spinefoss, fear-cursed weaklings of the race; rather 
are they for the full-grown, strong, courageous, daring 
men and women who are the true individuals among 
the mass of counterfeit personalities. Its 1 words are 
charged strongly with the vibration~ of Mastery ancl. 
Power. 

Here is its Table of Contents: I. FOrewordJ n. Your 
Master Sel:fJ III. Your "I AM I"J IV. Conaelous Eso
hoodJ v. Cosmic PowerJ VI. The Twin MlllllfestatfonJ 
VII. The Three FormulasJ VllI. ReaU..IDg your ldealllJ 
IX. "The Master Formula." 

PERSONAL POWER contains 192 pages; bound in 
convenient "pocket edition" size and form, in beautiful 
dark blue 1lexible leatherette cover, embossed artistl• 
cally under the famous Artcraft proeess. 

Pl'lee (postpaid), One Dollar 

THE PELTON PUBLISHING CO.,M'.eriden,Conn. 



VOLUKE II; PmtsoNAL POWEil BOQJCS 

CREATIVE POWER 
OR 

YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE FORCES 
By W. w. Atkinson and Edward E. Beals 

This book deals wlth Y'OUr creative, constructive 
~rces; wlth the forces of your purposive Ideas and 
thoughts, and of your Constructive Imagination. It re
veals to you the true purpose and oftlees of your Con
&truotlve Imagination, that W'Onderful creative plane 
of mentality. It shows you why and how Constructive 
llllagiuatlon and Determined Will constitute the great 
creattve Jroraea of Nature and of Man. It explains in 
detail tile flrst element of "The Master Formula," I.e., 
De11.Jllte Ideals, or how to "know exactly what you 
want." It teaches you how flo plan and build on the 
mental plane that whioh you wish to take on form and 
substs.Dce on the material, objective plane of Nature. 
It shows ;vou how and why Man must become a Mental 
Arehlteet before he may become a successful Material 
BuUder of things, couditlons and effects. It Instructs 
yoa In the art of eonstruetlng Creative Ideals. It goes 
deeply l:ato the subject of the Builder and the Plan. It 
elves you the Seoret of llllfeetive Visualisation. It ln
:foftnlil you eonoernlng the D;vnamle Ideal. It proves to· vcm the value of the Definite Purpose. It gives TOU 
psactlcial dlreetions for constructing and malnta.lning 
iihe Mental Laboratory in whleh you may evolve and 
manufacture desires and needed Ideas, Plans, Designs 
in any line of human endeavor, in any fteld of work. 
It gives you the fundamental Laws of Invention, and 
tae principles of Creative Conception. It instructs you 
In the .A.rt of Creation; it teaches you how to become a 
Ct-eator In your own right, and on your own account. 

Be:te ls Its Table of Contents: I. Imagl_tl_J u. 
'Ille fanagl!llg JJ'acultles; UI. Conirtruetive Imaglnattonf 
l"V'. IJ.'he Ballder and the Plan; V. The M-tal Labor
.....,., VL The Laws of l/llventton; VIL Creative Com
pftl!lf:tl-1 VUI. The Art. of Creatton1 IL D7Damle 
I'...._tion. 

OIUIATIVE POWl!IR contains 192 pages; bound in 
eonvenient "pocket edition" size and form, in beautiful 
blu.e ftn:lble leatherette cover, embossed il.rtistlcally 
under the famous Artcraft process. 

Price, (Postpaid), One Dollar 

TH.E PELTON PUBLISHING CO., Meriden, CollD:• 



VOLUME III; PERSONAL PowER Boon 

DESIRE POWER 
OR 

YOUR ENERGIZING FORCES 
By W. w. Atkinson and Edward E. :Beals 

This book has for its subject the great principle of 
Nature known as Desire Power-the Energizing Forces 
of Na.ture and of Man. Desire is the Fire or Flame 
which generates the Steam of Will. If you wish to act 
with efl:ect and power, and if you wish to have a 
Strong Will, YoU must first learn to arouse and to 
maintain a high. degree of Desire Power. This book 
explains in detail the second element of "The Ma.ster 
Formula," i. e., Insistent Desire, or how to "want hard 
enough." Very few persons have learned to "want 
things hard enough"-hence they fail to obtain those 
things. Insistent Desire is a far different thing from 
the pale pink "wish" or "want" of the average person. 
Insistent Desire Is like the thirst of a man lost on the 
desert; the hunger of a starving man; the protective 
instinct of a tigress with a brood; the mating instinet 
of the wild animal. This book tells you how to arouse 
and maintain an Insistent Desire for that which you 
want and need, and which is requisite for your success 
and happiness. It sh'<>WS you how to arouse and main.
ta.in In full strength the elemental primordial Desire 
Force which insistently demands its satisfaction, and 
which refuses to be denied that which it craves so In
sistently .. It shows you how the Principle of Desire 
exerts an Attractive Force upon things, persons, cir
cumstances and conditio!ls tending to promote its ob
jects, to further its purposes, to attain its ends. De
sire Power "works while you sleep," employing the 
activities of the Subconscious Mentality in order to 
work its will and to satisfy its cravings. It shows what 
happens, and how it happens when you really "want 
the thing hard enough." 
· Here is Its Table of Contents: I. Emotive PowerJ 

IL Desire and ActlODSJ Ill. Evolution of DeslreJ IV, 
Attraction of Desire P_er, V. KJ>owfng What Yon 
Want; VL Wanting It Hard Enou,ghJ VII. Pa)"IDg 'Ole 
Prlee; VIII. Uneonselons Desire. 

DESIRE POWER contains 192 pages; bound in con
venient "pocket edition" size and form, in beautiful 
dark blue leatherette cover, embossed artistically un
der the famous Artcraft process. 

Price (postpaid), One Dollar 

THE PELTON PUBLISHING CO.,Meriden,Conn. 
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Vor.mm IV; PERSONAL PoWER Booxs 

FAITH POWER 
··OR 

YOUR INSPIRATIONAL FORCES 
By w. w. Atkinson and Edward E, Beals 

This book deals with The Power of Faitli-the Force 
ot Confident Expectation-the Energy of Expectant 
Attention. It explains fully and in detail the third ele
ment of "The Master Formula," i.e., Confident Expecta
tion, or how to "confidently expect that you will obtain 
what you want." It explains the fundamental prin
ciples of the Psychology of Faith, and shows just how 
and why Faith succeeds in producing many wonderful 
r.esults and effects in the lives of men and women. It 
divests the subject 'Of the miraculous character usually 
ascribed to ft; it brings it down (ol" up) to the plane 
of Natural Cause and Effect-yet it removes .one set of 
wonders only to disclose a still greater Wonder. It 
shows not only that Faith removes Mountains of DUH
cultfes from the path of man; but also that ft serves to 
bring to man that which he nee4s. desires and confi
dently expects to come to him. It .also shows how 
Faith (f, e., Confident Expectation and Firm Belief) 
in the coming of undesirable and dreaded things, con
ditions and circumstances, tends to make the feared 
(and believed in) things materialize in objective form. 
Faith is a spiritual power, a living ·force, which when 
trusted and rightly employed will annihilate the oppo
sition of outward cireumstances, or else convert and 
transmit them into helpful conditions. The ancient 
sages have said: "Faith ls the White Magic of Power." 
Those who understand its nature, and its laws of ap
plication, have in their hands a wondrous weapon ot 
strength, power and force. 

Here is its Table of Contents: r. The Power of 
Faith! rr. The Psychology of Faith; rrI. Expectant At
'tentlon1 rv. Seeret of "Faith Cure•"! V. Faith and the 
Subeonseloua1 v. Faith and Enthasiasm1 VD. :Faith 
-d Mental Power1 VDL A.ttraetlive Power of Jl'althl 
IX. Faith In YoarselfJ x. Faith In the rmmtte. 

FA.ITH POWER contains 192 pages; bound in con
venient' "pocket edition" size and form, in beautiful 
dark blue leatherette cover, embossed artistically un-
·der the famous Artcraft process. , 

Price, (Postpaid), O:iae Dollar 

THE PELTON PUBLISHING CO., Meriden, Conn. 



VOLUME V; PERSON.AL POWER BOOKS 

WILL POWER 
OR 

YOUR DYNAMIC FORCES 
By W. W. Atkinson and Edward E. Bea.ls 

This book deals with those mighty dynamic ·forces 
which in their combination eonstitute what we know 
as Will Power. Will Power is the most elemental and 
fundamental form of living Power. It constitutes the 
very kernel and heart of Life Power. More than this, 
many o!f the best philosophers hold that "At the last, 
all Power is Will Power." This book explains in de
tail the fourth element of "The Master Formula." i. e., 
PeTsistent Determination, or how to "persistently de
termine to obtain what you want." It teaches you how 
to eulUvate Persisten1! Determination, Tenacity of Pur
pose, 1'tesolute Determination, Strong Defiant Purpose. 
It shows you how to attain and manifest that Settl-1 
Purpose which aceomplishes its ends, and which noth
ing can resist. It p-0ints out the road to the attainment 
of that Will-to-W'ill, that Firm Decisive Spirit which 
clears the space around the individual and gives him. 
room and freedom. I"t teaches the methods of the cul
tivation of that Invincible Determination-c-that Fixed 
Plu-pose-whieh distinguishes the great and powerful 
individual from the weak and insignificant. This book 
holds that you have a bountiful supply of Will Power 
lying latent and dormant within you, which may be 
developed and trained to a marvelous degree by the 
proper seientific methoads. Then it proceeds to supply 
you with these methods, and instructs you in the art 
and science of applying them effectively. 

Here is its Table o.f Contents: I. Will Power; JI. The 
Nature of Will; III. Conatlve Wtll; IV. Deliberative 
Will; V. Determinative Will; VL Active Will; VD. 
Will-Training; VIII. WW-Consciousness; IX. WUI• 
Atmosphere, 

WILL POWER contains 192 pages; bound in con
venient "pocket edition" size and form, in beautiful 
dark blue leatherette cover, embossed artistically un
der the famous Art craft process .. 

Price, (Postpaid), One Dollar 

THE PELTON PUBLISHING CO., Meriden, Conn. 



VOLUME VI; PERSONAL POWER BOOKS 

SUBCONSCIOUS POWER 
OR 

YOUR SECRET FORCES 
By W. W. Atkinson and Edward E. Beals 

This book deals with the Secret Forces of that great 
region of your soul or mental nature which lies outside 
rot the plane of ordinary consciousness. It shows you, 
Arst of all, that "You are greater than you know"; that 
your mental kingdom may be expanded into a far 
greater Mental Empire of which the realm of the ordi
nary consciousness Is but a part. It shows you that 
your mental being is like a. great world of which you 
ordinarily perceive merely the lighted-up mountaJn 
peaks, the entire 1'ower levels of the great continent 
hidden in the shade. Or, that your mind Is like the 
earth, with its great underlying deposits of coal and 
oil ln which slumber latent heat, light, and other 
forms of energy which await but the appropriate stim
ulus to bring to the surface those materials from which 
these forces may be released. It shows the part played 
by the forces of the Subconscious in the process of 
pltwsilea.l b>ody; in the processes of thought, emotion, 
memory, and other mental activities. It shows how 
these forees may be harnessed and set to work for you 
w.tth wonderful results. This book also throws light 
upon the much discussed subject of Psycho-Analysis, 
and presents that subject in a plain, practical manner. 
It shows the relation of the Unconscious Mind to the 
Great Subcol'lsolous Mentality. It gives practical in
struetion in efHcient Psycho-Analysis, and shows how 
the principle may be put. to use in everyday life. It 
shows how you may employ the Titanic Power of the 
l!lubconsel.ous in the direction of your Success and 
Achievement. 

He-re Is its Table of Contents: L Your Secret Forees; 
D. Sabeonseleus Menta.UODJ III. SabeoDSCIOWI Vital 
P.roees..-1 IV. Sabeonsetous Habitual A.etlon; v. Sub
eonsetous Emotion -d Memoryf VI. SubeonselOWI 
PS'Teho-A.nalyals; VII. SubeonseiOWI Thought; VIII. 
The Su,pereOBSeloW1 Planes. 

SUBCONSCIOUS POWER contains 192 pages; bound 
In convenient "pocket edition" size and form, In beauti
ful dark blue fiexlble leatherette cover, embolilsed 
arti1tlcally under the famous Artcraft process. 

Price (postpaid), One Dollar 

THE PELTON PUBLISHING CO.,¥eriden,C~nn. 



Vor.u11r1E VII; PERSON.AI. Powa. Booxs 

SPIRITUAL POWER 
OR 

THE INFINITE FOUNT 
By W. W. Atkinson and Edward E. Beabt 

This book deals with that Infinite Fount, Source, 
Reservoir of .All-Power from whloh all Power proeeeds 
and of which all Energy and Force are forms a.ad 
pha.ses of manifestation. Leaving the nrfa.oe of Ma
ture, it plunges deep b1to the underlying regions whiell. 
rest far beneath the outer a.111Pee:t of thing& It h'Olds 
to the truth that: "The universe ls but the outer wrap
per behind which is hidden a. spiritual creative a.etlv
ity--e. striving, feeling, sensing, like that whio!i we 
experienee in ourselves." Ii; identUles Spirit with Lile, 
Sentience, Desire and WilL It teaehea the Presenee
Power of an Infinite IJfe--the Universal Spirit In whiell 
we live and move and have O'llr being. It shows tile 
relation. of Spirit to Matter, both being regarded as 
Eternal and Causeless. It allows how Spirit 111.0111.lcls 
Matter according to its Wlll and employs it s.s an 
instrument 'Of the expressio11 of its Life and Power. It 
shows that the Individual Spirit Is a. foeal point aad 
aentre of Life, Wnd and Wm, in and of the Unlveraal 
Spirit. It shows how the .Individual Spirit may "aoR
taot the Infinite Spirit," and draw from it tl:le Crea.ttve 
Forces and thus become a. Crea.tor in its own reals. 
It shows how you may vibrate 1111. Unison with Imtnity; 
how you may "attune" your splritu.al Radl'Ophone so as 
to "pick up" the eurrents of Power and Wisdom from 
the Infinite Souree. This book deals wtth "deep" nlt
jeets, yet it is eminently prac•ieal In its treatment of 
them. It will throw light on many dark plaeefil; its 
Light will illuminate the Path of .Attainment on which 
you a.re traveling. It deals with Ultimate Truth. 

Here is its Table of COD.tents: L Tile Q,aest for 
Trath1 IL Material Saltstahe"e1 m. A.etuatlllg 111Dergy1 
IV. Imndnent SplritJ V. Spirits EssenUal LUe1 TI. 
Spirits E•entlal Power1 VJI, Creator -d Creatl-J 
VllL 'Unison With ln:Onlty, · 

SPIRITUAL POWER contains 192 pages; bound ·in 
convenient "pocket edition" size and form, In beauti
ful dark blue ftexible leatherette eover, embossed 
artistically under the famous .A.rtcraft process. 

Prlee (postpaid), One Dollar 

THE PELTON PUBLISHING CO.,Meriden,Conn. 



Vot.um: VIII; PERSONAL PoWER BooKs 

THOUGHT POWER 
OR 

RADIO-MENTALISM 
By w. w. Atkinson and Edward E. Beals 

This book deals with that great field of the Powers 
of the Mind in wJlich are perf'Ormed the activities of 
what has been called· Thought Force, Telementatton, 
1\tenta.J. Influence, Telepathy, Mental Radio-Activity
in short, of the action of mind upon mind over space, 
at a greater or less dlstanee. It explains the principles 
involved in the phenomena of Radloaotive Thought; of 
Thought Atmospheres, Thought Waves, Thoug-ht Vi
brations, Thought Forms, and Thought Contagton.. It 
explains the nature of Personal Magnetism and of 
Personal Atmosphere. It gives the rules of Thought 
Induetlon, and shows that In the latter "is to be found 
the great principle of all Radio-MentaUsm, or Radiant 
Thought Power •. It shows "why" and "how" Thought 
radiates from the mind of the thinker, travels over 
space, and produces effects ·upon other · minds at a 
greater or less distance from its source. It shows that 
Thought ts as truly a Natural Force as is Electricity; 
and that its laws of operation very closely resemble 
those of the latter. It proceeds to furnish you with 
practical scientific methods whereby Thought Power 
may be employed and directed by you in the most 
effective, efficient manner, and with the best results. 
It also furnishes you with the most practical and efli
elent methods of Self-Protection-of Protective Im
munity and Neutralization. You are shown the laws 
and principles, and are then taught how to apply and 
use them with effect. 

Here is its Table of Contents: I, The Po.,.;er of 
ThoughtJ IL Radioactive Thoqht; III. Thought
AtmaosphereJ IV. Thougi.lt;Contagton1 V. Thoaght
Attraetton1 VI. Thought-Waves and Forms1 VII. 
Thought-Induetion1 VIII. ''Treating'• Thought Coudl

. t1ons1 IX. Thoqght Power M~hotls; X, The Law of Cor
relatlOnJ XI. Cosmic Thought Power. 

THOUGHT POWER contains 192 pages; bound In 
convenient "pocket edition" size and form, in beauti
ful .dark blue flexible lea1;herette cover, embossed 
artistically under the famous Artcraft process. 

" Price (postpaid), One Dollar 

THE PELTON PUBLISHING CO.,Meriden,Conn. 



VOLUME IX; PERSONAL PowER Booxs 

PERCEPTIVE POWER 
OR 

THE ART OF OBSERVATION 
By w. W. Atkinson and Edwal'd E. Beals 

This book dea.ls with the sub~ect of the Perceptive 
Power of the Mind. Its instruction includes an exa.m
lna.tion into and expla.natlon of the Perceptive Fa.cul
ties which are Involved in the~proceseee of E:lftcient 
Observatlon. - It shows tha.t the World of Experience 
of· the· lndlvldua.l depends upon the quality and qua.n
ttty of the observation of tha.t perso~ Sensa.tion a.n.d 
Perception furnish the "ra.w ma.terlals of thought." 
Sensa.tlon awe.kens Perception, and Pereeption Inter
prets the reports of Sensation. Reason then employs 
these interpreted reports as the material or stuff. from 
which It weaves the glorious fabric of Thought. There
fore, as the old aphorism so aptly states it: "As we 
observe more accurately, we perceive more clearly, 
think more 'l:ruly, remembe't\ more correctly, imagine 
mol'e effectively, and judge :diore soundly." It informs 
you coneerning the Laws of Attention, that marvelous 
mental power which has been likened to the perceptive 
lens 'Of the mieroscope, beeause it brings to .a focus 
the sensory reports from the outside world. · The sub
jeet of Coneentratlon ls carefully considered, and 
effective methods of manifesting its power a.re pre
sented The use of the Attention con9tltutes one of 
the prime faetors In the use of the Will. "Attention 
constitutes the better half of all intellectual power." 
Concentration is a characteristic of the mind of men 
who accomplish things In the world. This book points 
eut the scientific methods of developing Attention a.nd 
tof training the Will in Concentration. 

Here ls its Table of Contents: L Your World of 
Experl-eeJ D. Conacloa1111eas and SensatlonJ Ill, Heeh
anlsin of t:he s-ses1 IV. Perception and DiscernmentJ 
v. Observation and ExperlmentJ VL Cultivating Ob
servatlon1 VII. Sclenee of AppereeptlODJ VDL Power 
of Attentlon1 IX. Mental C•eentratton. 

PERCEPTIVE POWER contains 192 pages· bound in 
convenient "pocket edition" size and form, in beauti
ful dark blue :flexible leatherette cover, embossed 
artistically under the famous Artcraft process. 

Prlee, (Postpaid), One Dollar 

THE PELTON PUBLISHING CO.; Meriden, Conn. 



VOLUHE X; PERSONAL POWER BOOKS 

REASONING POWER 
OR 

PRACTICAL LOGIC 
By W.W. Atkinson and Edward E. Beals 

This book instructs you in the Art and Science of 
Practical Loglc:al Thought. It teaches you how to think 
logiea.lly, effeetivel:v, certainly. It points out to you 
the ditches of ll'allaey which lie on either side of the 
Path of Logiesl Thought, and it erects Danger Signs 
which serve to warn you to avoid falling into them. 
Its instruotion rests upon the :llour pillars of Ps:vel!!.ol
ogy, Practical Logie, Experience, and Common Sense. 
These four elements reP'!'esent strength and bala.noe, 
and supply the substantial fowida1lton upon which true 
Logica.l Thougkt propel'ly rests. The real office of 
Practieal Logie is largely corrective and regulative. 
It points out a.ad corrects fallacious reasoning on your 
pa.rt; it enables you to detect fallacious, sophistieal, 
ea.sulstieal reasonmg on .the part of oU~ers; it exer
cises a ttireetiOB over {:four habitual processes of 
thought, there.by inhibiting illogical forms of thought . 
s.11d supplanUag them by true logical forms. This 
hook supplies the cream of the subject of Practical 
Logic. If you follow its directions and instruction, 
and apply its methods, you will be able to "think 
straight" and with effect. It gives you the fundamen
tal principles of Logical Analysis and Synthesis, of 
Logleal Judgment, of Logical Analogy, of Logical In
duction, of Logical Causation, of Logical Deduotion. 
You must reason In some way; this book enables you 
to distinguish between good reasoning which leads to 
truth, and the bad reasoning which leads to error and 
misfortune. 

Here is its Table of Contents: I. Practleal Logf,eJ 
II. Psychology of Reasoning; Ill. Law of Logical 
A.nalysfsJ IV. Law Of Logical Synthesis; v. Law of 
Logteal Judgment1 VI. Law of Logleal Analogy1 VII. 
Law of Logical Inductlon1 VIIL Law of Logical Causa
tlon1 IX. Law of Logical Deduct10111 X. Some PracUeal 
"Points." 

REASONIN(,.. POWER contains 192 pages; bound In 
convenient "pocket .edition" size and form, in beauti
ful dark blue fiexible leatherette cover, embossed 
artistically under the famous Artcraft process. 

Price (postpaid), One Dollar 

THE PELTON PUBLISHING CO., Meriden, Conn. 



VOLUME XI; PERSONAL POWER Booxs 

CHARACTER POWER 
OR 

POSITIVE INDIVIDUALITY 
By W.W. Atkinson and Edward E. Beals 

This book ha.s for its purpose the cultivation and 
development of a Strong Character, a Positive Individ
uallty, in its students. It teaches you "how to make 
yourself over" by means of cultivating, developing and 
strengthening the Positive Character-Qualities, and 
through restraining, inhibiting and getting rid of the 
Negative Charaeter-Quallties. The Positive Character
Quallties are those which make you "stronger, better 
and IIllOre efficient." The Negative Character-Qualities 
are th'OSe wbioh make you "weaker, worse, and less 
eftielent." This book eonsiders ea'eb class of Character 
Qualities; it gives you the Positive Norm and the Two 
lliieg&tlves of ea.eh. It tells you how to attain the 
Positive Norm, by cultivation and development; it also 
tellso you lil.'Ow to esgape from the power of the Two 
Nege.tlves. This book Is remarkable ln many respects; 
in fa.ct, there is no othar book in existence ;Just like It. 
It iB a llbera.l education In itself, and no 011e ean help 
being benefited by its study and the application of Its 
pr1neiples and pra.eti&al methods of Character Build
ing. If you rooognize ~d realize your own defioien
ctes of Charaetler~our IOWll weak points a.ad ineftleient 
spots-.e.nd are des!lrous of "making yourself over" 
along the lines of Positivity, l!Jftloiency, Ca.paedty, then 
this is the very book for you. If you have some rela
tive, friend, aequaintanee, or employee who you think 
is failing t'O maS& the best of his life and h4s opport\1-
nUies by reason of his shortcomings and weaknesses 
of Chara.et.er, then yott can do him BO better service 
than to have him. read and study this book. 

:Here kl its Table of Contien1ls: I. Springs of Oharae
terJ U. Positive B1Dd Negative Q.ualltiet1; III. Egotstle 
~I IV. ID"tellectual Qualitfelll; V. Motive Quall
'ties; VI. Emotive Qualities; VII. A.ssoelateit Qualities; 
VIII. Moral Qualities; IL Spiritual Q1Ullltles; X. The 
Seven Prtneiples of OharaeCeF-BubdtngJ XI. Ohmlaeter 
BeeGJN1s. ' 

OHAB.AC'l'ER PO'WER eo:ntains 192 pages; bound. in 
convenient "pocket edition" W..e and fo.rm, in beauti
ful · da.rk blue flexible leatherette cover, emboseed 
a.rtistlea.lly under the famous Artcraft process. 

Price (postpaid), One Dollar 

THE PELTON PUBLISHING CO.,Meriden,Conn. 



VOLUME XII; PERSONAL PoWEil BooKs 

REGENERATIVE POWER 
OR 

VITAL REJUVENATION 
By w. W. Atkinson and Edward E. Beals 

Thls book deals with an important, though compara
tively little known prlnclple of Nature, and involves 
several facts of tremendous Importance to the human 
race. Its basic truths were known to the ancients, and 
have also been stumbled upon by several modern teach
ers, but for the most part :they have been distorted by 
reason of being attached to some weird, fantastic doc
·trine. "Regeneration" means: "The generation of new 
life, strength, or vlgor to a living being." "Rejuvena
tion" means: "The art or process of renewing youth, 
or the qualities of youth." Vital Rejuvenation, then, 
means: "The process of regenerating the individual by 
imparting to him new life, new energy, new vigor, 
and, thereby renewed youth." The Secret of Regen
eration is this: "Nature's (!}enerative Power may be 
employed as Regenerative Power." The Generative 
Power, commonly known as Sex Power, may be em
ployed to give new Ufe to its owner, just as it may be 
employed to transmit life to a new being. This book 
contains valuable instruction concerning both the fun
damental principles involved in Regeneration and the 
efficient and effective methods iof employing them. 
Though it deals with the essential principle of Sex 
Power, yet 1t is not in any sense a "Sex Book" of the 
usual (and often objectionable) type. Its teaching ls 
advanced, but lt is in no way contrary to the highest 
principles of conduct approved of by the best teachers 
of moraHty and religion. 

Here is its Table of Contents: I. Regeneratton1 II. 
The Power of Sex1 III. Derivative Sex Attrlbutes1 IV. 
Tranamutatlon of Sex EnergyJ v. The Ductless Gland111 
VI. Tile Genital Glands1 VII. Gla!nd Transplantatton1 
VIII. The Secret of ltegeneratlon1 IX. The Praetlee of 
Regeneratton1 X, Tranamutatton. · 

REGENERA.'11IVE POWER contains 192 pages; bound 
in convenient "pocket edition" size and form, in beau
tiful dark blue flexible leatherette cover, embossed 
artistically under the famous Artcraft process. 

Price, (Postpaid), One Dollar 
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